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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT GUARDIANSHIP

WHAT IS GUARDIANSHIP?

Guardianship is a relationship whe; by the legal rights, posses-
sions and decision-making power of one person (the ward) are
transferred to another (the guardian) once a determination has
been made that the ward is unable to l-andle his or her own
affairs.

While guardianship was designed to protect the elderly, it is a
process that is often used to take advantage of them. Guardianship
in many ways is the most severe form of civil deprivation which
can be imposed on a citizen of the United States. An individual
under guardianship typically is stripped of his or her basic person-
al rights such as the right to vote, thA right to marry, the right to
handle money, and so forth.

How MANY OLDER AMERICANS ARE UNDER GUARDIANSHIP?

Today, there are more than 500,000 older Americans under
guardianship. A complete accoL..ting of court records could bring
this figure much higher.

WHO ARE THESE ELDERLY?

Most elderly placed under guardianship are very old, widowed,
and live in a nursing home, boarding home or apartment. Their av-
erage age is 80. The majority of wards are women who have out-
lived their spouse. And more than half are in nursing homes.

While many of these older Americans genuinely need assistance
in managing their own affairs, niA.ny can do some things for them-
selves. Others were either never or are only temporarily unable to
completely manage their own affairs.

For example:
Miss M., an 81-year-old woman from Kansas, suffered a stroke.

When she returned home, she learned that while she was in the
hospital the court had appointed a guardian to manage her af-
fairs. Miss M., one day after mowing her lawn, was forcibly
taken to a nursing home under orders of her guardian. This
healthy and active woman spent 5 weeks in the nursing home
unnecessarily at her expense and against her will before she was
able to have the guardianship removed.

WHO CAN BE A GUARDIAN?

Virtually any mentally competent person can legally become the
guardian of a person determined incompetent. This person is often
the one who initiates the effort to have an elderly person declared
incompetent. Despite the fact that a guardian typically has com-
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plete legal control over his or her ward's finances and personal
well-being, there are typically no requirements that guardians
have any special knowledge of accounting, social work, or law or
that they meet any minimum qualifications of education, experi-
ence or intelligence. In fact, only 18 States place any restrictions
whatsoever on who can become a guardian, and in only 5 States are
convicted felons prohibited from being appointed guardians!

For example:
A 23-year-old Michigan barroom janitor, with no training or

experience in accounting, social work or law, was given the job of
public guardian. WIt'lin one year, he was responsible for 80 peo-
ple's lives and their .3359,000 in income and assets. He was later
convicted of embezzling X130,000 from his wards.
Another alarming trend in guardianship of the elderly is that,

while 70 percent of guardiai4s are family members of their wards,
there is a growing number of for-profit companies specializing in
guardianship. These businesses often handle large numbers of
wards and have little or no personal interest in the well-being of
their wards. They profit off mostly helpless people.

Do COURTS REQUIRE THAT GUARDIANS RECEIVE SPECIAL TRAINING
ONCE APPOINTED To CONTROL ANOTHER PERSON'S LIFE?

Rarely, if ever, is any kind of training provided or required
under the law. In fact, fewer than 20 percent of courts ever provide
guardians instructions as to their duties and legal responsibilities
over their wards.

WHAT IS THE LEGAL PROCESS BY WHICH A PERSON CAN BE PUT
UNDER GUARDIANSHIP?

While the legal process by which a person is put under guardian-
ship varies from State to State and from locality to locality, indeed
from court to court, the common thread that runs throughout is
that "accused" incompetents have the deck stacked against them.
An analysis of over 2,090 guardianship cases by the Associated
Press found that fully 97 percent of petitions for guardianship
were approved.

The guardianship process generally begins with the prospective
guardian filing a petition in a county probate court. A judge usual-
ly hears the case (although in some counties the court clerk or
other court official presides) and makes a ruling as to whether the
"accused" is unable to manage his or her own affairs. As noted
above, very rarely is theta a review of the credentials of the indi-
vidual attempting to be named guardian, or of that person's appro-
priateness to serve in that capacity.

The "accused" incompetent elderly person has few if any rights
once place under guardianship. In fact, he or she often has fewer
rights and protections than an accused murderer in the process of
adjudication. When one considers the following facts from the Sub-
committee's review of pertinent State laws and literature, it is not
difficult to imagine how 97 percent of guardianship petitions are
granted:
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Only 14 States require that allegedly incompetent elderly
people be informed as to their legal rights (right to counsel,
rignt to present evidence), or what rights they stand to lose if
placed under guardianship, before a judgment is made of their
competence.

8 States have no requirement that the "accused" be notified
that someone is petitioning to have them placed under guard-
ianship and many others allow waiving of such a requirement.
This is clearly a violation of basic due process under the law.

15 States do not specify that the elderly person has a right to
counsel at the guardianship hearing.

Only 16 States require that the elderly person be present at his
or her own guardianship hearing. A recent study revealed that
in 84 percent of cases, neither the "accused" elderly nor a legal
representative was present at the guardianship hearing.

33 States allow "advanced age" as a cause for determining an
elderly person's competence and whether or not he or she
should be placed under guardianship.

Only 12 States require that medical evidence be submitted in
order to find a person incompetent and therefc-. able to be
placed under guardianship.

The Subcommittee independently confi -med the ease with which
a person can be placed under guardianship. It was found that in
many instances, with a minimum of effort, time, and money, a
guardianship could be obtained. Simple forms regarding the alleged
incompetent's general condition were required to be filed. In no
case was the alleged incompetent required to be present at the
hearing. In no case was the alleged incompetent required to be rep-
resented by legal counsel. The Subcommittee was told that hear-
ings on this important legal matter could be as short as 5 minutes.

WHAT CHECKS ARE IN PLACE To PROTECT AN ELDERLY PERSON FROM
ABUSE BY HIS OR HER GUARnIAN?

There are few. Only half the States require that guardians file
an annual report of their wards' well-being. Six States & not re-
guile any financial accounting of wards' ironies. Even in the States
that do require financial reporting, there is often little or no audit-
ing of these reports. In Virginia, for example, the Subcommittee
was told by an individual who works in the system, "The only
thing that matters is what's on the bottom line of the statement.
As long as income and outgo match up, no questions are asked. It
doesn't matter whatsoever what the elderly person's money :ias
been spent on or how much. That's why there are so many prob-
lems."

An investigation by the Associated Press found that nearly half
of the files on guardians were missing at least one annual account-
ing of money. Only 16 percent of the files reviewed contained re-
ports on the elderly ward's well-being.

co
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WHAT ARE SOME OF THE OTHER MOST FREQUENTLY CITED PROBLEMS
WITH THE CURRENT AMERICAN GUARDIANSHIP SYSTEM?

1. There is a marked lack of due process in most States in the
procedure by which a guardian is appointed. A person does not
have to display evidence of training to be a guardian. There is no
minimum requirement of eJucation, experience or intelligence in
any of the 50 States, the District of Columbia or the territories.

2. The courts that handle guardianship (usually probate courts)
are terribly overburdened, so that even in cases where guardian-
ship is proper and appropi late, there are no followup checks to
monitor the progress of the guardianship arrangements. Although
laws in 44 States require guardians to file regular accountings of a
ward's money, these files were missing or incomplete in 48 percent
of guardianship files examined in a recent Associated Press survey.
According to AP, 13% of cases hr,d the opening of guardianship as
the last entry in the file. In 34% of cases, the closing of the guard-
ianship was the last entry in the file.

3. There is a powerful and unique abrogation of rights when a
person's care is entrusted to another under a guardianship ar-
rangement. Typically wards have fewer rights than the typical
prisonerthey can no longer receive money or pay their bills. They
cannot marry or divorce. By appointing a guardian, the court en-
trusts to someone else the power to choose where the wards will
live, what medical treatment they will receive and, in rare cases,
when they die.

How CAN AN ELDERLY PERSON GET OUT FROM UNDER
GUARDIANSHIP?

Procedures for terminating a guardianship vary across the
nation. However, in nearly all areas, it is a very difficult and time-
corsuming proposition. Thus, for an individual who has been
wrongfully found incompetent and wishes to "appeal" the finding,
or an individual who was only temporarily unable to manage his or
her affairs, to have control over their o.rn lives restored is often
difficult if not impossible.

Because the elderly person under the law is frequently prejudged
"incompetent" and has few legal rights, getting access to the legal
system is often difficult. Many are not able to secure the services of
an attorney. Many have been placed in nursing homes and have
little ability to appear before the court.

For example:
Ms. V. of Florida, a 66-year-old professional, was on her way to

work when she got into a serious car accident which left her co-
matose for two months. She recovered completely and only found
out when she went to vote that she had been determined incom-
petent and therefore could not vote. While she was comatose, her
daughter had her declared incompetent. Without any money,
Mrs. V. had to go to the library and research on her own what
she would have to do to get out frtAn under this. After 7 trying
months of research, writing and regular visits to the court, the
guardianship was removed. However, Ms. V. is outraged that in
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official legal records she still is listed two ways: as Ms. V. and
Ms. V., Incompetent.

WHAT ARE SOME OTHER EXAMPLES OF GUARDIANSHIP ABUSE?

Abuses in guardianship take all shapes and forms, and claim as
their victims people in all walks of life, from Broadway producers
to chicken farmers. Abusers can be daughters, sons, friends, attor-
neys, or for-profit guardianship companies among others.

A Grand Rapids, Michigan woman admitted taking $45,000
from the estates of mentally incompetent persons and spending
the money for a car, clothes and vacation,,,.
A Denver mother defied a judge and sLid a house that be-
longed to her child. The proceeds have never peen accounted
for.

A typical ward of the court is John A. Sward, a World War II
veteran in Los Angeles who suffers from service-col.nected
mental and emotional problems. He receives $1,295 in monthly
benefits from the Veterans Administration.
Several years ago, Sward was befriended by the operator of the
motel where he was staying. The motel operator, David Gold,
became Sward's conservator. But in 1981, probate investigator,
Edith Raid, filed a report in court that Gold had spent $10,767
of Sward's money on a car, even though Mr. Sward had no
driver's license and got around town by bus. The woman who
managed Gold's motel "drives the vehicle to her dance class-
es," the investigator reported. The V -t :Tans Administration
asked Gold to resign as conservator after he failed to file an
accounting.
The relative ease with which an estate can be put into conser-
vatorship is shocking in many instances. In another hotly dis-
puted case, the $140 million estate of Los Angeles real estate
developer, Ben Weingart, was put into conservatorship without
his presence in court. Mr. Weingart died in 1980 at the age of
92, but his friend and live-in companion, Laura Winston, has
doggedly pursued legal efforts to show that the conservatorship
was conceived in fraud. In 1974, three of Weingart's business
associates petitioned the court to become conservators of his
estate on the grounds that his health was failing and Winston
had designs on his money. But according to her, "Ben was in
good condition when this happened. He went to work every
day." Nevertheless, a doctor's report said, in effect, that Wein-
gart's well-being would be impaired if he attended hearings on
the petition. The three associates, who were financially indebt-
ed to Weingart, were appointed permanent conservators.
Revia Karl, a frail, 84-year-old woman, is living her last years
in a psychotic haze in an Inglewood, California hospital. "She
has no knowledge of what is going on," says a hospital spokes-
man. Mrs. Karl doesn't know that her grandson, Jerry M.
Karl, ran through most of her $75,000 in assets after a court
appointed him her conservator. Mr. Karl wasn't charged with
any wrongdoing, although he was replaced as conservator last
year. "I screwed up my grandma's estate," concedes Mr. Karl,
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36, a former mathematics teacher. "I've lived on her money for
the last two years."

In Washington, D.C., an attorney acting as conservator took
$376,000 from an elderly man's estate. He later pleaded guilty
to fraud.
A Colorado woman, conservator for her ailing husband, spent
$80,000 of his funds on her son's business.
Sometimes conservators simply lack the know-how to oversee
an estate. Nearly all of Regina Aberson's $250,000 was wasted
in the failure of her daughter, Eugenia Hershenson, "to use or-
dinary care and diligence" as conservator, according to an at-
torney's report to the Los Angeles Superior Court. The attor-
ney, who represents the estate's new conservator, says Mrs.
Hershenson with court approval had turned over her mother's
money to a stockbroker to put into low-risk investments. In-
stead the broker used the money to trade options. Hershenson
has been replaced as guardian.

In Chicago, relatives of one elderly woman sought a ruling de-
claring her incompetent. "She wasn't, but she had a schlock
lawyer who never put her on the stand," says Patrick Murphy,
Cook County public Euardian. A judge granted the request,
then ordered the woman to pay both sides' legal fees. Murphy
observed, "It cost her $18,000 to have her constitutional rights
taken away."

Mrs. H., an elderly woman from California, had her estate de-
pleted and her house sold by her son-in-law who had been
named her guardian. When her son-in-law was named guardi-
an, Mrs. H. had an estate worth $167,000. By the time he was
removed 8 years later, all that remained was $3,000. The son-
in-law used Mrs. H.'s money to purchase a new house for him-
self.

A Florida lawyer cites the case of a daughter who wanted con-
trol of her elderly parents' finances. t& judge ordered a psychia-
trist to investigate, but the father, caught off guard, refused to
admit the doctor to his home. The expert declared the man a
"paranoiac," and the judge ruled for the woman.

In some cases, judges have used guardianship appointments to
supply old political cronies with easy money. In Hartford, Con-
necticut, a banker and a court-appointed conservator in one
year charged $500,000 in fees for handling the $32 million
estate of an ailing octogenarian. When the Hartford Courant
disclosed the arrangement, the uproar was so fierce that Pro-
bate Judge James Kinsella, a friend who had narled the con-
servator, retired early following a vote by a committee of the
State Legislature to impeach him.

In Arizona, authorities filed suit seeking to force a daughter to
move her mother from a state mental hospital to a private rest
home. Officials charged that the woman would rather keep the
mother in a free public hospital than deplete her inheritance.

9
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ARE THERE ANY FEDERAL LAWS OR NATIONAL UNIFORM STANDARDS
FOR PROTECTING THOSE ELDERLY UNDER GUARDIANSHIP?

No. Although our nation just celebrated the 200th anniversary
of the Constitution with justifiable pride, over 500,000 elderly
Americans under guardianship could not take part in the parade.
There are no Federal laws designed to afford basic protections in
the guardianship process. The United States can take no honor in
being one of the only industrialized nations on earth that lacks
such a system. Even the Soviet Union has a national code for the
protection of the elderly.

WHAT REFORMS ARE NEEDED?

There must be national uniform standards enacted to protect el-
derly and others under guardianship from abuse. At a minimum,
such standards include:

A uniform test of competency must be completed by a psychia-
trist, a social worker and a general medical doctor before
guardianship can be granted.
The proposed ward must be given sufficient notice prior to the
competency hearing and must be present (unless a doctor de-
clares him or her unable) and represented by legal counsel.
The elderly person must receive a clear and concise explana-
tion of his or her rights under guardianship.

There must be minimum standards of character and training
for those who serve as guardians. This should include instruc-
tions from the court as to their duties as guardians.
Guardianships should be as limited in length and scope as is
feasible. Wards should have regular rights to appeal guardian-
ship decisions and access to court system for such purposes.
Financial and personal status reports should be submitted to
the court for each ward at least once a year. Courts should
maintain sufficient staff to substantiate these reports.

These reforms may require additional funding. But the richest
nation in the world, which values liberty highly, can certainly
afford to protect the basic civil rights of its most vulnerable citi-
zens.

I. Are there any restrictions on who .:an be a guardian?

Yes
Alabama X
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas I X
California X
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida I X
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois I X
Indiana
Iowa



Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Mb'ne
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma .
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming.

8

X

A
X

X

Xlx
X

Total 18

' Convicted felons are prohibited

II. Legal representation of alleged incompetent

A. Has right B. Court
to counsel appoints if

unrepresent-
ed

Yes
Yes

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana

X
X X

X

X X
X X
X X
X
X
X X
X X

X X
X X

X

X X
X X

X
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II. Legal representation of alleged incompetentContinued

A. Has right B. Court
to c ounsel appoints if

unrepresent-
ed

Yes
Yes

Maine X X
Maryland X
Massachusetts
Michigan X X
Minnesota X X
Mississippi
Missouri X X
Montana X X
Nebraska X X
Nevada X X
New Hampshire X X
New Jersey X X
New Mexico X X
New York X
North CF 'gins. X X
North i a X X
Ohio X
Oklahoma
Oregon X X
Pennsylvania X X
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee X X
Texas X
Utah X X
Vermont X X
Virginia
Washington X X
West Virginia.. ....... ... X
Wisconsin X X
Wyoming X X

Total 35 36

III. Does alleged incompetent have right to a jury trial?
Yes

Alabama X
Alaska X
Arizona X
Arkansas
California. X
Colorado X
Connecticut
Delaware
District of C ,lumbia .... ...... ........ ........... ....
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois X
Indiana X
Iowa X
Kansas X
Kentucky X
Louisiana
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Maine
Maryland X
Massachusetts
Michigan X
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri X
Montana X
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey X
New Mexico X
New York X
North Carolina X
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Gregon
Pennsylvania X
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee X
Texas X
Utah X
Vermont
Virginia X
Washington X
West Virginia
Wisconsin X
Wyoming X

Total 26

IV. Is alleged incompetent required to attend competency hearing?

Yes
Alabama X
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas X
California X
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia X
Florida X
Georgia X
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois X
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas X
Kentucky ............... ........
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota. X
Mississippi X
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada X
New Hampshire.

1
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New Jersey X
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota.
Ohio
Oklahoma X
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota X
Tennessee
Texas X
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington X
West Virginia.
Wisconsin X
Wyoming

Total .... ............ .... .. . 16

V. Is medical evidence required to find incompetence?
Yes

Alabama
Alaska .... ......... ... .

Arizona
Arkansas X
California XColorado... ........ ..... .............. ....
Connecticut X
Delaware .. ....... ..
District of Columbia .
Florida X
Georgia X
Hawaii ......... ..... .

Idaho
Illinois X
Indiana ....... ........ ..
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland X
Massachusetts X
Michigan X
Minnesota
Mississippi X
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey ..... ... X
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
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South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Total

)

..... ....... 12

VI. States which allow "advanced age" as cause for determining incompetence

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona ............... ......... X
Arkansas X
California
Colorado X
Connecticut X
Delaware X
District of Columbia X
Florida X
Georgia X
Hawaii X
Idaho X
Illinois X
Indiana X
Iowa .... .......
Kansas X
Kentucky . X
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland X
Massacin_ etts X
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi X
Missouri X

Montana....... ......- ........ .......... .... ............... X
Nebraska X
Nevada X
New Hampshire . ...... ...... ..... .
New Jersey
New Mexico X
New York X
North Carolina X
North Dakota X
Ohio X
Oklahoma X
Oregon
Pennsylvania X
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee X
Texas
Utah X
Vermont
Virginia
Washington X
West Virginia.
Wisconsin... X
Wyoming.. X

Total 33
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APPENDIX I

ASSOCIATED PRESS SERIES ON GUARDIANSHIP

PART I: DECLARED "LEGALLY DEAD" BY A TROUBLED SYSTEM

Enrroa's NOTE.Ame:ica is aging, and its elderly are often victimized by the
guardianship system that is supposed to protect them. For a year, the Associated
Press examined the guardianship proems of the elderly nationwide. This is the first
part of a six-day series detailing what the AP found.

(By Fred Bayles and Scott McCartney, Associated P -ess writers)

The nation's guardianship system, a crucial last line of protection for the ailing
elderly, is failing many of those it is designed to protect.

A year-long investigation by the Associated Press of courts in all 59 states and the
District of Columbia found a dangerously burciended and troubled system that regu-
larly puts elderly lives in the hands of others with little or no evidence of necessity,
then fails to guard against abuse, theft and neglect.

In thousands of courts around the nation every week, a few mi_ 'tes of routine
and the stroke of a judge's pen are all that it takes to strip an old man ur woman of
basic rights.

The 300,000 to 400,000 elderly people under guardianship car. no longer receive
money or pay their bills. They cannot marry or divorce. The couri entrusts to some-
one else the power to choose where they will live, what medical treatment they will
get, and, in rare cases, when they will die.

The AP investigation examined more than 2,200 randomly selected guardianship
court files to get a portrait of wards and of the system that oversees them.

After giving guardians srzh great power over elderly people, overworked and un-
derstaffed court systems frequently break down, abandoning those incapable of
caring for themselves, the AP found.

A legal tool meant to protect the elderly and their property, guardianship some-
times _sults insteed in financial or physical mistreatment, the AP found.

"Guardianship is a process that uproots people, literally `unperson' them, de-
clares them legally dead," said Dr. Dennis Koson, a law and psychiatry expert in
Florida. "Done badly, it does more hurting then protecting."

That danger was confirmed by the AP investigation, which involved staff reports
in every state. The AP found:

Elderly in guardianship court are often afforded fewer rights than criminal de-
fendants. In 44 percent of the cases, the proposed ward was not represe:ted by an
attorney. Three out of 10 files contained no medical evidence. Forty-nine percent of
the wards were not present at their hearings. Twenty-five percent of the files con-
tained no indication hearings had been held.

Some elderly people discover they are wards of the court only after the fact.
A Bennington, Vt., woman learned she was under guardianship only when told by

her nursing home she could no longer spend money without the permission of the
guardian, her daughter. A Fort Luaderiale, Fla., woman found she had a guardian
only when she was turned away from the polling booth.

"Guardianship became a rubber-stamp procedure over the years," said Indianapo-
lis Probate Judge Victor Pfau, a leader in a judicial reform movement.

While aws in 44 states require guardians to file regular accountings of the ward's
money, tney were missing or incomplete in 48 percent of the files examined. Thir-
teen percent, more than one in 10, of the flies were empty but for the initial grant-
ing of guardianship powers.

(13)
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Such files are critical to the court's knowledge that wards are being cared for and
that their money is being spent properly. Without the files. the door is open to
abuse.

So a court in Missoula, Mont., had no record of what happened to the $131,000
estate of a 92-year-old man found ill and alone in a cabin in 1985 after a couple
described as "friends" became his guardians. And a Pittsburgh court learned of a
decade-long misappropriation of $25,000 in Social Security checks only when a state
hospital complained of non-payment for a ward's care. The ward's guardian an at-
torney, was disbarred in 1985.

What reports are filed are rarely audited or even checked by probate courts,
which handle guardianships in most jurisdictions. One of the last rungs on the
courthouse ladder, often dealing more with affairs of the dead than of the living,
probate courts are swamped. Many can't even guess how many guardianships they
have on file.

"I don't know where the wards are, who's caring for them, what they're doing,"
said Probate Judge Anthony Sciarretta of Providence, RI. "I h -e no suaport staff, I
have no welfare workers, I have no aides, I have no asc,iscants and I have no
money."

In San Diego, judges routinely signed off on annual accountings filed by lawyer
Bober, Kronemyer for the estate of his ward, Joshua Baily. Not until after Baily's
death did a friend become suspicious. Kronemyer was convicted in 1983 of theft and
perjury for taking hundreds of thousands of dollars in cash and bonds.

Most guardians are dedicated, caring people who see that their wards get proper
food, clothing, shelter and medical attention. A good guardian can protect against
greedy relatives and scheming con men.

Yet if the nation's elderly population jumps 22 percent by century's end, to nearly
35 million, as projected, the problems of guardianship are likely to grow.

While guardianship procedures vary, even from county to county, the laws follow
a pattern: A petition is filed, usually by a family member, alleging a person is in-
competent and no longer able to care for himself or her;elf. The person is evaluated,
and the court rules on the petition.

If granted, guardianship reduces these "wards of the court" to the status of legal
ulfants who may no longer drive a car, vote or, in many states, hire an attorney. "A
prisoner has r pre legal rights," said Winsor Schmidt, a Memphis State University
professor wl._ las studied guardianship in 13 states.

* * * * * * *

Once shuffled into guardianship, the elderly have few ways out. Some states bar
wards from hiring attorneys because they have been ruled incompetent. Twenty-
four states require courts to regularly check the status of the wards. Some judges
are reluctant to reopen cases to remove guardianships.

In Grand Junction, Colo., Vivian Steiner, 68, has written to the judge who placed
her under guardianship, contending she has recovered from medical difficulties and
can leave the nursing home where she is confined. Pitkin County District Judge J.E.
DeVilbiss hasn't answered her, standing by his 1984 ruling that she is incompetent.

"The guardianship is done and it's done unless someone calls it to the court's at-
tention,' DeVilbiss said.

The AP found institutions are increasingly using guardianship as an answer to a
variety of problems. Hospitals, faced with new Medicare regulations limiting cover-
age for extended care, use guardianship to move patients to nursing homes. Nursing
homes require guardianship to ensure someone will pay the bills.

But critics challenge using such a harsh remedy to guarantee payments.
"You don't need someone to strip you to the rights of a 5-year-old to check you

into a nursing home," said David Grant, director of the Guardianship Diversion
Project, a Los Angeles group promoting less restrictive alternatives for the elderly.

Baltimore courts now use an expedited procedure that allows hospitals to file peti-
tions of guardianship on elderly patients, then move them to nursing homes before
the petitions are approved

While the hospitals and the courts say this is simply an efficient way of handling
patients, Jerry Dresner, an attorney with the Maryland Disability Law Center, calls
it "after-the-fact due process."

Nursing homes, hospitals and doctors are also using guardianship ab a hedge
against liability in tough decisions such as amputations and disconnecting life sup-
port systems.

"If I ran a nursing home, I d insist on it " said Pat Graves, a social worker who
runs a senior citizens prof ram at an Albuquerque, N.M., hospital.
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Federally mandated adult protective services programs in each state have created
a cadre of social workers vigorously checking reports of abuse, "self-neglect" and ir-
rational behavior among the elderly. But their eagerness sometimes leads them to
file guardianship petitions on old people who simply may be having trouble keeping
house or keeping track of bills.

"The whole problem with guardianship as it is practiced today is that they take
someone who's got a bit of a problem and put them away," said Theresa Bertram,
director of the Cathedral Foundation, a Jacksonville, Fla., charity offering support
services to try to keep the elderly out of guardianship.

As America ages, the system faces change. Medical advances have led to longer
livesand more cases of incompetence. As social services are pushed to the break-
ing point, many turn to guardianship. The AP has even found petitions for guard-
ianship in AID:, cases filtering into probate court.

To be sure, most guardians are honest and well- intenti'ned. Many judges defend
the present system as humane r- d effective, arguing that guardianship is a family
business and not in need of outside supervision.

But guardians are not always family members. The AP found one-quarter of
today's guar ;fans are friends, attorneys, professional guardians or government
agencies with no familial relationship to their wards.

A new industry has cropped up of professional guardians, who bill their wards'
estates as much as $65 an hour for their services. The AP has found such entrepre-
neurs with responsibility for 100, 300, and in one case 400 wards.

"I could start a business, put people on computer, and business would be boom-
ing," said Seattle lawyer Kathleen Moore, who works part-time as guardian for
seven elderly wards.

Those who can't pay are herded into a growing number of state or county public
guardianship offices, with caseloads reaching several hundred per social worker.

Guardianship's problems have led to some reform attempts in recent years.
California has overhauled its statutes on guardianship, which for adults is called

conservatorship. In 1981, the state began funding probate court investigators who
now regularly examine guardianship petitions and check up on guardians. State
funds also pay probate attorneys to review accountings and other filings.

"The Legislature was of the opinion that maybe a lot of people under conservator-
ship didn't need to be," said Timothy A. Whitehouse, assistant supervising probate
attorney in Los Angeles.

Last year, a meeting of probate judges sponsored by the American Bar Associa-
tion and the National Judicial College drafted a list of reforms, including recon-
mendations that would require due process rights for the proposed ward and closer
monitoring of guardianships by the courts.

Others look to alternatives. Federal funds support the Guardianship Diversion
Projects, which promotes programs to ay bills and manage money for the elderly
without going to the extreme of guardianship.

"Guardianship is an imp,rtant, useful service that is inappropriate to almost ev-
erybody," said Grant "There's going to be a difficult period in which people learn
that guardianship just doesn't work.

For whatever reason the guardianship petition is brought, it mcves speedly
through overtaxed courts that often sidestep the civil rights safeguards so zealously
protected in other types of courtrooms.

When held, ,uardianship hearings sometimes last only minutes. Medical investi-
gators and court-appointed examiners often perforr s perfrpctory checks of proposed
wards to see if guardianship is needed.

Richard Shamel, a Deerfield Beach, Fla., attorney who specializes in guardian-
ship, said it takes him 10 to 15 minutes to determines if so aeone needs a guardian.
"About half of those you see, they're just staring a, ceili.ig," he said.

Competency examinations, when they are done, are performed by people with
varying degrees of expertise, including urologists, osteopaths, social workers, nurs-
ing home employees and retired court clerks. Their decisions may be based on such
tests as the proposed ward's ability to recall the names of the last three presidents
or perform simple math problems.

The criteria used by these investigators are often sketchy. People can be placed
under guardianship because they are alcoholics or diabetics. Often, in the eyes of
the court, being old and spending money foolishly is enough.

"You've got a fundamental issue of human rights involved here," said Barry
Lebowitz, who heads research on aging for the National Institute of Mental Health.
"People are protected in their right to make foolish choices."
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Whatever the criteria, and whi 7 is making the judgment, in 94 percent of
cases examined by the AP the petitwn for guardianship was approved.

"The system is just completely weighted against the proposed ward," said Elise
Donnelly, who studied guardianship in North Dakota for the State Department of
Human Services. "Once the petition is brought, you have to go in and prove you're
not incompetent."

Said Judge Pfau from Indianapolis: "The attorney (for the guardian) wants the
judge to just sign his name. He doesn't want notice (to the proposed ward), he
doesn't want a 14-day wait, or a visitors program."

But the pressure to approeveteeguardianships is strong. "If I'm too tough on attor-
neys, I'm not going to get elected again," Pfau said, "and that might sound cowardly
to say that."

Many judges feel more court oversight would intrude on what they see as a family
affair. Guardianship is generally there, they say, to help sons and daughters care
for their parents.

"My personal feeling is it's a family responsibility. Families take better care of
people than government," said probate Judge Melvin Rueger of Cincinnati. "Every-
one presupposes that a son or daughter abuses a mother or dad and I just don't be-
lieve it."

Yet the AP's investigation found example after example of relatives dipping into
the ward's money for ther own use. In most cases, the courts give tacit approval.

In Seattle, two nephews of a wealthy elderly woman now living in a nursing home
have been paying themselves $800 monthly salaries for guardianship, plus cars,
travel and gifts of $20,000 The court has approved the expenditures.

In Arkansas, a woman who was named guardian for her father-in-law in 1981
charged expenses that included $50 for one hour's work on "preparation for ar-
rangements" for the man's burial, another $50 for an hour's work relaying word of
the man's death to relatives and $71 for mileage to the out-of-town funeral.

In Oklahoma, a state agency discovered that a woman's former husband had him-
self appointed her guardian, discontinued his alimony payments to her, collected
her Social Security payments then left the state.

Sar 'Nego Superior Court Judge Paul Overton recalls a case where a son took his
mothe., also his ward, to Thanksiving dinner at a relative's home.

He charged her for mileage for coming and going, and charged her $8 and some-
thing for the dinner," Overton said. "One thing that really touches my heart, or I
should say touches the seat of my pants, is to see a child charging to take care of a
parent."

Whether children or strangers are the guardians, the end result for ma.ay wards
is removal from their homes and confinement to nursing centers, the AP found.
More than one-third of the wards seen in case files lied in their own homes before
guardianship; about the same number was moved sometime during guardianship.
Almost two-thirds of the wards lived in nursing homes at some time during guard-
ianship.

For the guardian, a nursing home generally offers the easiest and most efficient
way to care for the ward. Often wards are near death and round-the-clock care in
an institution is needed. But sometimes it's overused.

"If you run a person through the guardian door into a nursing home," said Jim
Wade, a former probate judge in Denver who has returned to private law practice,
"the deprivation of rights is complete."

ELDERLY WOMAN, FORTUNE AT EYE OF A LEGAL STORM

(By Lisa Levitt Ryckman, Associated Press Writer)

SEATTLE What happened to Aunt Linnie was part love, part money, part law
and all soap opera.

In the space of a year, Linnie Gilley was judged competent enough to :evoke a
trust and change her will but too incompetent to handle her personal and financial
affairs. The elderly woman and her fortune, estimated in 1980 at more than
$750,000, became the eye of a legal storm that involved a dozen attorneys, bankers
and relatives and ended only after she was placed under guardianship by two neph-
ews.

In the last :even years, most of which Mrs. Gilley has spent in a nursing home,
the co-guardians and other family members have received more than $250,000 in
gifts from her estate Such gifts are allowed under Washington State's guardianship
law.
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"You have to see primarily that the (ward) is well taken care of," said Eldon An-
derson, attorney for the co-guardians. "And in my book, this gal is."

Before she was placed under guardianship, Mrs. Gilley was involved in two cases
to change the terms of trusts set up by her husband, Roy Gilley, to care for her and
to go mainly to charity after her death. In both cases, the banks fought the changes
and questioned her competency.

George Nelson, Mrs. Gilley's nephew and co-guardian, said the family, including
his aunt, was stunned to discover her money would go to charity.

"She wanted it to go to her family," said Nelson, who began caring for his aunt
after her husband's death. "It was quite a shock, to say the least. I gave up my job
at the railroad, and I had made a deal with herI take care of her, and she'd take
care of me.

"We got involved with lawyers and bankers, and they had me take her to a psy-
chiatrist to prove she really wanted (her money) to go to her family."

In an August 1979 examination by psychiatrist George ,.'Iristian Harris, Mrs.
Gilley did not know the date, could not remember the doctor't ,ame and could not
compute figures.

Harris said Mrs. Gilley was suffering from "chronic organic brain syndrome" but
that she made it clear she wanted her money given to her five nephews and nieces
upon her death.

He conc. ided that Mrs. Gilley was compentent but added that "there should be
some protective mechanism provided by the court to make sure that she is not
unduly influenced . . ."

Less than a year later, another examination produced the same diagnosis, but this
time it was used to have Mrs. Gilley declared incompetent and placed under full
guardianship, relinquishing control of her fortune to nephews George and WilliamNelson Jr.

The question of whether the elderly woman was competent was "very touchy,"
Anderson said. "The only pet- '.iar thing about it was that previously, the psychia-
trist said she was able to do this, and then by that time, it was pretty well under-
stood by all of us that she needed a guardian. It's worked out better for her."

"In a situation like this, when all the family members agree on what should be
done, what's the alternative?" said attorney Robert Ke Aker, who served as court
investigator in the guardianship proceeding.

However, Keolker said he never interviewed one of Mrs. Gill( y's cousins, who was
tracked down by George Klawitter, the court investigator in the most recent trust
case. In an affidavit, the cousin said Mrs. Gilley's husband "attempted to keep her
at a distance from her family, and, realizing that with her failing memory, she was
and would be very vulnerable without him, attempted to make arrangements for
her care and protection.

"His attempts to protect Linnie in general, and in particular from her relatives,
seem to have failed," said the cousin, who asked that a non-family trustee adminis-
ter Mrs. Gilley's financial affairs.

Klawitter said he and co-workers who became familiar with the case felt so
strongly about it that his entire office attended the hearings.

"We were very definitely emotionally involved to the extent we felt there was
some advantage being taken," he said.

Anderson confirmed that in the year after Roy Gilley's death, George or someone
acting on his behalf tried to withdraw $200,000 from his aunt's trust fund for a busi-
ness venture. William interceded, Anderson said.

"He (George) was trying to get the dough out and do various things. That's when
we all got invovled," he said. "Since William got in there, he's tried to treat every-one fairly."

George Nelson said the attempt to withdraw the money was prompted by an at-
torney who gave him questionable advice.

"This lawyer was concocting this corporation," he said. "He was going to make
jobs for the whole family. It all sounded good."

Keolker, whose five-page report was missing from Mrs. Gilley's file when the AP
checked, said he was disturbed about the attempt to remove money from Mrs. Gil-ley's trust.

"I felt it necessary George be one of the guardians because he was the person
Linnie Gilley trusted and loved the most," he said, "but I felt uncomfortable with
the idea of George being appointed sole guardian."

For seven years, the guardians each have received salaries of S800 a month. Wil-
liam, an accountant, is paid to keep the guardianship books and monitor his aunt's
investments and income. Ceorge has been paid for maintaining his aunt's home and
car, living in one and driving the other.
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Upkeep expenses for the house and vehicle, including utilities and cable TV, also
are paid by the estate, at a cost of $6,501' 9,500 a year.

Each expenditure has been carefully recorded in meticulous annual accountings,
and each has been approved by a judge or court commissioner.

"Every case is different," said Court Commissioner Maurice Epstein, one of sever-
al judges and court commissioners who approved the Gilley accountings.

Gifts to guardians are "normally something you watch out for," he added, but if
"there is no question in anyone's minds this is her desire, when everybody is saying
yes, we have an agreement, it's possible it would be her wish. Then it's not unusu-
al."

Anderson said the gifts to the guardians and other family members, usually of
$10,000 each, were an effective way to save estate taxes. "Over a period of time, you
can save quite a bit of money," he said.

Under the new tax laws, estates of $600,000 and less are exempt from federal
estate taxes, Anderson said. Now that Mrs. Gilley's estate has dropped below that
level, the justification for annual gifts no longer exists. William, the accountant-
nephew, agreed.

"Se we're done making gifts," Anderson said. "That's going to be my position."
Klawitter said he was frustrated that he failed to convince the court that Mrs.

Gilley was not competent to control her financial affairs during the trust action and
that the family was "exercising undue influence to their benefit." Still, he sympa-
thized with the difficulty of the court's decision.

"One is inclined to believe family is going to only wish to do ',he best for another
family member," said Klawitter, who specializes in estate law. "But one of the
things estate planners say is, it's not strangers and enemies .mho come to take your
moneyit's your friends and family."

Guardianship transfers the decision making responsibility from a person declared
unable to take care of himself and his affairs to an .ther person.

Here is the language of guardianship:
Bond.A type of insurance required in most guardianship cases to safeguard

money under control of the guardian.
Competency.The issue in almost all adult guardianship cases The question faced

by the court: Is the person competent, mentally and-or phys;cal:y, to care for him-
self?

Conservators.Wording varies from state to state, but conservators are generally
the people appointed to care for finances. They are sometimes called guardians of
the property, or just guardian.

Court Visitor.A person appointed by a judge to evaluate the alleged incompe-
tent. Sometimes a social worker, attorney, physician or court officer.

Due Process.The legal doctrine that guarantees statutory and constitutional
rights. Some attorneys believe guardianship proceedings, because they often do not
follow normal court practices, violate these due process rights.

Estate.The term used to describe the assets of an incompetent: money, house,
pensions, investments, etc.

Guardian ad Litem.A person appointed by the court to evaluate a person for
guardianship proceedings Often an attorney appointed by the court, sometimes a
social worker. It is this person's job to decide what is best for the ward, not to repre-
sent the ward's wishes.

Guardianship of the Person.A guardianship covering only matters affecting the
ward, such as housing and medical care.

Guardianship of the Property.A guardianship covering only matters affecting
the estate of the ward, sometimes called conservatorship.

Limited Guardianship.A partial guardianship, one where the judge restricts the
guardian's powers in some way.

Power of Attorney.Sometimes touted as an alternative to guardianship, it per-
mits a person to transfer some or all authority over his life and estate to a person of
his choosing. A simple legal contract, it does not require attorneys or the courts.

Private Fiduciary.A person, usually an attorney, who serves as a guardian or is
hired by a guardian to perform all the duties.

Public Guardianship. A publicly funded office :hat acts as guardian, usually, but
not always, for indigents More and more states are establishing public guardian of-
fices.

Special Master.A person, usually an attorney, appointed by the court to act as a
judge in such matters as guardianship.
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Wahl. The person placed under the guardianship.

AP PROJECT TOOK ONE YEAR AND 67 REPORTERS AND EDITORS

NEW YORK--The Associated Press investigation of the nation's guardianship
system took one year and was put together by a team of 67 AP reporters and editors
in the 50 states and the District of Columbia.

Hundreds of judges, lawyers. professors, social workers, wards and guardians were
interviewed. AP staffers examined more than 2,000 guardianship files around the
country, and their findings were placed in a computerized database for analysis.

On reporter was assigned to the project in each of 46 states; because of geo-
graphical size and large elderly populations. two reporters worked on the projects in
Florida, California and Texas and three in New York.

The project led to a six-day series of stories on AP's national news wire and pack-
ages of stories for each state news wire. totaling more than 300 nationwide.

Al' TURNED TO LEGAL COUNSEL To GAIN ACCESS TO GUARDIANSHIP FILES

NEW YORK--The Associated Press reporters who examined more than 2,200
guardianship files nationwide were generally granted access to those files by courts,
but the AP had to use legal council to gain access in Delaware, New Mexico and
New York.

In Delaware, AP national writer Larry Kilman was denied access by William T.
Allen, head of the Chancery Court and the state's highest judicial officer. Working
through its legal counsel of Roger & Wells in New York City, the AP asked Allen to
grant access, citing the state constitution and state statutes, the U.S. Constitution
and reported cases. Allen then reversed his position and granted access.

In New Mexico, reporter Ed Moreno in Santa Fe was denied access to files in Ber-
no:,110 County, which has about one-third of the state's population. Again AP cited
the legal basis for access, and Judge Philip Ashby, presiding judge of the second ju-
&dal district, approved access.

In New York City, AP reporters Judie Glave and Mitchell Landsberg were refused
access to conservatorship files in Brooklyn by the Kings County clerk. After the AP
cited the legal basis for access, Supreme Court Justice Leonard E. Yoswein over-
ruled the clerk and granted the AP access.

Among the files the AP examined was that of "Son of Sam" killer David
Berkowitz. It was the first time any reporter had seen the file on Berkowitz and led
to a story by Glave, who discovered last month most of his assets had been ordered
turned over to the surviving victims of the year-long shooting spree that resulted in
the deaths of six and woundings of seven and ended with his arrest in August 1977.

The AP took legal action to gain access to conservatorship files in other parts of
New York state as well.

The AP was initially denied access in the upstate counties of Albany, Cattarau-
gus, Niagara and Yates. Judges in Cattaraugus, Niagara and Yates counties re-
versed themselves last week and granted the AP access, with the provision that the
AP would not identify the wards whose files were examined in the latter two coun-
ties.

In Albany County, Guy D. Paquin, the clerk of the county court and the Supreme
Court, repeatedly denied the requests of staffer Randolph Picht to see files Craig A.
Dening, assistant courty attorney, then wrote to the AP and explicitly denied access
to the conservatorship records held by the clerk.

On Sept. 3, the AP brought suit in Supreme Court in Albany, and Judge Edward
Conway signed a show cause order requiring Paquin to explain why he should not
permit AP access to conservatorship files. Facing a hearing on Sept. 18, Paquin re-
vised his position Sept. 15 and permitted unrestricted access, again with the under-
s anding the AP would not identify wards by name. Picht began surveying the pre-
viously closed files last week.

Commenting on the AP's effort to gain access to guardianship and conservator-
ship files, Richard N Winfield, a partner in Rogers & Wells and general counsel to
the AP, said:

"A court-appointed conservator or guardian has a tremendous responsibility, liter-
ally handling the life, the funds and the property of his or her ward. This power
should never be conducted in secret. The potential for abuse is too high.
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"That is why AP has fought to get access to these court records. That is the best
way to answer the question, how is the syste. 1 working? The court records in these
conservatorship and guardianship cases are a key resourcethey give an insight
into how the courts are fur..ztioning both on an individual and overall basis.-

'
HOW MANY UNDER GUARDIANSHIP?

How many elderly people are under guardianship in this country?
No federal agency tracks the number; guardianship is a very local affair.
Few state officials collect the number from the dozens, sometimes hundreds, of

probate courts within their state borders.
Even courts charged with tracking guardianship cases told Associated Press re-

porters they had no idea how many cases were under their jurisdiction.
AP staffers counted cases in representative counties and combined that data with

tallies from the clerks who did track guardianships to estimate the number of guar-
dianships of the elderly in each state, and nationally.

Across the country, the news agency found. 300,000 to 400,000 elderly are under
guardianship. Each guardianship lasts an average of about three years.

.

PROBATE COURTS VARY IN SCOPE AND STAFF

In most states, probate court establishes and oversees guardianship of the elderly.
It is a court that largely deals with paperwork, ruling on estates and wills. It also

steps in to establish the custody of children who have lost a parent or parents. In
many states, probate court also decides if an adult needs treatment for mental ill-
ness, drug abuse or alcoholism.

Most probate courts are part of the state court or county court system Most pro-
bate judges are lawyers, but some are not, and some work just part-time.

4 4 4 4 4 4 4

BRIEF LOOKS AT GUARDIANSHIP TN SOME STATES

PENNSYLVANIA-GUARDIANSHIP LAW OUTDATED AND RIPE FOR ABUSE

(By Bob Dvorchak, Associated Press Writer)

PrrrssuRcH.Pennsylvania's guardianship law is outdated, largely unmonitored
and ripe for abuse.

"Guardianship is the worst. The law is archaic. It's antediluvian," said Richard
Levine, a Pittsburgh attorney and founder of the Elderly Citizens Resource Center.

The courts supervise incompetents, but only one of the state's i7 counties knows
how many guardianships it has.

Only one county demands periodic financial accountings Only one county re-
quires that all alleged incompetents have lawyers Only one county has investiga-
tors to follow up on wards. The state has no public guardian.

An Associated Press check of 106 cases found:
A Cambria County woman bought an $11,000 Cadillac and gave her daughter a

$1,000 wedding present with her incompetent mother's money. The woman was rep-
rimanded but did not have to repay the estate because she was the only surviving
heir.

A Bedford County woman will repay $81,558.04 to her incompetent brother-in-law
after she was st.ed by the local Area Agency on Aging. She claimed the money was
a gift.

A Pittsburgh lawyer kept $25,000 of his ward's Social Security checks and failed
to pay her hospital bills. He was disbarred, and the local district attorney was asked
to look into criminal charges.

The survey also confirmed:
A Pittsburgh accountant spent $156,202 of his ward's $161,968 estate in 22

months. His guardian fee was $24,175. He kept $28,954 of a property sale and paid
himself $20,000 for buying his ward a lottery business A court-appointed master
recommended that he repay $123,295. The local district attorney is investigating.

A Philadelphia judge paid himself $44,252 of his ward's $150,602 estate, charging
$25 for each visit and $25 an hour for chores like changing light bulbs and taking
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out trash The judge repaid the estate $32,252 and the state judicial ethics commit-
tee is aware of the case.

In Berks County in 1978, the average length of 116 guardianship hearings was 2
minutes, 15 seconds. All were declared incompetent, according to the county's
Mental Health Association.

NEW YORKNEW YORK'S SYSTEM HAPHAZARDLY ADMINISTERED

(By Mitchell Landsberg, Associated Press Writer)

NEW YORK.New York state .. conservatorship system, which oversees the assets
of more than 9,000 elderly and disabled people, is haphazardly administered and
contains safeguards that are often ignored.

An Associated Press survey of 119 court files throughout the state, along with
interviews with dozens of court officials and legal experts, revealed a system that is
frequently overburdened and underscrutinized.

Among the findings:
Despite the law restricting their powers, conservators are increasingly involved in

life-and-death medical decisions for their wards. Judge Harold Tompkins of the
Bronx said he recently appointed two conservators in right-to-die cases, despite pro-
visions in the law that give conservators power over financial matters only. Both
patients were allowed to die.

Conservators are required to give annual summaries of how their wards' money
was handled. However, statistics gathered by the AP show that on average, account-
ings are filed once every 21 months. In some cases, years have gone by without an
accounting, opening up the possibility for undetected abuse.

In some upstate counties, judges appear to have violated the law by holding hear-
ings in which the person whose finances are at stake, the ward, is neither present
nor represented by a lawyer.

The person whose mental ability was questioned participated in his or her own
court hearing in only five of the 119 cases. The law states that the proposed ward
should be present if possible.

For all its procedural problems, the AP found that the system, which gives a
court-approved conservator control over another person's finances, has been im-
proved as a result of reforms enacted after several scandals over the last decade.

The most recent involved John Zaccaro, the husband of 1984 Democratic vice
presidential candidate Geraldine Ferraro, who was removed as a conservator after
borrowing $175,000 from his ward's estate for private investments.

The incident prompted several changes, including the release of a monthly
county-by-county list of people named as conservators. The assumption is that
judges will be less likely to appoint political cronies if the process faces public scru-
tiny.

WASHINGTON STATEMANY PEOPLE IGNORING THE LAW AND COURTS NOT STOPPING
THEM

(By Larry Ryckman, Associated Press Writer)

SEATTLE.A decade after Washington State pioneered a guardianship law to pro-
tect senior citizens threatened with the loss of their rights, many people involved
are ignoring the law and the courts are not stopping them.

An investigaton by The Associated Press of guardianships for elderly people in
Washington revealed many guardians fail to file annual reports on how they spent
a ward's moneya violation of the lawand that courts are unable to keep track of
the files. Without the annual reports, courts do not know whether guardians are
stealing from their elderly wards or mistreating them.

And in most cases, the investigators appointed by the courts to protect the rights
of the elderly waive the proposed ward's right to attend court competency hearings.

A guardianship allows other people, usually family members, to assume total con-
trol of the elderly ward's personal and financial affairs, to pay their expenses and
make medical decisions. It is a system designed to help elderly people who have
become unable, through illness or other circumstances, to take care of themselves.

But once declared incompetent and placed under full guardianship, the elderly
lose all rights, including the right to vote, to buy or sell property and to enter into
contracts.

"It's the most severe civil thing we can do to someone," said Seattle lawyer Wil-
liam Dussault, who drafted the 1975 revision of Washington's guardianship law.
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"Placing a person under guardianshQ puts them in a position similar to that of
being a convicted felon."

Among the findings in AP's statewide guardianship investigation, which included
a random check of 46 files:

A court commissioner declared a woman incompetent and placed her under
guardianship five minutes before she arrived for her hearing.

A court commissioner placed an elderly woman under guardianship without ap-
pointing an independent court investigator to evaluate the woman's competency.

A woman charged with managing her mother's $1 million estate has gone seven
years without any court supervision, a violation of the law.

Lawyers, judges and others involved in guardianships, some of whom are ignorant
of the law's provisions, acknowledge there are flaws, but say they believe the system
works in most cases. The problems, they say, arise not from the law itself but from
its application.

MICHIGAN-MISUSED AND POORLY MONITORED

(By Mark Fritz, Associated Press Writer)

Deraorr.Many of Michigan's elderly people are being stripped of their homes,
their incomes and their most basic rights under a misused and poorly monitored
legal process that varies wildly in the state's 83 counties.

While guardianship is intended for people who are physically or mentally incapa-
ble of running their own lives, an Associated Press study found that this obscure
legal process is being used routinely by:

Hospitals, to discharge elderly people into nursing homes or remove them from
life-support systems after their insurance runs out.

Doctors, to protect themselves from malpractice suits.
Nursing homes, to insure bills will be paid.
The Michigan Department of Social Services, which is funneling people to profes-

sional guardians it considers undesirable.
As of June, more than 25,000 adults in Michigan were under guardianship, con-

servatorship or both, according to data collected from Michigan courts.
These guardianship rulings originate in Michigan's 79 probate courts in hearings

that often last but a few minutes but usually have lifetime effects.
There is so little monitoring once guardianship or conservatorship is granted,

however, that bed-ridden elderly people are increasingly having their assets mis-
used, in some cases plundered, by the very people who were appointed to protect
them.

Courts say families of older people are becoming more reluctant to act as guard-
ians. Filling part of the void are growing numbers of professional guardians. Among
them are Detroit-area lawyer Alan May, a prominent Republican Party activist who
acknowledges he provides no personal attention to his 400 wards, and the Rev.
Charles Hilliard, the public guardian in Clare County, a for-profit private guardian
in nine other counties and co-owner of a string of nursing homes.

NEW HAMPSHIRE-BOASTING ONE OF THE NATION'S BEST LAWS

(By Wendy Mitman, Associated Press Writer)

CONCORD, N.H.Nine years ago, the word of three "inquisitors" could determine
whether an elderly New Hampshire resident was competent to marry, own proper-
ty, decide where to live and travel.

All that changed in 1979, when repeated abuses and a growing awareness of the
rights of the mentally retarded, handicapped and elderly prompted a drastic re-
vamping of the state's archaic guardianship law.

New Hampshire's law is one of the best in the country at proteding elderly
people who would otherwise stand to lose fundamental rights.

Nevertheless, there are problems, chief among them the inability of probate
courts to keep up with the growing caseload, which weakens their safeguarding
function.

The state law goes well beyond those of most other states by granting guardian-
ships based on specific evidence of what a person can and cannot do, rather than
just the testimony of psychiatrists and other doctors.

New Hampshire's probate courts generally use an 11-item order detailing what
the ward cannot do. The list includes: traveling or deciding where to live; consenting
to medical treatment; giving gifts; possessing or managing property, and making
contracts. Probate judges thus determine the least restrictive way for people to live.
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FLORIDAGUARDIANSHIP SYSTEM FLAWED, OVERBURDENED

(By Dan Sewell and Ron Word, Associated Press Writers)

MIAMI. Florida, with the nation's fastest-growing large elderly population, has
an outdated guardianship system that can allow those deteriorated mentally or
physically by age and ailments to be stripped of their civil rights in assembly-line
legal proceedings.

And the system often does little to monitor what happens to the people it has left
virtually defenseless.

In Florida, where the guardianship statutes last were changed 13 years ago, The
Associated Press studied more than 100 incompetency proceedings and guardian-
ships and found that:

Judges routinely declare people incompetent after minutes-long proceedings that
the proposed wards rarely attend.

Unlike guardianships of minors, which usually end automatically when the ward
reaches age 18, the declaration of incompetency and guardianship is nearly always
final.

After the guardian is appointed to control the person's life and finances, Florida
courts usually pay little attention to what happens.

State law requires the guardian to file an annual accounting detailing the fi-
nances of the ward's estate and whether the ward has been visited and examined
medically, but those requirements weren't met in a third of the cases studied.

In most counties, judges rely on the testimony of a few psychiatrists who make
their conclusions after brief examinations. Those brief examinations, some psychiat-
ric experts say, fly in the face of medical research that demonstrates more than 100
reversible physical or mental ailments that can temporarily produce symptoms such
as confusion, disorientation and memory loss.

The records of the state court administrator indicate there are 20,380 adult guar-
dianships open statewide, and that the number of guardianships opened annually
has steadily increased, jumping from 4,737 in 1978 to 8,775 last year. An annual
filing rate calculated by Florida State University researchers, and adjusted to re-
flect the AP's finding that most wards live no more than two years, indicates 15,000
to 25,000 elderly, mentally ill or developmentally disabled people are under guar-
dianships in Florida.

CALIFORNIASIGNIFICANT LAPSES FOUND IN MONITORING CALIFORNIA GUARDIANSHIP

(By George Garties and Laura Castaneda, Assocated Press Writers)

California has created a system of safeguards for guardianship, including public
investigators in each county, that is considered among the most advanced in the
nation.

But an Associated Press study of randomly selected court files and dozens of inter-
views with social services experts, lawyers, judges and the guardians and wards
themselves has found significant lapses in the process of guarding the guardians.

Among the findings:
No central control exists for the system of conservatorship, and the methods and

philosophies of those who administer it vary considerably from county to county.
Still, the law has been overhauled and fine-tuned over the last two decades to pro-
tect elderly wards from physical abuse and financial exploitation.

Once set in motion, the system tends to carry the elderly inexorably toward de-
pendence and placement in nursing homes or other institution, whether they need
it or not.

Despite judicial scrutiny and the establishment of a corps of court investigators, it
is still possible for a conservator to steal his ward's money in California. One compa-
ny that provides bonds for conservators sets aside a reserve of $2 million a year to
cover default paymerts to wards.

No one place keeps track of conservatorships, but a county-by-county check found
just under 30,000 active consen atorship cases, the majority involving elderly people.

"We have people who come from the East or the Midwest to California, the
'Golden State,' " says Lura Otto Scoville, a former court employee who recently
hung out her shingle as a professional conservator. "They either don't have families
or they're back East and they can't come out here."
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Professional conservators take court-approved fees out of their wards' estates in
return for managing their money and their lives. For those without money or
friends, there are public guardians in each county.

PART II: MANY ELDERLY NEVER GET THEIR DAY IN COURT

EDITOR's NOTE.Elderly Americans facing guardianship enjoy none of the legal
safeguards extended to criminal defendants. They are often placed under someone
else s care without legal representation. This is the second part of a six-day series,
"Guardians of the Elderly: An Ailing System."

"If a person is a fool, let this person and his goods be under the protection of his
family or his paternal relativeb, if he is not under the care of anyone else."Twelve
Tables of Rome, 449 B.C.

(By Fred Bayles and Scott McCartney, Associated Press Writers)

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA.Billie sat at the tabs -. trying to joke with the social
workers and lawyers sitting around her. "Are you talking about me?" she asked the
strangers who said they were thera to help.

The man beside her, her lawyer she was told, softly explained she needed a guard-
ian, someone who would handle the everyday worries.

"Does this mean I won't be able to go back to where I live?" the 74-year-old
woman asked. "I still want to get out and take care of my house and do shopping. I
feel well enough to be on my own."

Despite her doubts, Billie was declared incompetent and assigned a guardian: an-
other stranger who would control her life, from where she would live to how her
money would be spent. It took only a few minutes.

The informal judicial hearing witnessed by AP reporters in the Fort Lauderdale
board' g home was not unusual. An average of 10 people a week are placed under
guardianship in this community of retirees. Nationally, 300,000 to 400,000 senior
citizens are under guardianship.

What was unusual was that Billie had her "day in court" at all.
A year-long investigation by The Associated Press found that senior citizens

facing guardianship are often denied courtroom rights considered essential to crimi-
nal defendants and those being committed to mental hospitals.

A review of more than 2,200 cases around the country showed 44 percent of the
elderly were not represented by attorneys; almost half did not attend their own
hearings.

In fact, more than one in four cases had no hearings. And in places such as Cleve-
land or Charlotte, N.C., a proposed ward may not even get a judgea court clerk
conducts hearings and issues the ruling.

The AP also found laws vague in defining who needs guardianship, lax standards
in determining the proposed ward's medical and psychological status and insensitiv-
ity toward the elderly throughout the legal process.

Combined, these factors make it very easy to get a guardianship and hard for the
elderly to defend themselves against the process.

"When somebody goes to jail, the court system has bent over backwards with due
process. But there is no such thing with a guardian," said Ina Katich, a Denver
expert on law and the elderly.

But the process of placing someone under guardianship is not just a question of
legal rights. It involvee issues of medicine, psychiatry, geriatrics and, importantly,
society's attitudes toward the elderly.

D'Jean Testa, a Legal Services attorney in Phoenix, recounts story after story of
people who faced guardianship because their actions did not fit what society expects
of older people.

In one case, a daughter sought guardianship for her mother because the elderly
woman wanted to buy a camper and tour the country with a male friend. In an-
other, a son sought guardianship to stop his father's plans to remarry.

"If you're old, you can't be foolish," said Ms. Testa.
This bias is reflected in the wording of guardianship law and the way courts

handle their wards.
Guardianship is granted when a court believes a person is incompetent: unable to

handle his affairs or care for herself. But a survey by the American Bar Association
found that in 25 states "advanced age" is enough cause to find someone incompe-
tent. Other reasons are equally vague, from 'improvidence" in Ohio to "spend-
thrift" in Massachusetts and "habitual drunkard" in several states.
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"Advanced age just isn't a good enough reason to appoint a guardian," said Gwen
Bedford, a national director of the American Association of Retired Persons.
"You've got to tell the difference between someone who is just eccentric and some-
one who really is incapacitated."

Advanced age was given as the reason for incompetence in 8 percent of the cases
the AP studied.

While the petency of the elderly comes under close scrutiny, little is done to
tailor the 1 Tess to their special needs and problems.

Notices
people

petitions are often printed in hard-to-read legalese. For
example, old people facing guardianship in Texas receive this notice calling them to
court:

. . at or before 10 a.m. of the Monday next after the expiration of 10 days after
the date of service of this citation by filing a written answer to the application of
(petitioner) filed in said court on the (date) alleging said ward has no guardian and
praying for the appointment of the person and estate of said ward. At said above
mentioned time and place, said ward and all other persons may contest said applica-
tion if they so desire.'

Such warnings, sent by mail or delivered by sheriffs deputies with no other expla-
nation, do little to inform senior citizens of their rights or the implications of guard-
ianship.

Only 14 states specifically require that the elderly be informed of their rights and
what freedoms they would lose under guardianship.

"People have the right to defend themselves and people need to know that," said
Paul Wharton, an attorney with the Utah Legal Services Senior Law Center. "What
really ought to be considered is providing notice, like a Miranda warning. We give
criminals warning, why not our parents?"

While the proposed ward's medical status is the basis for determining incompe-
tence, at least 11 states require no medical evidence other than the allegations of
the petitioner. In fact, 34 percent of the cases examined nationwide by the AP
showed no medical evidence supporting petitioners' claims; in 16 percent, the only
evidence came from the petitioners.

Tod Porterfield, an 83-year-old Albion, Ind., farmer, was placed under guardian-
ship and forced into a nursing home on the strength of a petition saying he suffered
from Alzheimer's disease. It was later discovered the allegation came from a social
worker at a hospital where Porterfield was treated for stomach problems.

"No doctor ever diagnosed me," said Porterfield, who eventually had the guard-
ianship overturned. "I never talked to a doctor or an officer of the court."

In some states, a simple note or fill-in-the-blank form from a family physician is
enough: a Woonsocket, R.I., woman was placed under guardianship on the strength
of a scrawled doctor's note that read, "She is incompitent (sic) in signing or manag-
ing her check."

Courts in 11 states appoint visitors to examine the ward and report back to the
judge. The skill of these visitors and the detrail of their reports vary widely.

In California, trained court employees have a checklist of questions they must
answer for the court. In Oregon, the AP found instances where the visitor was the
secretary for the attorney bringing the petition. A special master in Phoenix said he
appointed visitors recommended by the petitioner.

Few states define what doctors or visitors should look for or how they should con-
duct their examinations. Many diagnoses fail to explore whether the condition is
temporary or chronic. In many cases the examining doctors are unfamiliar with the
proposed ward's medical history or what medication they are taking. Some doctors
base their decision on non-medical determinations.

"Really, what is most important to me is whether the person could be victimized,
whether the guardian will help the person," said Dr. Cesar Hernandez, a psychia-
trist who performs examinations for the Broward County, Fla., courts.

Hernandez also considers the condition of the person's home and his appearance.
"You talk to the person," he said. "You see if they are well-groomed, overweight,

underweight, antagGnistic, depressed. Can they make good conversation?"
Case files reveal brief, often perfunctory medical examinations with evtn briefer

diagnoses: "forgetful," "diabetes' and others.
Medical experts note that because the elderly are sensitive to changes in medica-

tion, they may seem to be foundering when the condition is actually reversible. A
simple vitamin deficiency can cause temporary memory lapses.

"What some doctors want to do is have some sort of cookbook form where they
could diagnose the patient in five or 10 minutes," said Dr. George Grossberg, direc-
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for of geriatric psychiatry at St. Louis University School of Medicine who is study-
ing gua..dianship examinations for the National Institute of Mental Health.

During examinations, some doctors assume the role of inquisitor, and elderly pa-
tients may react nervously, Grossberg said. "It's easy to jump to conclusions when
you push people."

As terrifying as the legal process can be, only 28 states mandate legal representa-
tion for people facing guardianship; 12 leave it optional, and 10 require no represen-
tation.

Other studies made similar conclusions to the AP's finding. A look at Los Angeles
courts by the National Senior Citizen Law Center found that 96 percent of proposed
wards are not represented.

On the other hand the person seeking to become a guardian is nearly always rep-
resented by an attorney whose fee, along with that for the proposed ward's court-
appointed attorney, is charged to the elderly person.

court -
appointed

ironic the very person that should be represented at the hearings is not rep-
resented by counsel,' said Paul Zaverella, a Pittsburgh judge.

But when attorneys are appointed, sometimes picked from a courthouse list and
paid a limited fee, they often serve only as rubber stamps.

In Fort Lauderdale, court-appointed attorneys receive $125 to conduct a brief
interview. The attorneys often waive the entire hearing process when they believe
guardianship is best for the person.

"You just talk to them at great lengths for five to 10 minutes and you can tell if
they're comretent or not," said Victor De Bianchi Jr., a Hollywood, Fla., attorney
assigned by the court to represent Billie.

One Fort Lauderdale file contained a medical examination saying an elderly
woman was more coherent in the morning than in the evening. Yet the attorney
appointed to represent the woman interviewed her at 7:20 p.m., found her incoher-
ent, waived the hearing and, in effect, made the judge's decision.

Dr. Dennis Koson, a forensic psychiatrist, looked at 200 guardianship cases in the
Broward County, Fla., court system as an associate law professor at Nova Universi-
ty. He found that court-appointed attorneys told judges hearings would not be neces-
sary 90 percent of the time.

In 44 percent of the cases, the proposed ward's attorney served a dual role as a
member of the examining committee called upon to determine the person's compe-
tency.

"That was shocking," said Koson. "Their own attorney was making the determi-
nation."

Attorneys in Fort Lauderdalt were waiving clients' rights so often that the state
appeals court this summer ruled that hearings must be held in all guardianship
cases.

"What the decision says is that an attorney cannot give away a client's rights,
something that was done regularly," said Nancy Trease, the Legal Aid attorney who
brought the suit that led to the ruling.

Attorneys who want to help clients trying to fight guardianship often find them-
selves at odds with judges who believe lawyers should do what they think best for
the proposed ward.

"The judge wants to know what you're de.ng in his courtroom wasting time," said
Steve Feldman, a Philadelphia lawyer.

Judge Francis Christie, a Miami probate judge, sees no need for an attorney's ad-
vocacy if it is clear the proposed ward needs help.

"I have told the attorneys that they should not formulate and adopt the Clarence
Darrow philosophy," he said. "If a person is incompetent they should have a guardi-
an. That should be obvious to the att'rney once they meet the client."

Casual attitudes toward the rights of the elderly are repeatedly reflected in guard-
ianship case files. In Mississippi, the AP found a case in which Lenore Prather, now
a state Supreme Court justice, had presided over a guardianship case, her husband
had served as the petitioner's attorney, and the proposed ward was also a relative.

When asked about the case, Prather acknowledged she should have followed state
bar association ethics guidelines and noted the family ties in the court record.

"It was a family situation where there was no contest," Prather said.
Many of these factors were at work when two attorneys, two social workers and a

probate master, an attorney deputized to serve as a judge, held the hearing to deter-
mine Billie's competency.

The hearing came about only because one psychiatrist on the three-person exam-
ining committee found her competent. DeBianchi, Billie's attorney, originally
waived the hearing, telling the court his client was "arrogant" and "in my lay opin-
ion Rhe appeared to be in the beginning-to-middle stages of Alzheimer's disease."
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"She can fool you at the beginning, but after a while you can tell she's incompe-
tent," he said.

Billie was asked a series of questions to test her competency. Bright and quick-
witted in conversation, she faltered when asked if she owned her home. She could
not remember the name of her bank or the names of the last several presidents.

After a few more casual questions, the special master ruled Billie incompetent
and assigned Nathan Sobel, a retired man with several other wardq, as her guardi-
an. The court has had no further contact beyond ;aperwork. She remains in the
boarding home, still hoping to return to her small apartment.

Sobel said a return is not likely.
"'n talking with the social workers, they c'on't think she is on the way to recov-

ery," said Sobel. "Right now she's being well taken care of and that's the most im-
portant thing."

'
JUDGES, LAWYERS OFTEN DISAGREE ON FUTURE DIRECTION OF GUARDIANSHIP

(By Fred Bayles and Scott McCartney, Associated Press Writers)

NAPLES, FLA.A national group of judges wants the guardianship railroad to slow
down, but other judges aren't rushing to put on the brakes.

The group, working with the National Judicial College in Reno, Nev., and the
American Bar Association, last year drafted an overhaul of guardianship law.
Among other things, it calls for making guardianship an adversarial proceeding by
appointing attorneys for potential elderly wards in every case, and requiring de-
tailed medical reports, independent examinations and courtroom hearings.

They've even urged their colleagues to put notices of guardianship petitions in
plain English and in type large enough for the elderly to read.

"We need an attitude change and we need resources," said Michigan state court
administrator Robert Payant, a leader among the reformers.

Payant presented the recommendations to the National College of Probate
Judges' annuPI convention here in May. The response was mixed.

Some judges argued that the proposal amounted to unnecessary government in-
trusion. Some believed the system was working fine. Some said the ideas were im-
practical and expensive. And some said they know what's best for the elderly.

"These people don't want to buy that much due process. It could all cost $4,000 a
case, and families don't want to spend that," said Richard Metcalf, a Columbus,
Ohio, probate judge. "I don't think the public gives a damn about going through
legal gymnastics."

Metcalf uses his bailiff to deliver notices of guardianship petitions. He assumes
he'll hear from senior citizens who oppose guardianship.

"If you're competent, defend yourself. That's basically it," he said.
"How many years have we had guardianship laws which apparently worked suc-

cessfully over the years?" said Cincinnati probate Judge Melvin Rueger. "All of a
sudden someone says there's need for change. They pick out a few isolated cases. I
just don't think it's needed."

Within the Bar, lawyers have begun examining guardianship and offering ideas
for changes, too. The ABA's Commission on Legal Problems of the Elderly joined in
the Reno conference, for example. But there is resistance, too, often from attorneys
who work in trust and probate fields.

In Florida, factions are split between the Disability Law Committee of the Florida
Bar, which says current laws are "archaic and obsolete," and the Real Property Pro-
bate Law Committee, wilich has called only for refinement of current laws.

"Their philosophies are so different, I don't know if we'll ever get a consensus,"
said John Noland, a Fort Myers attorney appointed by the Bar to mediate between
the two sides. "There are good lawyers and well-intentioned people on both sides,
but they can't agree on what is right."

DIAGNOSING INCOMPETENCE IS TRICKY, ILL-DEFINED JOB

(By Fred Bayles and Scott McCartney, Associated Press Writers)

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA.As a court examiner, Dr Cesar Hernandez has found old
people crowded into the corners of their homes by the heaps of junk mail and news-
papers and garbage they refuse to throw out.
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He tells of roach-infested homes reeking of human waste, where inhabitants were
too ill or too confused to make it to the bathroom. Hernandez once went to inter-
view someone and found a corpse instead.

"You go to the house and there you can find all kinds of things," said the psychia-
trist.

Hernandez examines elderly strangers an average of once a week, to see if they
are incompetent, unable to care for themselves and in need of a guardian. His is a
key role in deciding if people will lose their basic rights and be made the wards of
guardians.

Hernandez 's examinations, lasting from 45 to 90 minutes, rely heavily on conver-
sation with the proposed ward. "With this face-to-face talk you are testing. . . . Is
he in contact with reality? Are they coherent? Are they relevant? Is the conversa-
tion goal-directed? Is there a future planning or outlook on life?"

This duty is repeated tens of thousands of times each year throughout the United
States. A survey of more than 2,200 case Ales by the Associated Press has found
that a variety of doctors, lawyers and laymen do the job, relying on a wide, and
often vague, variety of standards.

The AP survey noted many examples of people placed under guardianship after
brief examinations by plastic surgeons, pediatricians, gynecologists and urologists.
Often, the proposed ward's mental abilities and medical problems were judged by
lawyers and social workers and, in a smaller number of cases, by the person seeking
guardianship.

Court reports ranged from detailed medical evidence to one-sentence summaries
citing age as the main reason for incompetency.

One common diagnosis, "unable to care for self or property," was listed without
further explanation.

Some medical and legal experts feel this is a dangerously casual handling of a
complex legal and medical question.

"It is a disturbing issue," said Peter Strauss, a New York attorney who specializes
in legal problems of the elderly. "The standards vary greatly. It is often unclear
what is meant by incapacity. Someone might not be able to balance a checkbook,
but does that mean they should lose control of their lives?"

Concern over the way the courts detrmine incompetency has led the National
Institute of Mental Health to look at th issue. Dr. George Grossberg, director of
geriatric psychiatry at the St. Louis School of Medicine, has been studying the
rightand wrongways competency exns are done.

"The suspicion is that today it is possible for an elder adult to be brought to a
doctor by a son or daughter, for that doctor to do a very cursory type of exam and,
based on that, to sign a note saying this person needs a guardian," said Grossberg.

But the psychiatrist said judging someone's competency requires a thorough
mental and physical evaluation that defines what a person can and can't do for him-
self.

Grossberg has proposed that wards cook a simple meal and go shopping at the
hospital's gift shop.

"You have to ask yourself how impaired they are," he said. "People can live 20
years with Alzheimer's disease and be able to do many things. They don't need to
have their constitutional rights taken away from them."

Grossberg also considers the proposed ward's medical history, including what
medication he or she uses. "The most common cause of delirium in the elderly, and
one that is a potentially reversible condition, is reaction to medicines," he said.

Yet little of this testing and questioning is reflected in the files. Hernandez said
he checks medications he finds in the ward's home and peers into refrigerators, but
his report to the court relies largely on the appearance of proposed wards and their
homes.

"In a conversation you may get a lot of information," said Hernandez, whose own
conversation is in heavily accented English. "Is the person well-groomed? Is the
person overweight or underweight? Is their attitude cooperative, belligerent, indif-
ferent?"

For Hernandez, a key question is whether he feels the person can be taken advan-
tage of by others.

"The purpose of guardianship should I. and is to prevent victimization," he said
Yet advocates for the elderly argue such conclusions by doctors are legal, not

medical.
"It's always easier for lawyers to be doctors and doctors to be lawyers," said Barry

Lebowitz, head of research on the aging for the National Institute of Mental Health.
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Lebowitz hopes his agency's research will provide information for better laws and
procedures. Strauss said new laws should be based on criteria set by coctors, law-
yers and ethicists.

"What we're trying to do is determine how we judge judgment," he said. "That's a
tough question."

WOMAN FIGHTS BACK FROM COMA, THEN AGAINST GUARDIANSHIP SYSTEM

(By Dan Sewell, Associated Press Writer)

PLANTATION, FLA.Marguerite Van Etten, a veteran Daughters of the American
Revolution activist, turned out to vote every chance she got.

But when she tried to cast her ballot in Broward County elections in spring 1984,
she was told she no longer had the right. Outraged, she called county officials and
learned they knew her as "83-0449; Van Etten, Mental Incompetent."

Ms. Van Etten, now 66, was on her way to an assignment as a state social services
dietician the morning of June 8, 1983, when a traffic accident she can't remember
left her comatose.

It took her two months to recover her full mental faculties It took much longer to
recover the rights she had lost.

One of the widow's three daughters petitioned the county court to find Ms. Van
Etten incompetent and in need of a guardian. Court records show she was served
with notice of the petition at Bennett Hospital on June 29, a time when her doctor's
notes indicate she was alert only sporadically.

On July 5, a court form said, Ms. Van Etten indicated she "did not want to
attend" her hearing. Doctor's notes that day say she wasn't responsive.

Her court-appointed attorney waived the hearing. Ms Van Etten was declared in-
competent and her daughter was appointed guardian.

Ms. Van Etten recovered in August, and her daughter moved her to her home in
Maryland. But Ms. Van Etten didn't like living with her daughter and wanted to
claim her Florida insurance benefits, so she returned to Broward County in Febru-
ary 1984.

Her furniture had been sold, she said, her driver's license had been taken away
and she had trouble drawing on bank accounts. She had lost her job and couldn't
get a new one.

"The professional damage is tremendo-3 to me personally," she wrote to the
court.

Not being able to vote was the final straw.
They let illiterates vote, but not me," she said.

Well-educated and combative, Ms. Van Etten frequented the courthouse and li-
braries to study the law.

"I found out that criminals had more rights than I did," said Ms. Van Etten. who
had taken a law course while earning a master's degree in behavorial sciences from
Nova University in 1981.

While she was officially incompetent and without her civil rights, she pointed out
to the court, she gave a deposition in a state Health and Reh. Lilitative Services
court case. She also was able to continue paying her bills on her own.

With only a sleeping bag as furniture in her house, which had been put up for
sale, Ms. Van Etten began claiming her state benefits and waging a solitary legal
battle. On her own, she made appointments with two psychiatrists who examined
her and found her competent.

Ms. Van Etten went to her guardian's attorney, whose father had handled her
past legal work, and demanded he get her rights back.

On April 3, 1984, she was restored to competency.
"I was lucky. I consider myself one of the luckiest people alive because I was able

to (regain competency). But I don't want what happened to me to ever happen to
anyone else All you have to do is have a stroke or be in a coma and they can take
away all your rights.

"Unless there's someone to monitor, this could happen to anybody," she said.

n0
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As WORLD TURNS GRAYER, GUARDIANSHIPS SCRUTINIZED

(By Lisa Levitt Ryckam, Associated Press Writer)

As the globe grows grayer, industrialized nations around the world hav3 begun to
examine and fine-tune guardianship systems to better serve and protect elderly
people unable to care for themselves.

An estimated 416 million people worldwide were over age 60 in 1985, according to
United Nations statistics. That number is expected -o incn Ise by 30 percent in the
next decade; by the year 2025, population specialists predict the ranks of senior citi-
zens will have swelled to more than 1.1 billion.

Faced with such projections, some countries are -.cting now to improve guardian-
ship systems that allow one individual to handle the personal and financial affairs
of an elderly person, or ward, judged incompetent or incapacitated.

In Canada, government officials in the largest province, Ontario, are studying pos-
sible reforms because of growing concern about abuse and exploitation of the aged.
In Sweden, lawmakers are considering the elimination of legal guardianships alto-
gether in favor of less restrictive arrangements.

In 1986, the British government responded to pressure from groups for the aged
by introducing a system called "enduring power of attorney" under which a person
who is still competent chooses someone else to look after affairs in the event of se-
nility. The court system had approved 350 such applications by the end of last year.

Unlike the United States, where guardianship laws differ not only from state to
state but also from county to county, countries such as France, Sweden, Japan and
Britain have national legislation governing guardianships.

Canada's laws vary from province to province but tend to mirror legislation in
Ontario, which has 36 percent of the country's population. The attorney general's
office there has established a committee to study possible reforms, such as creation
of a Public Guardian's office to investigate alleged abuse or exploitation of the
elderly.

The provincial Public Trustee's Office manages the financial affairs of 17,000
people, including 6,000 older than 65, who've been deemed "financially incompe-
tent" by a physician, said Trustee Official Lou Goldstein. Every six months, individ
uals have the right to challenge the determination before a government-appointed
review board.

"The number of successful (appeals) is not large," Goldstein said.
In Sweden, both a physician and a psychiatrist must examine prc:osed wards and

determine if they are unable to care for themselves or their property before they
can be placed under guardianship in Sweden. Once placed under guardianship, el-
derly Swedes lose the rights to vote, marry and make other basic life decisions.

Elderly wards relinquish far fewer rights if they are placed under the care of cus-
todians, who manage only tneir financial matters. And a proposal under consider-
ation by committees in Parliament would replace legal guardianships with trustee-
ships that would tailor arrangements to meet the elderly or ill individuals' specific
needs while retaining their right to vote, said Assistant Justice of Appeal Bo Blom-
quist at the Ministry of Justice.

An estimated 15,000 people are under guardianship in Sweden, including the ill
and the elderly, Blomquist said. Guardian committees in each county oversee the
cases, monitoring the guardians' annual reports and considering their requests to
Lake certain action:, on their wards' behalf.

Court-appointed guardians or custodians in Sweden are required to be "honest
and wise," and most often are family members; in France, it is becoming increasing-
ly common for the courts to appoint an independent person or group for the job.

French guardianship law, revised in 1968, provides for levels of care and autun-
omy for the elderly based on specific needs Guardianships are reexamined if tne
wards or their relatives appeal the decision or later ask that the guardianships be
ended Judges who specialize in guardianships carefully monitor the process and de-
termine the limits of the arrangement.

"We see that sometimes the guardian has a somewhat authoritarian conception of
his duties, considers (the elderly ward) as a child," said Judge Francois Rachou, an
e: pert on the guardianship law. "It is always the judge who must oversee the re-
specting of the rights of (the ward.)"

Guardians must provide the court with annual accountings of their wards fi-
nances, including inc)me and expenditures, and there ale civil penalties if a prob-
lem is suspected and proven.
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Criminal penaltiesup to two years in prisonface Soviet citizens who abuse
guardianship arrangements. Soviet law also makes it a crime punishable by up to a
year in prison for adults to fail to care for their incompetent parents.

State medical and psychological examinations are required to determine if some-
one is mentally incompetent in the Soviet Union, and a civil court procedure allows
friends or relatives to place the incompetent under guardianship and assume con-
trol of his or her financial affairs.

No statistics exist for the number of elderly wards in the Soviet Union, but in
Japan, an estimated 600,000 senior citizens are dependent on others in daily life. A
recent government study predicted the number of senile elderly would triple in the
next 30 years.

A family member or prosecutor can apply to Japan's family courts to have an in-
dividual declared incompetent and have a guardian appointed. In Britain, they
apply to the Court of Protection.

If medical evidence is convincing, the British court will appoint a receiver to
handle the person's estate and needs. The receiver is required to make annual re-
ports to the court, more often if the court requests them. Individuals judged incom-
petent in Britain retain their basic civil rights, such as the right to vote.

The Lord Chancellor's Department said that at the end of 198f, the Court of Pro-
tection had 26,769 people under incompetency orders, and mo.-e than 70 percent
were 65 or older.

PART III: LACK OF SAFEGUARDS LEAVES ELDERLY AT RISK

EDITOR'S NaTE.Once established, guardianships for the elderly have few safe-
guards, an Associated Press study found. What protections state laws offer are usu-
ally ignored by overworked judges. And the infrequent checks focus on the ward's
money, not the person. The third story, in a six-day series, "Guardians of the Elder-
ly: An Ailing System," examines what happens after a guardianship is opened.

By Fred Bayles and Scott McCartney, Associated Press Writers)

Mummy, KAN.Minnie Monoff had a guardian, a court-appointed attorney and a
judge who were supposed to look out for her, protect her. But to her, it seemed no
one would listen.

She recovered from a stroke and returned to her home. She wanted control of her
life, she said, but her guardian wouldn't give it to her.

Instead, she said, the friend who'd been named her guardian got an emergency
order from he court and had her sedated by a nurse, carried from her home by the
county sheriff and placed in a nursing home.

Her court-appointed attorney waived a hearing on the order without talking with
Mrs. Monoff, in part because of concern about her health in the hot summer weath-
er.

"You don't know what a sick feeling I had to leave my home when. I was Lappy
and taking care of myself," the 82-year-old woman said.

"It's rotten. It's no good," she said of her guardianship.
Five weeks of Mrs. Monoffs pleas eventually overturned the guardianship. What

began as a plan to protect her affairs while she recovered from the stroke ended up
a nightmare.

Mrs. Monoffs case, while rare, poignantly shows how courts, charged with over-
seeing guardianship cases, can ignore their wards. The result can be costly to the
elderly, both in terms of their money and their lives.

A year-long Associated Press investigation into probate courts' handling of guar-
dianships of the elderly found systems that have lapsed into paper-shuffling rou-
tines with few protections and, with alarming frequency, where life savings are ex-
posed to mishandling, abuse anr: theft.

The few safeguards Cometi.-Ates fail or are ignored by the courts, who routinely
take the word of guardians and attorneys without independent checking or full
hearings.

The result leaves the 300,000 to 400,000 people supposedly protected by a buar-
ciianships with little protection at all.

"We're going to have to change our court system and be watchdogs over these
judges and lawyers," an angry Mrs. Monoff says now.

A survey of more than 2,200 caws chosen randomly from courts in 50 states indi-
cated that 48 percent of the guardians were delinquent in annual reports detailing
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how they spent their wards' moneya violation of the law. Without the annual ac-
countings, the courts are blind to theft or negligence.

Even rarer are reports on the health and well-being of wardsthey showed up in
only 16 percent of the files.

And few states have syclems to check up on the guardians. Only California has a
mandated system of state-funded court investigators who periodically visit the
wards; separate court examiners audit how the wards' money is spent.

Through checks of court files and extensive interviews in all 50 states, the AP
encountered numerous examples of what can happen when courts don't keep track
of the wards and their money:

A Chicago social worker discovered an 83-year-old woman lying in a urine-soaked
bed suffering from severe malnutrition and dehydration in 1985. The woman, under
guardianship of her daughter, was cared for by grandchildren who, the social
worker said, fed her once a day, called her "Fido" and spent her Social Security
checks. Despite their denials, the grandchildren "failed in their duty," a judge ruled
and placed the woman with the public guardian.

A Pittsburgh accountant, guardian for an 82-year-old ward, spent $156,202 of her
$161,968 estate in 22 months. Among the expenses were a $24,175 guardianship fee
and a $20,000 commission for investing $45,000 of her money on his own business
venture. The court this year ordered $123,000 repaid to the estate.

A Cincinnati man lost $7,000 after two years of guardianship, including $3,500 in
missing payroll checks and two bars of silver allegedly taken from a safety deposit
box. The guardian bond, required by the court to insure the ward's assets, had been
forged. The guardianship was dismissed in 1985.

Judges and court clerks in many places acknowledge they have little control.
We don't have many resources. Once in a while I'll yank one (a (....3e file) and

audit it," said Chris 1'ountas, a Phoenix, Ariz., probate court commissioner who re-
ceives information on 60 guardianships a day but audits only 12 cases a year.

"Does the court open files and look? I don't think that happens unless a problem
is brought to the attention of the court by a family member or creditor," said Mi-
chael J. Carbo, a former probate court master in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

While most guardianships are properly administered, 13 percent of the more than
2,200 files examined by AP reporters contained no reports or accountingsnot a
single document filed after the granting of the guardianship.

Court clerks, the busy keepers of the county records, often were at a loss to ex-
plain what had happened to the ward, the guardian and the estate, or the money.
Indeed, in many of the counties examined by the AP, court officials acknowledged
they had no idea how many guardianship cases they were responsible for.

"There are only two of us here. We don't have time for all that," a Collier County,
Fla., clerk said.

In Ada County, Idaho, a clerk joined an AP reporter to look at files. They pulled
12 cases that contained nothing but the orders granting the guardianship. In each
case, the clerk determined that the ward had died, yet those guardianships had
never been closed and the final accountings never made, as required.

Spokane County in Washington uses interns to check guardianship files. But of 13
files picked at random in the courthouse, nine were either missing financial reports
or should have been closed because the wards were dead.

"That's surprising to me," said Robert Austin, the Spokane County Superior
Court commissioner. "It sounds like they are not looking at the files very carefully
or very often."

One upstate New York file opened in 1980 and involving an estate valued at
$150,000 six years into the guardianship contained this notation- "This file made up
11-20-86--original file seems to be missing." Among the missing material was infor-
mation on the sale of the ward's propert: and the initial size of the estate.

In 1982, a special grand pry in Miami found a 92-year-old woman without rela-
tives or friends who was living "in squalor in an adult congregate living facility
since closed for its intolerable living conditions."

The woman had a bank account of $150,000, and her guardian was the owner of
the adult home, in violation of Florida law, the grand jury said in its report. The
guardian hadn't filed a report on the ward for two years.

"The thing that scares the hell out of me," said Frank Repensek, executive direc-
tor of The Guardianship Program of Dade County, a Miami, Fla non-profit group,
"is that people are acting as guardian without any kind of supervision."
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Said Linda Weeks, a guardianship expert of the Florida Bar Association Disability
Committee: "There's the way it should be, and there's the way it is . . . the way you
can get away with."

AP reporters found cases of questionable spending, usually approved by judges
who routinely sign guardianship j apers crossing their desk without audit or investi-
gation.

M -t statutes require that the ...oney in a ward's estate be spent for the benefit of
the ..rd. Yet the guardian of a Kansas World War I veteran, for example, ran
th. 'h $112,000 in a little more than a year, paying for a car and car repairs for a
relate spending $1,800 on a hotel stay in San Francisco and loaning $2,000 to a
relative who nuilt kitchen cabinets.

The Veterans Administration challenged that case, and after a judge investigated,
the guardian was removed in 1981 and the man restored to competency. The money
was never repaid.

Payments to car dealers were found in files in South Carolina and Texas, even
though wards are stripped of driving privileges. Vacations for guardians were paid
for by war's' estates in several files, and guardians at times made gifts to them-
selves of wards' money.

Some observers said more guardians are justifying gifts and lavish spending be-
cause they Will likely inherit the money anyway. Some files even include notes from
guardians justifying some spending as a way to mold inheritance taxes. More than
4 percent of the files studied included gifts.

"We haven't been able to convince them (judges) that some of these dear sons and
daughters don't have the best interests of their old gray-haired mcthers and fathers
at heart," said Jim West, a legal aide attorney in Oklahoma who specializes in el-
derly law.

Some judges contend cases of abuse and neglect are isolated, that the system runs
well -cept for a few bad apples. Some, like Denver Probate Judge Field Bentor, say
budget estraints limit how much oversight a court can provide.

We only require (financial) reports on guardianship cases, and I'm scared about
that. That's not to dehigrate (the importance of) a person's living condition, but I've
got to choose," Benton said.

In Pennsylvania, where the presumption of good faith is woven so tightly into the
system that even annual financial accountings are optional, the counsel for the Leg-
islature's Joint State Government Commission challenges the idea of formal safe-
guards.

"Even with the scoundre'-. the system works remarkably well," said William
Nast. "We wouldn't want to se.. -hat changed. If you had a guardian guarding the
guardian, who's going to guard the guardian guarding the guardian?"

Yet others question how, if so many cases get so little supervision, judges have
any idea of what's going on with their wards.

"I think it needs closer monitoringeven our guardians feel that way," said
Cathy Kimbrel, elderly services administrator in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., and organiz-
er of a volunteer guardianship program.

California's tough system of court investigators has caught conservators using
estate money to start businesses and pay for personal car insurance, and even phys-
ically abusing elderly wards.

"I shudder to think what re'd do without them," Fresno County Superior Court
Judge Eugene W. Krum said of the investigators.

Court officials point to the requirement that guardians be bonded as a safeguard
against theft or misuse of a ward's money. Still, the AP found that in 31 percent of
the cases the bond premium came from the ward's estate.

The bonds themselves seem to offer little insurance against wrongdoing.
Dan Kirby, corporate counsel for Western Surety Co., a Sioux Falls, S.D., firm

that has written 6.5 million guardianship bonds in the last three years, said his firm
has a 20 percent loss rate on such bands.

"Our industry has found in recent years all guardians are having more trouble
keeping their hands off the money of the people they are supposed to protect," he
said.

Kirby said attempts to recover missing money are usually futile.
"We ether can't find the guardian or, when we do, they are borke," he said.
For Minnie Monoff, now back home raising chickens in Greeley, receiving Meals

on V, heels and visits from friends and neighbors, the feeling of being locked in by a
system tha wouldn't listen to her was temfying.

The court order removing her from her home was signed only a few hours before
the judge received a letter from her sisters opposing the guardianship. Her pleas to
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be restored to competency and released from the guardianship were ignored until a
elderly affairs worker questioned her confinement.

"Like a criminalthat's the way they treated me, and that's the way I felt," she
said. "I don't trust these courts. . . How can one person help yourself when you
get a gang like that against you?"

Lydia Cunningham, the friend who became her guardian, said she filed the emer-
gency petition to place Mrs. Monoff in a nursing home because her ward locked her-
self in her house and refused to come out. M s. Monoff said she did that because of
her anger at Mrs. Cunnigham over the guardianship.

"I'll never help anybody again," said Mrs. Cunningham. "I've helped other people,
too, but I don't do nothing no more. That's the last time, and it will stay the last
time."

The court-appointed lawyer, Herman Loepp, the part-time Anderson County attor-
ney, said he believed Mrs. Cunningham's petition and, considering the drought and
heat of the 1984 summer, saw no need to talk with Mrs. Monoff.

"I tried to do what was best for the person," Loepp said. "Is it better to be out
there in 100-degree days? You don't know how well the person is taking care of her-
self, and yui've got this verified petition that she's not."

Mrs. Monoffs case, Loepp said, "just won't die. You try to do what you ti '.11c is
right, and the lady that you tried your best to help thinks you tried to st b her in
the back. All I can say is I never tried to do that. I tried to represent her the best
that I could and I still think I did her a hell of a job."

To Mrs. Monoff, the ease with which she was confined to a nursing home raises a
frightening warning to other senior citizens.

"There's not many able to fight like me. A lot of people would just take it and
say, 'Well, I can't do anything about it,' " she said. "I wouldn't want anybody to go
through what I went through.'

CALIFORNIA COURT INVESTIGATORS: BACKBONE OF THE CONSERVATORSHIP SYSTEM

(By Laura Castaneda and George Garties, Associated Press Writers)

SAN FRANCISCO.In Can Bernardino, a woman was removed as conservator for
her mother after she allegedly used most of a $55,000 estate to start her own travel
business, which failed.

In San Francisco, the petition of a man who sought to become conservator .or his
mother was denied after testimony that he beat h;s aunt. and his mother with news-
Pa Pero-

both cases were uncovered by court investigators, men and women whose exper-
tise ranges from psychology to gerontology, some were even trained as ministers.
Mandated by the state in 1977 and unique to California, they are the backbone of
the state's conservatorship system.

"I shudder to think what we'd do without them," said Fresno County Superior
Court Judge Figene W. Krum.

Wit'_: a conservatorship, court-appointed legal guardians decide how their wards'
money should be handled, where they will live and even how doctors will treat
them.

Court investigators act as the eyes and ears of the judge, visiting all proposed
wards who will not appear in court and advising them of their legal rghts, checking
on all wards periolically and investigating allegations of fraud and abuse.

Each estate is charged for every investation, with this year's fees set at $154,
but the fees are collected only when the conservatorship ends. If the estate has been
depleted, no fee is collected.

There are about 115 investigators in the state's 5,1 c Inties, and the most recent
figures available show 22,665 investigations were conducted da fiscal year 1984-85.

The mere existence of the office probably serves as a deterrent to the more bla-
tant abuse and stealing found i some states. But because each county runs its own
program, there are wide variations in the amount of time spent on each investigtion
and the quality of reports produced.

And that can lead to inconsistencies slipping by court investigators for years
before detection. In San Diego, for example, attorney Robert Kronemyer was con-
victed of grand theft and perjury for taking money from a ward's estate. Discrepan-
cies in several annual accountings were not detected until after the ward's death.

One year after a conservatorship has been established, and every two years there-
after, a review is required to assess whether the ward's rights are being protected
and if the conservatorship is still needed.
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Spot checks by the AP of 70 case files found none in which that requirement wasnot met.
Effective last January, court investigators were given another responsibility that

could significantly boost their caseloads. Unless waived by the judge, they are re-
wired to investigate guardianships, or conservatorships involving minors.

GUARDIANSHIPS TODAY HAVE MUCH IN COMMON WITH MEDIEVAL LAWS

(By Lawrence Kilman, Associated Press Writer)

DOVER, DE,...Mary King, 21 years old, owner of 250 acres of land, was accused of
being a lunatic.

Her story, spelled out on yellow, ancient parchment, has been repeated countless
times. The papers say Mary King "hath been so far deprived of her reason and un-
derstanding that she is thereby rendered altogether unfit and unacceptable by
reason of her lunacy to govern herself or her estate."

Today, she is history. Her "Commission of Lunacy" papers are buried in dusty
boxes in the state archives here. But the process by which she was accused and the
court that declared her a lunatic live today.

The accuser was her brother, Henry King, who went to Delaware's Chancery
Court to argue that his sister was incompetent. He asked to manage her estate.

The date was June 16, 1802. The U.S. Constitution was 15 years old. Thomas Jef-
ferson was president. And in Delaware, the first state to ratify the Constitution, one
of the country's earliest cases of guardianship was unfolding.

The language and some procedures are different, but the case has much in
common with modern guardianship proceedings.

In Mary King's case, Sheriff Kendal Batson chose "12 good and lawful men" who
met at Henry King's house in North West Fork for an "inquisition." Two neighbors
testified that Mary King had been acting crazy for about three years.

The jury agreed, and Henry King was put in charge of his sister's estate. Forever
after, the court referred to the woman as "Mary King the Lunatic."

Today, terms such as "idiot" and "lunatic" have been replaced by "incompetent"
and "infirm" in guardianship laws; a judge, not a jury, decides such cases, and doc-
tors' affidavits replaced the testimony of neighbors.

But if Henry were able to petition the court today, he would do it in much the
same way he did 185 years ago.

In fact, the roots of modern guardianship law go back to medieval England. In
fuedal times, when landholders were forced to make payments to the king, a mecha-
nism was needed to keep the money flowing if the landholder went mad. Someone
was appointed to manage the property, and guardianships were born.

"It had an economic motive, not for the benefit of the ward, but for someone
else," said John J. Regan, a professor at Hofstra Law School in Hempstead, N.Y.,
and an expert on guardianship history.

When feudal times ended, and money no longer wert to the king, the role of
guardians changed. They continued to manage the affairs of "lunatics," but only so
those persons would not be victimized by others.

"An element of benevolence was introduced," said Regan. "The guardianship was
administered through the Chancery Court, the so-called conscience of the king, who
looked out for the disabled of society. That function is carried over in American
common law and into the courts."

Maurice Hartnett III, a vice chancellor in the very court system that declared
Mary King a lunatic 185 years ago, had an ancestor that suffered the same fate.

"What I was told was that he had a stroke in 1870 and couldn't speak," said Hart-
nett. "Having him declared a lunatic was the only way to have someone take hold
of his property. He was in business and had a lot of land. He was a fairly wealthy
person. So, forever, the records of the court show this man was declared a lunatic
when all he had was a stroke."

It was the wealth of Hartnett's ancestor that made a "Commission of Lunacy"
proceeding necessary, and the notion of money has always been a motivating factor
behind guardianship laws.

"The one critical factor to get a guardian in olden days, there had to be assets,"
said Regan. "If there wasn't any assets, nobody cared."

Today, guardianship law is more benevolent, but most guardianships are still
formed to protect the wealth of the incompetent person.
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COMPUTER DATABASE ANALYZED GUARDIAN FILES

(By Fred Bayles and Scott McCartney, Associated Press Writers)

Standardized reports on more than 2,200 court cases from across the country
dating back to 1980 were analyzed by a computer database developed by The Associ-
ated Press for its study of guardianship of the elderly.

The research yielded a portrait of the nation's elderly wards and guardians, as
well as court procedures.

Here is a sampling of the results.
The average age of the wards was 79. About 67 percent were female, 35 percent

lived in their own home before guardianship, 33 percent were moved during guard-
ianship and 64 percent were placed in nursing homes at some point as a ward.

About 87 percent were given some sort of notice about the impending guardian-
ship, but 44 percent went through the court process without legal representation.

About three-quarters had hearings; only 8 percent of the files indicated the elder-
ly person attended the hearing. Judges approved 97 p...i.:ent of the petitions.

Sixty-six percent of the cases had statements from At least one doctor; 34 percent
were approved without any doctor's opinion.

When causes of incompetence were listed, the leading reasons were:
19 percent inability to care for self or finances.
16 percent senility or dementia.
11 percent organic or chronic brain syndrome.
8 percent old age or advanced age.
8 percent mental illness.
6 percent stroke.
2 percent Alzheimer's disease.
1 percent forgetfulness.
1 percent alcoholism.
Only 16 percent of the files contained reports on the condition of wards after

guardianships were granted. In 48 percent of the files, annual accountings of money
were missing.

Two-thirds of the guardians had to post bonds, but bond premiums were charged
to the wards' estates in almost one-third of the cases.

The wards entered the system with an average estate value of $97,551. By the
time the guardianships ended, after 3.4 years after being opened, an average of
$12,000 had been spent from the estate. In those files where the guardians had indi-
cated they had been paid for their services, the average annual fee was $1,224.

Four percent of the files showed gifts paid for by the estate; 11 percent of the es-
tates were depleted during guardianship.

Forty-five percent of the files were formally closed, usually because of the death
of the ward. Thirteen percent had nothing in the file but the opening of the x
guardianship.

PART IV: PUBLIC GUARDIANS STRUGGLE TO KEEP PACE

EDITOR'S NarE.Middle class or poor, they are alone and may need a guardian.
Who will help? States have answered with a relatively new idea: the public guardi-
an. The fourth part of a six-day series, "Guardians of the Elderly: An Ailing
System," explores how these government officials cope.

(By Fred Bayles and Scott McCartney, Associated Press Writers)

Los ANGELES.Five social workers in the public guardian's office here control the
lives of 1,000 elderly people. The office also controls $200 million in assets and has
run a hardware store, a plant nursery and an oil drilling operation owned by its
wards.

It is the largest and one of the oldest public guardianship offices in the country,
and its critics say it now turns away cases and favors monied wards over the indi-
gent.

Both criticisms are true some extent, the public guardian says. His office is
swamped, and his budget is constantly under threat.

"We don't want any more. We have too many," said Gordon Treherne, the Los
Angeles public guardian. "Everyone thinks we should expand and we're not. We're
retrenching."

And it's happening all across the country.
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Faced with a crush of elderly who either outlive their money or live far from
family, states are setting upand loading uppublic guardians as a catchall for
those who have no one else.

While numbers remain unclear, an Associated Press study of more than 2,200
guardianship cases around the countr shows that 2 3 percent of the 300,000 to
400,000 people under guardianship may i rds of public guardians.

The public guardians take direct control of the lives of old people and make the
decisions any guardian makeswhere the ward will live, whether to pull the plug
on life-support systems, how much money is spent on groceries.

"Public guardianship is brand-new by government definition," said James Scan-
nell, the public guardian in San Francisco. "We're in our infancy. We're really just
evolving now to meet the needs of the community."

Meeting those needs is becoming increasingly difficult In Phoenix, caseworkers
have time to visit their wards only four times a year Tennessee's new public guard-
ian's office took in 37 people in the first two months and expects to reach 300 in the
first year.

Thirty-two states have some form of public guardianship, and almost all are find-
ing big problems that are getting worse.

Some public guardians have been indicted, others criticized for neglecting wards
or "warehousing" them in nursing homes.

In California, a grand jury blamed the Santa Clara County public guardian's
office for the 1985 starvation death of 79-year-old John Nagle. The office hadn't seen
the ward in two years. The grand jury's report helped establish new guidelines for
the office.

The public guardian for Du Page County, Ill., pleaded guilty to charges of official
misconduct and theft last year after he was accused of investing wards' money for
his own benefit. He was ordered to repay $12,600.

John M. Hartman, a former, Bay County, Mich., public guardian, admitted in
1985 that he embezzled $129,506 from some of his 75 wards. He was sentenced to
five years in prison.

Las Vegas' public guardian, Jared Shafer, has drawn fire for making real estate
investments with partners in the law firm he chose to handle most of his office's
business.

In North Dakota, wards are placed in the hands of part-time public administra-
tors, appointed officials with no training, staff or money to care for their charges. In
one case, a public administrator put two wards in the care of a friend who charged
each estate $2,000 a month for room and board.

"When you don't have the appropriate staff, you get into these binds," said Vet
dine Dunham, president of the California Association of Public Administrators.
"Sometimes I wake up in the middle of the night . . . (worried) that I haven't done
something that will come back to haunt me."

Added Phoenix public guardian Dean Trebesch: "There's more realization now
that the power that goes with guardianship is so awesome and the loss of rights so
awesome that we'd better make darn sure we do it right."

While some social service professionals hail the care and services provided by
public guardians, other experts point to the problems of handling so many with so
few.

In Phoenix, for example, so many are now under the umbrella of the public
guardian that caseworkers handle 75 wards apiece. San Francisco has 315 wards
and two caseworkers Alameda County, Calif., which includes the city of Oakland,
has frozen its caseload at 450 with just three caseworkers. Alaska's six public guard-
ians handle 280 cases. Four guardianship officers in Kentucky have an average case
load of 150 each.

In Portland, Ore., five people handle 180 wards with a $180,000 annual budget.
"We're stretched thin." said Jeff Brandon, deputy public guardian. "There's prob-
ably 500 cases that are not even sent here, because they figure they'll get a 'no'
from us."

In Los Angeles, the case load breaks down to more than 200 wards per worker.
"The reality is with those case loads we're not getting out there very often," Tre-

harne said
Few guidelines exist for running public guardianship offices, but some experts

have suggested limits.
"The public guardian must be adequately staffed and funded to the extent that no

office is responsible for more than 500 wards, and each professional in the office is
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responsible for no more than 30 wards," said Winsor Schmidt, a guardianship
expert and law professor at Memphis State University.

' '
Jr its year-long investigation into guardianship of the elderly, the AP found the

push to public guardianship is due in part to a lack of private guardians, including
family members, willing to take on non-paying or low-paying cases.

Needing someone to arthorize medical procedures, guarantee payment, sign hospi-
tal discharge papers, pay monthly bills or even recover money lost to swindlers,
many agencies and social workers are loo, .ng for a place to turn.

One survey obtained by the AP in Massachusetts, where there is no public guardi-
an, showed that 94 percent of the state's hospitals reported "experiencing guardian-
ship problems with patients, the largest being the lack of potential guardians."

Without a public guardianship program the mentally ill, some of them elderly,
who have been declared incompetent have no one to speak for them. In Pennsylva-
nia, it is estimated 5,000 to 6,000 mentally ill people have been declared incompe-
tent since 1979, and half have been released from institution-.

"It's a mess. These people are in no-man's land. No one is protecting them," said
Edward Carey, a member of the Pennsylvania bar association's subcommittee on the
elderly and infirmed.

Yet some oppose the idea of public guardianship.
Lawrence Frolik, a law professor at the University of Pittsburgh, sees it as an-

other layer of bureaucracy. "Tim it " g you want 6 a state office whose exist-
ence depends upon taking away the tights of others," Fro lik said.

Terry Roth, a consultant to the Pennsylvania Association of Retarded Citizens,
fears a return to institutionalization of the mentally ill.

"As soon as you create a public guardianship, you're going to have someone filing
against every bag lady out there," he said.

In some places that do have public guardianship, officials have begun cutting
budgets, asking the public guardians to become more self-sufficient through fees
charged to the wards' accounts.

In Los Angeles, income from fees was supplemented last year with $2.5 million
from county tax coffers for a total budget of $9 million. This year the county com-
missioners cut that $2.5 million to less than $1 million.

In the last nine years, county support has fallen from 67 percent of Treharne's
budget to less than 15 percent. About 85 percent of Treharne's cases are indigent.

"We do want some big cases (large estates to which fees could be charged) our-
selves, but we don't hustle them," he said.

Treharne's office has been criticized by a public interest group claiming too many
people have been moved out of their homes and routed to institutions. Of 1,000 el-
derly wards (the office is responsible for 2,200 people, half of them mentally ill),
only 50 are maintained in their homes.

Florida, which has a huge elderly population, only this year launched pilot publi
guardianship programs in two counties.

Ten years ago a count by Florida's Office of Aging and Adult Services found that
2,700 people, 63 percent of them older than 60, needed guardians. About 1,000 of
them had already been found incompetent in court. Today the figure is believed to
have doubled.

The three-person operation in Fort Lauderdale will fill its 40 spaces by October,
its 10th month of operation, public guardian Lisa Goldstein said.

"It took 10 years of resistance and I still get told all the time, "We don't need
you,' " Ms. Goldstein said. "If we don't get an increase in staff we will not be able to
accept people. To me, it would be a crime if the state opened the floodgates and
closed them without fully realizir j the potential of the problem."

Public guardians agree that as the population ages, as people live longer and as
hospitals and nursing homes require more guardianships, there will be even greater
strains on public guardians.

"I think we provide a needed service," said Shafer, the Las Vegas public guardi-
an. "Rut as our senior population grows, it's gonna get worse."

In San Francisco, the public guardian has begun diverting people from guardian-
ship by establishing payment programs and arranging for sales contracts that allow
the elderly to remain in their homes until death.

Said Scannell, "Alternatives to conservatorship (guardianship) is really where the
emphasis should be."

* * * *
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ELDERLY CON VICTIM: "I DIDN'T KNOW AN OLDER PERSON NEEDED PROTECTION"

(By Dan Day, Associated Press Writer)

OMAHA, NEB.Homer Kamar sat on a dinette chair in his tidy high-rise apart-
ment and said he was living in paradise.

Kamar, an 80-yea..-old retired Army medic, used to live in tattered clothes in a
cluttered trailer home where no one cared for him but himselfnot very well, by
his own admission.

"I hadn't changed the bed sheets in over six months and the toilet froze up,"
Kamar said.

"I didn't know an older person needed protection from anyt ling."
But Kamar did need protectionfrom a con scheme that dr 'fined $14,000 from his

bank account on a single day in 1983.
He didn't want to discuss the details but said he was bilked by two men who

showed up at his door, took him to his bank, persuaded him to make two $7,000
withdrawals, then vanished.

He never saw the money again.
"I was a simpleton," Kamar said ruefully. "I didn't know anything about econom-

ic robbery."
Kamar went to the police, who couldn't find the thieves. The police referred his

case to a social services agency. which then contacted Volunteers Intervening. for
Equity, a organization of senior citizens who volunteer to help others.

Through VIE, Kamar met G.D. "Jerry" Kaufman, the man he now jokingly but
affectionately calls "father."

"Out of the shadows, out of the darkr.ess, he all of a sudden appeared," Kamar
said with a grin as he pointed to Kaufman, a 67-year-old former Union Pacific Rail-
road manager who is Kamar's court-appointed conservator.

Kaufma" is one of 25 VIE volunteers who are conservators for 46 elderly people
in Omaha. The conservators, appointed to oversee the protected individuals' me ey,
are trained in the requirements of state law.

Executive Director Sandra Gaube said VIE does not seek out cases but only acts
on referrals, most from the Eastern Nebraska Office on Aging, the Nebraska De-
partment of Social Services and nursing homes.

VIE will only take on cases in which the person to be protected agrees to the con-
servatorship.

"Most cases are generally low - )home people who have had a lot of difficulty han-
dling their finances or have had a lot of health problems." she said. "It's such a
relief for them not to have to worry about paying their bills They know it's being
taken care of."

At his apartment, hamar cares for a small spider plant he's put on a bedside
table There's a kitchen off the living room where he cooks some of his meals. A
stereo phonograph sits in a corner of the living room, where he watches television
on a recliner The dinette table is covered with a bright red-and-white checked ta-
blecloth.

A housekeeper cleans Kamar's apartment regularly, and Kaufman said he talks
to Kamar by phone at least once a week and sees him often.

"The benefits you get out of it are really tremendous," Kaufman said. "You devel-
op kind of an attachment."

Kamar can't forget the change in his life
"I began to feel almost human when I got furniture," he said "I didn't have those

garage rags for sheets anymore. I thought I'd gone to heaven. I'd never known such
happiness."

INSTITUTIONALIZED WOMAN ON HER OWN AFTER HALF-CENTURY

(By Wendy Mitman, Associated Press Writer)
CONCORD, N.H When she was very young, Claire tried to run away from the

State institution where she was abandoned as a blind, deaf and mentally retarded
child. More than 50 years later, she has finally escaped.

She can come and go as she pleases and, with murky blue-green eyes that now
can see, she decorates her own apartment with sky-blue curtains and watches the
stars at night.
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Her restored vision and life on her owl, are the gifts of a guardian at d care-givers
who took her to an eye doctor and realized Claire had never needed to call an insti-
tution home.

Claire, who did not war* her real name published, spent more than half a century
in the Laconia State School Deaf, legally blind, unable to communicate clearly with
her family or those around her, she was committed after her family split up.

"Society at that time dictated to families with children who were very handi-
capped that they were appropriately abandoned in institutions," said Stephanie
Krenn, Claire's guardian with the state Office of Public Guardian.

Krenn doubts that Claire ever was retarded, but her inability to communicate pi-
geonholed her.

Claire, who doesn't know her actual age but is in her 60s, doesn't like dwelling on
her past, but when she does talk about it, signing through an interpreter, her hands
move quickly as unpleasant memories spill from her.

"I was at school since I was small," Claire signed. "I Fired at Laconia school whea
I was very little and I hated it. I even ran away, a long time ago.. . . Security had
to look for me. I took a boat and I untied the rope . . . I rowed out in the boat.
They couldn't find me I was raying. And I was almost blindI couldn't see "

Claire's life began to ch-..inge before she knew it when the state Supreme Court
ruled in 1979 that New Hampshire had to provide guardians for residents at state
institutions. In 1982, Claire became a ward of the Office of Public Guardian.

Her first freedom from the state school came whey. she moved to a group home in
1983, part of a deinstitutionalization initiative.

A second profound change was in the offing. Shortly after the guardianship
began, Krenn and Claire's caseworkers took her to an opthalmologist who deter-
mined that cataract surgery and cornea implants might restore her sight.

Part of the procedure was experimental and Krenn needed the court's approval.
The judge and lawyers used an interpreter to explain the surgery.

"She was scared, but she wanted to do it," Krenn said. A day after the operation
on the first eye in 1989, "she vas able to look at one of her care providers and say,
Your sweater is blue!' It was wonderful."

"I can see everything now," Claire said. "I can see much better."
The next step was leaving the group home, where, Krenn said, Claire was out of

place and more dependent than necessary.
"Her true peer group is not the retarded and it never has been. Her true peer

group is deaf people," Krenn said.
In May, Claire moved into an apartment In her willful way. she declined to have

anyone stay with her the first night, Krenn said.
Her walls are adorned with framed jigsaw puzzles of animals and the cover of a

Boston Globe Magazine showing a woman signing. Her bird chirps in its cage in her
bedroom. The place is spotlessClaire cleans and cooks for herself.

A ringing doorbell or telephone sets off strobe lights The phone is specially adapt-
ed to let Claire send and receive typed messages.

Her television can pick up programs captioned for the deaf.
She enjoys visiting friends, shopping, picnicking and swimming.
"I've been to the mountains and I like to see the stars, see them all white when I

look in the sky," Claire said.
Medicaid, Medicare and the state help Claire pay for her apartment and the ,.sise-

workers who assist her in making the transition to living alone.
Although convinced Claire needed a guardian to help her get the services she de-

served, Krenn believes Claire now can make everyday decisions.
"Do I think that now, since she's settled . . . it's time to petition to return those

responsibilities and freedoms to her?" Krenn asked. "Yes, I do."

VETERANS ADMINISTRA'1",,IN WATCHES OVER 129,000 WARDS

(By George Esper, AP Special Correspono=..0

FALL RIVER, MASS.He is a pathetic man, a Vietnam war hero who stood in the
line of fire to save his buddies more than 20 years ago and came home unable to
distinguish between his Army commeidation medal and the G I. Joe military toys
he spends his money on today.

At age 99, he has been i-. ' ecluse in his mother's home, only recently beginning to
venture outside his room. She has taken of him for 21 years even though he some-
times threatens her when he has flashbacks of the Viet Cong She has been keeping
his medal because he would throw it away.
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He is one of the Veterans Administration's 124,000 wards, the incompetent, the
physically disabled, the frightened and the forgotten, the shells of what they once
were, controlled by medication that keeps them calm. Some have stayed in mental
hospitals for up to 20 years, others live in small rooms or nursing homes. Some have
es ates in the six figures.

:he VA has no judicial powers. But it serves as a watchdog for the state courts to
ensure that benefits to incompetent and disabled veterans and their dependents are
used for their tAelfare and that their legal custodians, just a step below guardians,
do not take advantage of them. About 60 percent of the VA wards are veterans, the
rest are their widows and children.

"The state court system can enact penalties against a fiduciary for mishandling
funds. The VA cannot do that," said William Saliski, who helps run the VA's bene-
fits program in Washington. "Most State courts do not have the capabilities to con-
tinually monitor the management of an incompetent's estate. That's what we do."

To do this, an army of 260 VA field examiners is on the road five days a week
visiting the wards and their custodians. They look at the conditions of tilt. homes in
which they live, investigate whether they are fed rind clothed properly and check
that they are given enough spending money for wl.at they can handle.

Back in the regional offices, 110 auditors called estate analysts make sure that
custodians and guardians who are required to do so file annual financial statements.
Then the auditors go through them looking at each expenditure. Once the VA ap-
proves an accounting, the probate court generally follows suit.

Field examiners are required to make an initial visit, then a second one within a
year. After that, they are required to visit wards within every five years depending
on the amount of benefits they receive and other circumstances. But the field exam-
iners usually don't wait that long.

One of them, Bill Gaudreau, a 52-year-old white-haired attorney who works out of
the Providence, RI, regional office covering southeastern Massachusetts, has logged
nearly a half-million miles in 17 years on the job. Gaudreau says he generally sees
his wards every 2 to 3 }jars.

One day recently he stopped by the Vietnam war hero's house, accompanied by a
reporter who was permitted to go along on the condition the veteran's name not be
used. The veteran had just returned from the store with a can of motor oil even
though he doesn't have a car.

"Why are you buying motor oil?" Gaudreau asked him, wanting to know how he
was handling his spending money.

"I don't need it," the veteran yelled.
"Do you receive spending moryry?"
"Five dollars (a day)."
"What do you do with it?"
"I . . . buy soda and cigarettes."
"Any objection to your mother handling your benefits?"
"My mother should handle them because my father ain't here anymore."
The veteran has a 100 percent service connected disability and receives the maxi-

mum benefit of $1,355 which is paid to his mother, his custodian.
Gaudreau questioned his mother r now this money is spent, about his medica-

tion and what he does all day. T 4 her about an expenditure of more than
$500 for new furniture, son-a o' accidentally burned with his cigarettes.
His mother said he spends $400 ,..;garettes, usually takes a few puffs and
puts them out.

"Do you have a savings amour-. a?" Gaudreau asked the mother. "May I
see the account?"

The mother has saved more than $20,000 for him.
"My son will be taken care of it something happens to me," she said.
"Guardianship is the last approach we take," Gaudreau said after the visit in ex-

plaining why the mother was designated legal custodian, which does not require
court approval. "Some peo2le consider it a stigma. We prefer to take the least cum-
beriome approach."

Gaudreau files a report that is followed up by a colleague, Rita Allen, whose offi-
cial title is estate analyst but who is surrogate mother to many veterans.

Mrs. Allen finds her vigilance rewarding. She recalls one veteran telephoning her
to say had lit a candle for her at a shrine

"That urings tears to your eyes," she said "That makes you feel like it's all worth
it."
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PUBLIC GUARDIAN PATRICK MURPHY: "SCOURGE OF THE BURZAUCRATS"

(k.y Sharon Cohen, Associated Press Writer)

CHICAGO.-IL was the start of Christmas season when attorney Patrick Murphy
entered court, trailed by two frail, white-haired old women. They had come there for
a simple reason: freedom.

The women were broke, and the state had agreed to pay for a nursing home. But
Murphy, their guardian, had said he'd keep the women at their apartments if the
state gave him part of what it would pay for nursing home costs.

The state had refused, so Murphy found himself in court. The Cook County public
guardian argued the women should be allowed as much freedom as possible.

If not, he warned, "on Christmas Eve, we're going to take them out of their homes
and put them in a nursing home. I think the governor and the attorney general
should come down in limousines and take them there."

Murphy nrevailed. The women remained at home.
This is Murphy's law: an aggressive argument, an emotional appeal, a keen sense

of what plays in the press and, inevitably, confrontation with the bureaucrats.
In this 1981 case, Murphy notified the news media in advance, waited until the

holidays to go to court and even brought along another elderly ward who had noth-
ing to do with the case, but was a good talker and dazzled reporters. "She was there
for the charm" he said.

Murphy's not surprised he got his way. "Politicians and bureaucrats are much
more worried about an adverse word in the press than million-dollar lawsuits," he
said.

But 1Vidrphy has also sued at least a dozen city, county, state or federal agencies,
the governor who appointed him and the judge who re-appointed him and made his
post full-time this year.

"He's really the scou.,:.: of the bureaucrats," said Circuit Judge Joseph Schneider.
"He has the capac "ty to go for the jugular when it's appropriate."

Murphy "utilip the press to put the spotlight on deficiencies in the system,"
Schneider added. "It mobilizes the shame and embarrassment of the bureaucrats."

"He's the Illinois Ralph Nader," said former law partner Jerome Goldberg. "None
of them (government agencies) like him. He's not really part of the establishment.
He's not a person who can be bought off with favoritism or praise."

As public guardian in the nation's largest court system, the 48-year-old Murphy
supervises en office of 80 people, including 30 lawyers, social workers, bookkeepers
and others repsonsible for managing the affairs of people who need help and cannot
care for themselves.

About half of Murphy's job is devoted to neglected, abused or dependent juveniles;
the other half is elderly people. The two groups, he said, are very different.

"With juveniles you always have the feeling maybe you can do something," he
said. With the elderly, "you're dealing with people on their way out. All you can do
is try to make their lives a little more comfortable."

Murphy is responsible for some 300 elderly wards with assets of about $9 million.
More than half have family, he said.

The Cook County public guardian's office is legally restricted to handling adults
whose assets are $25,000 or more. A state agency handles the others.

Murphy came to his job in 1978 when Gov. James Thompson asked him to investi-
gate the office. Murphy said there were allegations his predecessor was taking prop-
erty from wards. The governor fired her, but she wasn't indicted.

Since he took over, two of Murphy's employees have been caught stealing from
wards. Both were fired and the money was paid back.

Murphy's wards are referrals from police, neighbors, hospitals or social service
agencies. Some need help with daily tasks, but for others, such as those in comas,
Murphy makes agonizing life-and-death medical decisions.

Still others are victims of scams.
There was the case of the disoriente' woman who discovered her husband dead 1

bed and went to tell neighbors.
The neighbors, a man and woman, got a lawyer to prepare a will for her, signing

away her money to them, and the two also got access to her banking account,
Murphy said.

"By the time it was all over," he said, "they ;Ave all her money (about $90,000).
She has none. They locked her in her apartment."

The two testified at a civil trial that the woman agreed to loan them the money
and, at the time, she was competent. The elderly woman couldn't testifyshe didn't
understand the court's request to raise her right hand.
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A judge found the two uefrauded her. In a separate proceeding, tey pleaded
guilty to criminal charges, and the money was returned.

Murphy contends the state's attorney's office is reluctant to prosecute these cases.
"It's not a real sexy problem," he said, and it's often difficult because the victims
are incompetent and, thus, unable to testify.

"(Convicted mast murOerer John) Gacy is cnnsidered a sexy crime," Murphy
added. "My 5-year-old kid could prosecute Gacy."

Murphy recently wrote the governor and legislators, recommending tougher pen-
alties in these cans.

The guardian's job is the latest public servhe role for the balding and bespecta-
cled Murphy. He has served in the Peace Corps in Somalia, wrote a book on the
juvenile justice system and headed a commission that revised the state's mental
hatelth code in 1974.

After nearly 10 years on the job, he said, "My opinion of human nature is not
iery high. . . . We really see the slimy side of life.

"I have a very low opinion of bureaucrats, politicians and lawyers," he said, paus-
ing as if he'd realized he might be including himself, then added, "I have excep-
tions."

PAIZT V: GuAr.r.:ANSiiii ENTRRPRZHEIHIG ENTERING THE FIELD

EDITOR'S NOTE.State and county governments are not only ones getting into
guardianship. It's becoming a business. The increasing elderly population provides
plenty of opportunities for accountants, lawyers and banks to earn money as the
guardians of old people. This fifth story in a six-day series, "Guardians of the Elder-
ly: An Ailing System," looks at who is getting into the business and why.

(By Fred Bayles and Scott McCartney, Associated Press Writers)

PHOENIX, ARIZ.Charles Arnold looks out on the rest of country from this retire-
ment mecca and sees unlimited possibilities for the guardianship business.

"I think guardianship is unquestionably the future," he says. "The business is
overwhelming and the need is dramatic."

An attorney and former public guardian in Phoenix, Arnold is part of a new and
growing field of guardianship entreprenehrsprofessionals who, for a fee, will run
the lives of old people.

Called professional guardians or fiduciaries, they take on a role once held by sons
and daughters. They earn their money by making all the decisions for their elderly
wards, including where they will live and, in some extreme cases, when they will
die.

So promising is this field that San Diego Community College has I gun night
courses on how to be a professional guardian.

Their fees come from the people whose lives they control. No State yet requires a
license to hang out a shingle.

The ranks include people such as Frank Repensek, who agonizes over the medical
decisions he must make for his wards.

"Substituting judgment for another adult who site there and says I don't want
this operatior., Its itis.t miserable," said Repensek, the executive director of the
Guardianship Program of Dade County Inc., a non-profit Miami firm.

Others define their role in terms of cost effectiveness, economies v.* scale and
botton

"It is basically money management," said Alan May, a Detroit-area attorney with
400 wards. "It is basically the -eview of their financial affairs to make sure the
nursing homes are charging them the correct amount of money, that the nursing
home is paid, that the money is provided for their needs."

While guardianship still is largely seen as a a family affair, a legal step taken by
children to better care for their parents, a year-long Asslociated Press study of the
nation's guardianship systems found an increasing nurrwer of strangers taking over
as the legal "parent' of the elderly.

In more than 2,200 files reviewed by the AP nationwide, about one-quarter of
court-appointed guardians were banks, attorneys and businesses who charge for
their services.

The investigation also detail( instances where private guardians have proven
costly and, in some cases, detrin al to their wards through avarice or ignorance:

Susan Lehmann, a Grand Rapids, Mich., professional conservator, was sentenced
to nine months in jail in 1985 for stealing $48,000 from her wards. She was accused
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of cashing wards' Social Security checks and buying a $6,000 car for herself with
wards' money. A presentencing report said she had told a witness she "needed the
money and they didn't."

A 1982 Miami grand jury report told of a lawyer who served as both attorney and
guardian and double-billed his ward's estate to the tune of $77,000. The charges in-
cluded $1,013 for the three hours it took to buy a $200 clock for the ward.

When a Hagerstown, Md., nursing home complained in 1978 about the unpaid
bills of an elderly resident, court officials discovered her guardian, an attorney, had
failed for five years to collect rents or pay taxes on a home she owned. The ward
lost the home in a tax sale.

Court officials note that these cases are the exception. Many professional guard-
ians are dedicated, caring people who can h ^lp the elderly through their remaining
years.

For some, the deeper issue is the commercialization of guardianship, a shift from
family caring and commitment to a business arrangement that often promotes itself
with color brochures and slide-tape presentations.

"They can provide for all their conservatecs' needs, from buying slippers or den-
tures, but they don't provide the social contact that is necessary," said Janet Morris,
a Legal Services attorney in Los Angeles.

The growth in professional guardianship has many causes. The movement of retir-
e= to the St::: whe.-e prof=isnal glare-he:ship thrives, hi= cfr cf
the aged from families and friends.

Hospitals and nursing homes looking for someone to guarantee the payment of
bills for elderly patients often direct cases to private guardians when family or gov-
ernment agencies are not available.

"People will have some sort of crisis that puts them in a hospital or a nursing
home and they can't return home. The discharge planners at the hospital have to
get them out and they come to us," said Judith Chinello, a guardian in Glendale,
Calif., whose office receives 25 referrals a month, mostly from health care centers.

Some companies court business from hospitals and nursing homes, agreeing to
take on wards with few resources in consideration for referrals to better-off wards.

If we can make enough to meet the payroll, we'll take on charity cases," said
Bob Webster, deputy director of Planned Protective Services Inc., a non-profit I 3s
Angeles firm.

Some firms aim for specific markets. Ourself Conservatorship Services in Santa
Ana, Calif., avoids committing itself to wards with estates of under six figures. "We
have tried to stay with estat.n of $150,000 and over," said Judy Okonski. "We have
a policy of staying with these people until they expire."

Professional guardianship does not come cheap. Ms. Chimello charges $65 an hour
for her time, less for duties performed by workers who may cook, clean or chauffeur
a ward. Planned Protective Services bills at sz7.50 an hour for nearly all its serv-
ices, but offers them free to 42 percent of its 200 wards.

About half those charity cases are people whose estates have trickled dry, in part,
because of guardianship fees.

But the generosity of Planned Protective Services is not common. In many situa-
tions, once the money is gone, professional guardians petition the court to end their
service, leaving the wards, already declared incompetent to handle their affairs, in a
legal no-man's land.

"The outrage about the private ones is that when the money runs out, they refer
it to the public guardian," said Raymond Steinberg, who studied guardianship refer-
rals in the Los Angeles Area f a. the University of Southern California.

Repensek says he gets calls from attorneys eager to hand over wards whose funds
are exhausted to his non-profit group, which has 80 percent indigent cases.

"When the assets run out, we get the call," Repensek said.
The AP found a file in Dallas that contained a letter to the Judge from a guardi-

an who asked to resign because "funds in the estate will diminish when present
fees" are paid. The guardian, an attorney, was paid and went on to resign.

At Minnesota bar association conference attended by the AP, prominent probate
attorney Milton Bix was asked by a participant if there was a need for a guardian
once a ward's money ran out.

"No," he said. "Never be afraid to petition the court."
Most professional guardians advise keeping a close eye on the ledger because prof-

its can be marginal May, the Detroit-area probate attorney, said he was in the busi-
ness only because "it's a nice part of my practice. It fits."
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"Being in the probate court all the time makes me a little bit more unique in my
cost factors," he said. "It's more cost-effective for me."

May said he nets $10,000 to $15,000 annually from his guardianship business. He
keeps his costs down by concentrating on wards whose day-to-day care is handled by
nursing homes. Even though the court often assigns him total responsibility for his
wards, he rarely has contact with them.

"There is very little visitation," he said.
First of Amesica-Detroit, a Michigan bank company, also takes this business-like

approach to the management of people's lives. The bank handles 700 conservator-
ships, the legal control of a ward's money, through the Veteran's Administration. It
even has a special area for these clientsoff a back elevator.

"I think you can understand," said Robert Adams, an assistant vice president.
"We have people who come in on a daily basis to pick up their money for that day.
Some of the people you think are street people are really under guardianship."

Now the bank plans to market its services to the general public.
Adams said the company's experience allows it to take on estates of less than

$100,000 and still make a profit.
"They can be very hard accounts to administer," he said. "But there's an economy

of scale and that's what we're locking at in these smaller cases."
Some worry that the rise jf professional guardianship has come without regula

tions and licensing. Most stc e laws place few or no conditions on who can be a
guardian; some ban nursing home employees and convicted felons, but few require
background checks. There is no state licensing of professional guardians.

"It bothers me, not as a businessman but as someone who cares what is happen-
ing, that just anyone can hang out a shingle and become a professional fiduciary,"
said Alan Bogutz, who operates Care Coordinators Inc., a Tucson, Ariz, private
guardianship firm. "I'm not concerned about the competition, I am concerned that
some people might get hurt."

In San Francisco, where the number of professional guardians jumped from zero
to 20 in one year, James Scanneanl, the city's public guardian, feels licensing is es-
sential.

"You have more protection from someone putting a roof on your house than you
do from someone who can put you in a nursing home," he said.

Others note that licensing won't be a cure-all. "You can't legislate compassion
ar.d morality," :.aid Ms. Chine llo, although she favors licensing as a first step.

Some see a time when professional guardians will be a link in a corporate-govern-
ment system of 1:.alth care corporations, insurance companies and social service
agencies that will manage the elderly.

For Arnold that means a "one-stop shop" where all servicesand decisions
would be taken care of.

"I think that government is going to recognize that we haven't found a good way
of dealing with old people," he said. "We're going to need sort of total care packages
where various institutions act "q the guardian."

FOUNDATION WORKS TO PATCH SYSTEM'S CRACKS

(By Lisa Levitt Ryckman. Associated Press Writer)

Swim-E.Eleven years ago, Emory suffered a stroke that pushed him through a
hole in a system wi no safety net for people like himelderly people with disabil-
ities, no family and the money who need independence as much as they need help.

The Foundation for the Handicapped stepped in to catch him.
The 22-year-old, private, non-profit foundation is one of th,. nation's oldest and

lergest corporate guardianship programs. It fulfills the functior Jf a public guardian
in a less bureaucratic and more personal way, helping elderly and disabled peoplemanage their money and lives.

"There just wasn't. any other agency available to provide guardianship services to
elderly persons," said Executive Director George Marcoe, who estimated that 400 of
the agency's 650 guardianships involve the elderly.

Founded by the United Way and private donations, the foundation manages more
than $8 million in estates and trusts, and investments are monitored by a commit-
tee of trust officers. A volunteer network provides out.each and advocacy services,
although the agency needs volunteers for 100 more clients.

"I think they do a good job in financial aspects of the guardianships," said attor-
ney Karen Thompson, who acts as a court investigator in guardianship cases. "I
think thoy would acknowledge that they don't do as well on the personal service
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end of it, of really having the time and 4aff to be an advocate for the personal
needs. There's an incredible demand for the service."

In may cases, the foundation's elderly clients have few assets. Abandoned by their
families, they live alone or semi-independently on small pensions or their entitle-
ment money, such as Social Security or disability benefits. At some point, either
through physical or mental disability, they have become unable to care for them-
selves, and they are referred to the foundation by hospitals, social service agencies
or friends.

If there is an estate, the foundation will take a fee for its work, as allowed by law.
It often is a paltry sum for the time and work involved.

"They work on nothing," said Kathleen Moore, an attorney who has worked as a
guardian. "They do what they can, but it certainly isn't enough. I don't fault them
because (financially) they're just not able to do more."

In one case, for example, the foundation took 5 percent a month to liquidate a
woman's uninhabitable home and pay her nursing home and medical expensesa
total annual fee of less than $150.

Forty percent of the agency's clients are under personal guardianships, but an-
other 40 percent are involved in more limited arrangements that manage their
estate alone or -;imply make sure their bills are paid.

"We usually enter into the relationship based at the level of need," Marcoe said.
"We try not to take an, more of the person's individual rights than we have to"

Monitoring and advocacy are central to the foundation's philosophy. A casework
structure was replaced two years ago by volunteers, called guardianship advocates,
who work one-on-one with clients to .1nsare they receive proper care.

Victoria Bozzacco, 32, a nurse, became one of the agency's 35 advocates a year ago
by answering an ad in a weekly newspaper. Emory was one of her clients.

Communication has been an "incredible trick,' Bozzacco said. She writes down
yes-or-no questions, and Emory shakes or nods his head. D.-spite e barriers, they
have become comfortable together, she said. They celebrated his 81st birthday in
May with cake and presents. She satisfies his sweet tooth with cookies and replen-
ishe,, his medical supplies.

Lately, B :Lacy> had done more serious work on his behalf. The hotel where
Emory lived asked him to leave, and she spent two months wandering a bureaucrat-
ic maze to find him another home.

"If I could tell you how many social workers I've talked to, how many false
starts," she said. "It has taken lots of time, lots of phone calls:'

She knows nothing of his past, nor he of hers. He never leaves his hotel. He has
no family or friends, and the volunteer is virtually his only visitor.

Yet despite his isolation and frustrating disabili /. he remains a person of great
charm and warmth, courtly and gracious.

"It's been a learning experience to watch an elderly person whose life gets gradu-
ally smaller and whose health is not what it used to be and who lives with a lot of
frustration," Bozzacco said.

"But it seems as if his essential self is very much intact in spite of everything,"
she said "And that's been really a heartening thing for me to see, as I reflect what
might happen in my own life."

NONPROFIT FLORIDA GROUP PROVIDES NATIONAL MODEL

(By Dan Sewell, Associated Press Writer)

MIAMI. While Florida has in most ways lagged behind other large states in
caring for its rapidly increasing elderly population, it is home to a guardianship pro-
gram cited by some reform advocates as a national model.

"Guardianship is labor-intensive. It requires a lot of time and energy " said Frank
Repensek, executive director of the Guardianship Program of Dade County Inc. "If
you try to cut corners, the people you are intending to serve are going to be lost it
the process.

If you want to be a good guardian, you have to share some of the pain," said the
45-year-old veteran social worker, who has been involved in guardianships of the el-
derly since 1979.

James Morris, who recentl: studied 14 guardianship programs across the country
for the Superior Court of the District of Columbia, said the Dade program is unique
because it combines a brof.:.; range of services with a private, nonprofit corporation
format.
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"They're a prototype," Morns said. "The scope of service they deliver is certainly
comprehensive in nature."

Repensek's group of 25 social workers, attorneys, paralegals, accountants and sec-
retaries tend to the human, financial and legal needs of the program's wards, who
get their checkbooks balanced, their government benefits claimed, their medical
care improved, their legal snafus straightened out and, Repensek hopes, their loneli-
ness eased.

Caseworkers try to visit each ward at least once a month, maintain frequent tele-
phone contact, send greeting cards on special occasions and make sure birthdays,
Christmas and other holidays are celebrated.

"We can't be family," Repensek said. "But if there is no family involved, we can
be there as a professional staffed agency that tries to be as sensitive as we can be."

Sometimes, improved medical care and living conditions spurred by the Guardian-
ship Program enable the wards to be restored to legal competence.

About 3 percent of the Guardianship Program's wards, all over age 60, have been
restored to competency, said attorney Steve Hine.

"The Dade County program is considered the best one in the state," said Elaine
New, a general counsel in Tallahassee for the state Department of Health and Re-
habilitative Services.

Other private attempts as providing guardianship services haven't been as effec-
tive, said Ms. New, who has studied guardianships in Florida and elsewhere for a
decade, beginning with work as a college student.

Dade's program has strong, influential community support, backing from probate
judges and "an intelligent and strong executive director," she said.

Although the program includes Dade County in its title, the county provides less
than one-sixth of its $660,000 annual budget. The nonprofit organization gets other
moneys from federal grants for the elderly, the United Way of Dade County, the
Florida Bar Foundation and other private organizations.

No money comes from the state of Florida, which has done little to provide guard-
ianship services for its burgeoning elderly population.

The program also collects fees from non-indigent clients, who can be charged up
to $75 an hour and for their own rent. They constitute about 20 percent of the case-
load.

Since beginning as a provision of Jewish Family Services, receiving some federal
funding and growing into an independent agency in 1982, the Guardianship Pro-
gram has overseen 650 wards. Its referrals usually come from state social workers
or judges.

"I feel better putting them in an organized program I know if there are no rela-
tives around," Dade Circuit Judge Moie TeLdrich explained recently after placing a
101-year-old man in the Guardianship Program.

Lisa Kine Goldstein, the state's Public Guardian in Broward County, has been
studying the Dade program with an eye toward converting her state program to the
private, nonprofit model, which would enable her to attract funds from outside
sources, along with fee-paying clients.

Repensek's group is confined to Dade County, in which more than 20 percent of
the nearly 2 million residents are over age 60. The population includes 35,000 people
over the age of 70 who live alone.

Because of south Florida's transient and retiree nature, its guardianship needs
are great. A Florida international University survey this Indicated 26 7 percent
of the county's elderly have no relatives living within 30 miles.

The lack of family and the intense nature of the urban existence are conditions
that make elderly people with slight physical or mental problems vulnerable, Re-
pensek said.

He conducted a "needs assessment" this summer and concluded 2,000 to 3,000
people in the county need guardians. His program had taken almost 90 wards this
year by August, well on its way to topping the previous annual high of 113.

Referrals have jumped dramatically, Repensek said, but without additional fund-
ing, his program can't carry more than 300 wards.

His we rkers spend too much time caring for each ward to on a heavier load,
he said.

"Some call me daily to complain about something, or just to talk," said casework-
er Cathy Nettleton.
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STRICTLY BUSINESS GOP ACTIVIST RUNS CONTROVERSIAL AGENCY FOR OLD FOLKS

(By Mark Fritz Associated Press Writer)

DETROIT Alan May quickly concedes what his critics call his most serious flaw.
he has little personal contact with the hundreds of ailing, impoverished and gener-
ally unwanted elderly people whose fate he controls.

"That is not a knock. That is a truth. There is very little visitation," said the 45-
year-old Southfield lawyer.

As guardian and conservator of people judged mentally or physically incompetent.
May can decide where his 40C wards live, how much money tiley get, whether they
may marry, even whether a comatose ward should be removed from life support sys-
tems.

He is best known as a member of the Michigan Civil Service Commission, a
former chairman of the state Civil Rights Commission and an influential state Re-
publican Party activist.

But he also is essentially the guardian of last resort in Detroit's Wayne County,
the state's most populous and a place where demand for guardians far outstrips
supply.

Critics say May's for-profit guardianship operation represents many of the weak-
nesses in th. system, that it gives profit a higher priority than personal care, that it
reduces his wards oh: people langui5hing in low-budget nursing homesto num-
bers on a computer printout.

"I understand it's well-organized. But its greatest deficiency may be whether any-
body sees the ward," said J. Kay Felt, a Detroit probate lawyer.

But May said he must rely on nursing home workers and Michigan Department
of Social Services staff to monitor his wards while he concentrates on money man-
agement.

"I am in absolutely no position to employ social workers. The difference between
a small profit and a total loss is the difference lc(etween night and day," he said.

May said the guardianship portion of his business, about 30 percent of his prac-
tice, brings in only $10,000 to $15,000 yearly. "To my knowledge no one is as heavily
involved as I am because I don't think there's much profit in ii," he said.

Some Michigan DSS workers grumbled last year about the mention of May's law
firm in a memo outlining the referral process for Adult Well Being Services, a De-
troit agency with a contract to provide guardianship services.

Since Adult Well-Being's capacity was limited, the July 1586 memo obtained by
the Associated Press said referrals should be made "only after all other resources
have been exhausted, such as relatives, friends, or the law firm of May & May."

Some DSS caseworkers complained that the referral was prompted by May's April
1985 appointment to the state Civil Service Commission, which oversees state em-
ployee hiring.

On Oct. 24, a second DSS mem, instructed staff to strike "the law firm of May &
May" from the previous directive and replace it with "various legal firms-agencies."

May said the conflict-of-interest complaints are unfounded.
"I've been getting referrals from DSS since 1975, and I became a civil service com-

missioner in 1985," he said. "I see absolutely no connection."
May said he believes his caseload hasn't grown too large to manage. But state

guardianship records show May was delinquent 72 times in a four-month period this
year in filing court-mandated annual reports on his wards.

May disputed the figures, saying Wayne County Probate Court is merely slow to
process reports even when he files them on time. But court executive Sharon Teas-
ley said guardians aren't listed as delinquent unless they actually are remiss.

May is often recruited by hospitals to as a guardian of poor elderly people
with no family, but some hospitals say they are becoming increasingly uneasy about
May's relationship with Lawrence Charfoos, a noted medical malpractice lawyer in
Detroit.

Probate lawyer Stephen Kelley, who represents several hospitals, said he has ad-
vised clients not to use flay as a guardian because May is making medical decisions
on behalf of his hospitalized wards and, at the same time, helping a lat;ypr who
sues hospitals.

But May said his business relationship with Charfoos isn't a secret and doesn't
represent a conflict, noting 1E4 the stationery letterheads of each lawyer lists the
name of the other.
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CONSERVATOR CASE MADE BROADWAY PRODUCER FEEL LIKE PRISONER

(By Judie Glave, Associated Press Writer)

NEW YORK.Broadway impresario David Merrick is krown for making fiction
come to life, something he did 66 times with such productions as "Hello Dolly" and
"42nd Street."

But in the winter of 1983, at age 71, he found himself the unwitting star of a real-
life court drama when he suffered a debilitatin? stroke, became embroiled in a
messy divorce and had a conservator take over fin..-Icial control of his $50 million
estate.

Because his money was no longer his to spend, the court had the final say over an
array of decisions ranging from stopping the London production of "42nd Street" to
questioning the purchase of a ladder.

Far frenr. a typical case, the credentials of the key players in the Merrick drama
could fill a Playbill.

They included palimony lawyer Marvin Mitchelson and divorce king Raoul
Felder, who arrived at court in a white, chauffeur-driven Rolls Royce limousine.

Add a former federal judge, Simon Rifkind; former New York Mayor Robert
Wagner; and former state Attorney General Louis Lefkowitz.

After a February 1983 court hearing where doctors, business associates and
friend:, teztificel that Merrick caul,: not harslic his affah- the court "pp" nted
Morton Mitosky, a Merrick business associate, to handle the estate. At the time,
Merrick supported the move.

At the same time, Merrick divorced his fourth wife, dancer Karen Prunczik, and
remarried his third wife, Etan Merrick, 42.

Ms. Prunczik opposed the conservatorship until Mitchelson handled her divorce
and helped her win a healthy settlement.

A year into the conservatorship. Mitosky asked to be removed, leaving Mrs. Mer-
rick the sole conservator.

Months later, with the help of therapists, Merrick's condition so improved that
Mrs. Merrick asked the court to overturn the conservatorship.

But she learned that ending it was tougher than getting it started.
It isn't very easy to prove that you are a functioning person again, especially

since just two years before you went to great ends to prove you weren't," she said in
a recent interview at the couple's Manhattan brownstone.

"There was a general resistance" to letting Merrick have control of his estate
again, in part because "nobody wanted to let go of the whole machinery because it
was so lucrative."

To date, the Merrick estate has doled out nearly $1 million in attorney fees, a
figure that could easily double since some of the attorneys are still waiting for final
payment.

The vast size of the Merrick estate brought it under extraordinary juulcial scruti-
ny.

When Merrick wanted to produce "42nd Street" in London, a judge told Mrs. Mer-
rick she could not give him $1.5 million of his own money to back the play

"He said he was an inappropriate investment," Mrs. Merrick recalled. "Here we
had a show that was a proven property (in four years it had grossed $21 million on
Broadway) . . . and the judge told me it was illegal."

She appealed the judge's order but an appellate court upheld the lower court's
temporary order.

One of the three presiding justices, however, wrote a dissenting opinion saying
that Merrick had built his estate on theatrical ventures and the court's intervention
was akin to telling Henry Ford he cculdn't make automobiles or John D. Rockefel-
ler to forget about the oil business.

Yet, the order was not overturned until Wagner, who was appointed a guardian
ad litem to protect the interests of Merrick's two daughters, went to London and
questioned Me:rick for the court.

"I felt as if I were a criminal, as if I had to prove I wasn't doing anything that my
husband didn't want," Mrs. Merrick said.

"Their every expense was questioned," said attorney William Goodstein, who was
hired by the Merricks to overturn the conservatorship "They had to account for
every item on their American Express biil. They even had to account for buying a
stepladder for the basement."

To appease the courts, Mrs. Merrick began handing in monthly, instead of yearly,
accountings, detailing how every penny of her husband's complicated estate was
spent. "That was a costly and monumental task," she said.
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Although the conservatorship was scheduled to end in early 1985, Mr. Merrick
went to court in December 1984 to overturn it.

Merrick, who was absent at the first hearing, went to court in January to prove
he was capable of handling his affairs.

He gave a showstopping performance, which included a discussion between Mer-
rick ane the judge on who would win the 1985 Superbowl. Merrick predicted the
Miami Dolphins would beat the San Francisco 49ers.

Though he was wrongSan Francisco won 38-16the judge found Merrick capa-
ble of resuming control of his estate and ended the conservatorship.

ONE OF MORE NOTORIOUS CONSERVATEES: DAVID "SON OF SAM" BERKOWITZ

(By Judie Glave, Associated Press Writer)

Naw Yoax."Son of Sam" killer David Berkowitz may be the most notorious of
the hundreds of thousands of Americans currently under care of court-appointed
guardians.

Berkowitz's 13-month reign of terror ended with his arrest in August 1977 for kill-
ing six young people and wounding seven others.

Three months later he was placed under a conservatorship on the advice of law-
yers who anticipated a deluge of requests from authors and moviemakers eager to
capitalize on the sensational .44 caliber killer's story.

By October 1980 the former postal worker's personal bank account had been fat-
tened from $1,000 to $102,000 as a result of movie and book deals, most of which
eventually fell through or failed to generate much income.

Interest from bank accounts, U.S. Treasury bills, tax refunds and Social Security
payments helped swell that figure to as much as $190,90%1 by early 1987, according
to court papers filed by attorney Doris Johnsen, who took over as Berkowitz's con-
servator in 1978.

Despite her efforts, it was determined last month that the money in the estate
should go to the survivors.

Conservators are empowered by the court to make financial decisions for a phys-
ically or mentally incapacitated person.

The court papers in Brooklyn on the Berkowitz conservatorship were opened to a
reporter for the first time in early September after The Associated Press successful-
ly argued that, under the state mental hygiene law, conservator files were part of
the public record.

The money was a key issue in a long court battle between attorneys for
Berkowitz's victims and Ms. Johnsen.

The lawyers argued that lie victims were entitled to the money under the state's
1979 "Son of Sam" law, which prohibits felons from making money as a result of
their crimes. That law was passed also because of the potential for Berkowitz to
profit from selling his story; it sets up a system for compensating the victims in-
stead of allowing the money to go to the criminal.

But Ms. Johnsen argued that she was exempt from the "Son of Sam" law because
she was appointed by the court, and therefore was a court employee, and not a rep-
resentative of Berkowitz.

The state Legislature amended the "Son of Sam" law in 1984 to make it clear
that conservators were included. As a result, a Brooklyn judge last year ordered Ms.
Johnsen to pay the Berkowitz victims $20 million.

However, the expected millions from movie and televisior deals actually added to
to only $119,433 as of June 1987. Of that, attorneys for Berkowitz and his victims
put in claims for fees totaling $120,000.

Justice Dominic Lodato, who sits in Supreme Court in Broalynthe state's trial
level courtdealt the attorneys a blow by denying their fees and awarding all but
$1,000 to the victims.

The most seriously injured of Berkowitz's victims, Joanne Lomino and Robert Vio-
lante, will receive the bulk of the raey. Miss Lomio, a paraplegic as a result of
Berkowitz's attack, will receive $46,7J0 and Violante, who lost his left eye, will get
$29,600.

The rest will share in money ranging from $600 to $8,900, according to figures set
in Lodato's order.
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PART' IV: GLOOMY OUTLOOK, BUT SOCK ALTZRNATIVES TO GUARDIANSHIP

EDITOR'S N(TIT.As troubled as the nation's guardianship system is today, experts
say the strains will grow far worse in the future. As the population grays, the out-
look for effective guardianship darkens. This, the final part of "Guardians of the
Elderly: An Ailing System," looks at the future.

(By Fred Bayles and Scott McCarteny, Associated Press Writers)

MIAMI. Judge Moie Tendrich picks up the telephone in his chambers to conclude
guardianship proceedings on a 101-year-old man, bed-ridden and diagnosed as senile
and chronically ill.

"Frank," the judge says to Frank Repensek, executive director of the Guardian-
ship Program of Dade County Inc., "can you take somebody for us?"

What a quick phone call and a "hearing" in which he was the only participant,
the judge has decided the fate of another senior citizen.

It happens almost every day here. With its booming elderly population, Florida,
some say, reflects the demographic future of the nation, a glimpse of what the aging
population will look like in 20 years.

And so in this state rich in retirees, the future of the nation's guardianship
system may also be found.

Nowhere is the need for quality care greater fc the elderly, yet almost nowhere,
experts say, are the probate courts more overburdened with guardianship, the qual-
ity of justice so variant, the oversight and due process, in some counties, so suspect.

"The problem is the courts were never set up and never intended to deal with the
volume," said Repensek, who added Tendrich's case to his 270 other wards.

"As people get older, there's going to have to be some system for dealing with the
legal and personal needs of these people. Guardianship is not the bmst alternative.
But what we're faced with right now is that it's what's available," he said.

What the probate courts are faced with are numbers. The government predicts
that in the next 15 years, the number of older people in the United States will jump
22 percent to nearly 35 million.

The group older than 75, those most likely to face guardianship, according to an
Associated Press study, will grow from about 12 million to 30 million by the year
2030, and the group over 85 will triple to 8.6 million people.

Today, those who deal with guardianships, probate courts and the elderly predict
that the need for greater oversight and tools such as court investigators will become
more critical, and legislatures will be called on to change state laws to improve due
process and court care of the elderly.

Already, volunteer programs and alternatives to guardianship are cropping up.
In South Bend, Ind., for example, the task of looking after many of the communi-

ty's elderly %as fallen on tough-minded, cigar-smoking county prosecutor Mike
Barnes

Under Indiana's Adult Protective Service Act, prosecutors like Barnes must min-
ister to abused and neglected old people, prosecuting their tormentors and, more fre-
quently, assisting them to carry on with their lives.

Barnes can get them help to do their shopping, clean their homes and keep track
of utility bills.

Of all his tools, the last choice is guardianship.
That is the least preferable alternative as far as were concerned," Barnes says.

"The whole three` of this program is that there be reliance and self-reliance."
The prosecutor echoes the thoughts of a variety of nonprofit groups, churches and

charities across the country that offer alternatives to guardianship, a process that
strips people of all rights and puts their lives in the hands of others.

Advocating options such as power of attorney and social service help like Meals
on Wheels, these programs strive to keep the elderly in their homes with rights and
dignity intact.

The Cathed'al Foundation, a Jacksonville, Fla., church charity, has provided serv-
ices, including money management, to 1,000 old people since 1978. Only 49 ended up
in guardianships.

' Guardianship is totally, philosophically the opposite of what we try to do," said
Teresa Barton, the foundation's community services director. The system's way of
dealing with it was to remove the person from their home. We said, 'Let's create a
support system that lets them stay at hor e.' "

In some cases, the elderly have come up with their own solutions, even creating
programs to blunt guardianship petitions within retirement communities.
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Guardianship-conservatorship is a very impersonal and costly service," said Ralph
Raymond, an 84-year-old Tempe, Ariz., retiree who set up a volunteer program for
his neighbors. "It's a completely unsatisfactory last resort."

Barnes' office and Cathedral use tools common to other alternative programs,
such as durable power of attorney, where specific decision-making powers are as-
signed to another person, and representative payee, where a person is given limited
authority over another's financial matters.

But there is resistance to such alternatives.
Milton Bix, a Minneapolis probate attorney, worries that plans without the court

supersupervision mandated under guardianship open the door to financial abusesvision
scared to death of it,' Bix said of durable power of attorney. "It means less

guardianship, so while their civil rights are being protected, their assets are not."
Some states and judges, too, have tried their own mini-reform movements.
In 1981, Minnesota made guardianship hearing mandatory, improved notice sent

to proposed wards, changed the standard requ .ed for proof of incompetence to
"clear and convincing" evidence, instead of the weaker "propt,nderance of the evi-
dence," and required courts to check on each guardianship annuaily.

The changes followed the Minneapolis Tribune's exposing of misdealings by a
company appointed guardian of more than 300 people.

In Tucson, Ariz., Superior Court Judge Alice Truman took it upon herself to re-
quire guardians to report on the welfare of their wards. "After all, the judge said,
"the guardian is responsible for the person's life and well-being."

Probate Judge W.F. Spicer has hired two court investigators in Summit County,
Ohio, set up a public guardian's office and developed a review process, none of
which is required by law.

If you take y i b seriously, and you look at all the responsibilities you have,
(guardianship i ,ably the greatest responsibility of any of the functions of pro-
bate court," said :5picer.

Said Hank Hidson, Montana's state legal services developer for the eld., "It's
not a question of doing away with guardianship. It's a question of findit- imeone
who is willing to do the job well."

A group of jr.dges last 3 ear published recommendations for overhauling guardian-
ship, arguing the system needs investigators and auditors to prevent abuse and at-
torneys dedicated to protecting elderly clients against unwarranted guardianships.

The changes, they say, should be similar to those made in mental commitment
procedures in the 1970s, and not unlike safeguards built into the adversarial system
in criminal courst.

"It's like deja vu," said Probate Judge Victor S. Pfau of Indianapolis. "This is the
same process we eventually went through on the changes in civil commitment pro-
cedures. We were far too quick to commit someone to a mental institution, but we
fought those changes like crazy, and we used the same arguments.

"And now, you know what? It works."
But with few prospects for a major overhaul of the guardianship system on the

horizon, experts on elderly affairs paint a gloomy portrait of the future
"I fear we'll end up with a caretaker class of people, reduced to the status of chil-

dren, herded together as 'protected' people and placed into camps," said Justin
Clouser, a Las Vegas, Nev., legal aide attorney who has worked with guardianship
in Florida and Nevada.

Some say the judges' own reform effort is too little too late.
"(It's) dragging the process of guardianship kicking and screaming into the

1950s," said 'David Grant, director of the Guardianship Diversion Project in Los An-
geles, which advocates less restrictive alternatives to guardianship.

George Alexander, a probate law expert at Santa Clara University in California,
led a commission that overhauled state guardianship laws. The changes included a
state-funded program of court investigators who visit wards and check-up on guard-
ians.

Yet Alexander's experience has now made him leery that any reform can make
the systerr work.

"I fear that people keep saying, 'Let's throw a little more due process at i , and
forget ab t it ' Its dangerous," Alexander said. "Each bit of tinkering has efia out-
come of helping a few people and also getting people moving on and sayint., We
dealt with that. "

Alexander recommends individuals draft a durable power of attorney so they can
designatc their caretakers and financial advisers, even forming a committee to
insure against wrongdoing.
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All this, he hopes, will offer alternatives to guardianship
"I believe," he said, "it's an institution so dangerous and so capable of abuse that

we just ought to abolish it."

RETIREE HELPS ELDERLY FRIENDS WITH CARE CONTRACTS

(By Fred Bayles and Scott McCartney, Associated Press Writers)

TEMPE, ARIZ.To Ralph Raymond, a self-described WOOPIE (Well-Off Old
Person), helping his neighbors is serious business.

The retired utilities executive from Chicago became aware of guardianship when
a neighbor ouffered a stroke at Friendship Village, a retirement community in
Tempe An attorney recommended guardianship to the family, but P ymond helped
his friend oppose it.

Today, Raymond runs Concerned Friends, a program he founded that offers ar
alternative to guardian.;hip and is cited as a national example by guardianship ex-
perts.

"There's the trauma of being partly incapacitated and going to probate court and
talking about your problems to people you haven't met," he said of guardianship.
"Worst of all, you pay for it."

More than 160 of the Friendship Village's 700 residents, their average age 80,
have contracts with Concerned Friends to see to their care if they become incapaci-
tated.

The organization's board of directors assigns two people to each case, usually a
resident and a member of the person's family. The pair are empowered by durable
power of attorney to make joint decisions and handle financial matters for the
client.

Their decisions and their handling of the monies are reviewed monthly by the
board of directors.

"We're always reluctant to spring a power of attorney until it's absolutely
needed," said Raymond.

Raymond has power of attorney for five people; his wife serves as adviser for an
elderly woman.

"She sees the person at least once a day and talks to her son at least once a
week," said Raymond "She has become a member of that family. With a profession-
al guardian-conservator, you couldn't expect that kind of service and the cost would
be prohibitive."

Raymond sees his program as an echo of the days when and towns cared
for their own without the help of lawyers and courts.

"It's a responsibility," he said, "but what the hell are we here for at this age if we
can't be of help to our neighbors who are less fortunate?"

AIDS PATIENTS MAY CREATE NEW NEED FOR GUARDIANS

(By Jennifer Dixon, Associated Press Writer)

FORT WORTH, TEXAS.A teacher hospitalized with AIDS quickly developed brain
problems that affected his ability to speak but didn't require intensive medicalcare.

The hospital contacted his family in Kansas, but they didn't want to bring him
home. His elderly mother refused to come to Texas and care for the terminally ill
man at his trailer home, and nursing homes wouldn't accept him either.

So the hospital, needing someone who could approve medical treatment for the 44-
year -old man and handle his financial affairs, turned to the Tarrant County probate
court to find a guardian.

Decisions about the care of abandoned AIDS sufferers may increasingly fall to
probate courts, especially since dementia has been included in the list of the dis-
ease's symptoms, said Tarrant County Probate Judge Pat Ferchill.

"This is the modern-day leprosy," said Steven Sotman ofFort Worth, a doctor cer-
tified in internal medicine and infectious diseases.

Guardianships in Texas traditic nally have been established for juveniles, mental-
ly retarded or mentally ill adults, and the ir-ntally incompetent elderly, but Fer-
chill says he believes AIDS could create anothc dimension of guardianship.
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The federal Centers for Disease Control added dementia and emaciation to pneu-
mocystis carinii pneumonia and Kaposi's sarcoma as indicator symptoms for AIDS,
effective Sept. 1.

Studies indicate about 80 percent of AIDS patients have some degree of brain ab-
normality before death, but in only one of about 20 cases is dementia the main prob-
lem, Sotman said.

Ferchill learned of the teacher's plight when the hospital's manager of social serv-
ices notified the court the man needed someone to handle his financial affairs and
asked that a guardian be appointed.

According to court documents filed in Tarrant County, the patient's checks from
the Fort Worth Independent School District were being deposited directly into his
bank, but his salary would run only through September.

"His family lives in Emporia, Kar.., and does not want the responsibility of caring
for his financial needs," a letter from the social services manager said. "I feel
strongly that (the patient) needs a guardian appointed to care for these needs."

Ferchill said he filed a petition seeking a suitable guardian because he believes
it's his responsibility under the Texas probate code when the needs of an alleged
incompetent are brought to the court's attention.

The attorney Ferchill appointed to represent the teacher in legal proceedings lo-
cated a potential guardian this summer, but the man died before a hearing could be
held.

The judge foresees special responsibilities for the guardian of an AIDS sufferer.
"I imagine guardians will have a difficult time finding a placement for them in a

health care facility or whatever it may be," he said. "I believe there is a point in
time when they do not need hospital services, but they do need care services. I tt "nk
a guardian might meet up with some difficulty placing wards who do not need in-
tensive medical care that a hospital can offer, and in paying the enormous cost of
this disease.

"I imagine guardians will also have to do some negotiating, advocating with insur-
ance companies . . . to make sure they (AIDS patients) do obtain the maximum ben-
efits for whatever coverage they do have."

An AIDS patient's medical bills can reach $90,000 to $50,000 from the time of di-
agnosis until deatha span of usually a year, Sotman said. Most AIDS patients
must be hospitalized once or twice between diagnosis and death, but otherwise can
be cared for elsewhere, he said.

Under the Texas probate code, residents can designate who they would want ap-
pointed guardian in case of incapacitation and also list tnose they would not want
named. A designation against someone prohibits a judge tiorn ever appointing that
persmi, Ferchill said.

Snould an AIDS patient not designate who he wants as guardian, a judge would
go through statutory prioritiesthe spouse first, and then next nearest of kin
before neighbors and friends were considered.

Although such arrangements are possible for anyone before becoming incompe-
tent, many patients aren't taking advantage of them, said Gary Swisher, director of
AIDS programs and volunteer services at the Oaklawn Counseling Center in Dallas.

"People refuse to deal with the concept that you may lose your mind," he said.
"The greatest insult is that you'll become a bumbling idiot . . . and they refuse to
sign a guardianship or a power of attorney."

* . .

CATHZDRAL PROGRAM OPTERS GUARDIANSHIPSONLY AS LAST RESORT

(By Ron Word, Associated Press Writer)

JACIUIONVILLE, FLA.The Cathedral Foundation provides guardianship services,
but officials of the private social services agency consinet them only a last resort.

Take, for example, Laura Buckley, a 95-year-old legally blind woman with a love
of Jim Beam whiskey, chocolate and beer.

Elderly Floridians in similar circumstances often wind up under guardianships,
but, through the Cathedral Foundation, Mrs. Buckley was able to continue to live
alone and retain all her civil rights.

Foundation social worker Bobby Krawiec visits Mrs. Buckley about three times a
week and hires a sitter for her on other days. The foundation's Protective Counsel-
ing Services program helped avoid a guardianship by handling her finances and
making sure she gets hot meals.
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Mrs. Buckley, who went dancing en her 90th birthday, says of Krawiec: "He's
marvelous. I don't know what I'd do without him. When you get to be my age, you
-.eed someone to come in, even for a couple of hours."

The Cathedral Foundation was formed in 1962 by parishioners at St. Johns Epis-
copal Cathedral as an outreach ministry, with several programs for the elderly.

Its Protective Counseling Program, which is financed through contracts with the
state using federal funds, began in 1978 as an outgrowth of needs identified by
workers in the Meals on Wheels program.

Costs for handling each client run about $1,198 a year, compared with $18,000 an-
nually in a top nursing facility under Medicaid, and t' 2 services are provided at no
charge to the foundation's clients.

The counseling services program is designed to help keep people out of guardian-
ships, through advice on finances, housing, nutrition and public benefits.

"All these people need is someone to look after them, help them manage their
money or provide them with hot meals daily," said Teresa Barton, director of com-
munity services for the foundation.

"What they were finding out with the Meals on Wheels program, dealing with the
homebound elderly, was that, in addition to needing meals, there were all kinds of
problems that were associated with being homeboundthings like getting down to
pay taxes, understanding Social Security benefits." Ms. Barton said.

"We were dealing with elderly, low-income in many cases, very uneducated indi-
viduals who didn't understand the system and they really didn't have anyone to ad-
vocate for them," she said.

In managing the lives cf elderly people, "a very delicate balance of individual lib-
erty versus governmental intrusion is necessary," according to a publication from
the foundation, which has about 12 guardianship wards and 80 to 100 voluntary cli-
ents.

"Guardianship in the state of Florida has more to do with laws of property than
laws of people,' Ms. Barton said. "Guardianship is a way of protecting assets and
property. It is not necessarily the best vehicle to deal with people problems."

The Cathedral Foundation does not initiate guardianship action but agrees to it
when no other alternative is available, such as when someone is needed to authorize
medical care.

"What do you expect to obtain from the guardianship that you couldn't without
it? That's the criteria I evaluate it with. It has to have a goal," Ms. Barton said.

When the word "guardian" is mentioned, "it conjures up visions of guardian
angels and protective people who are helping you.. . . But the guardiant,:dp statute,
as it is today in Florida, is a very punitive kind of statute," she said. "It strips you
of your individual rights. They can't make a contract. They can't get married. They
can't drive. They lose all of their civil liberties entirely.

"Having a guardian doesn't mean a person is not going to be a problem any more.
Mr. Smith is suddenly going to be well? He's not going to be going through garbage
cans anymore because he has a guardian?"

Elderly people have a right to be individuals, and to make mistakes, just as young
people do, Ms. Barton said.

"It's like a 70-year-old man who runs around with a 20-year-old girl .ind he's blow-
ing all his money," she said. "Immediately, his family wants him de'isred incompe-
tent. 'Dad has lost his mind.'

"You have the right to make mistakes whether you're 14, you a..e 10, or if you are
94."

GROWING SENIOR CITIZEN POPULATION POSES PROBLEMS

(By Robert Mac, Associated Press Writer)

LAS VEGAS, NEV.Stop by a cash, r that caters to locals and you'll notice the
nickel slot and poker machines are abandoned almost on cue each afternoon and
evening when the bingo games begin.

Seniors who retire to this desert community by the thousands each year have
made bingo one of the most popular games in town. And casinos that court coveted
high rollers are also making sure seniors feel at home in the gambling environs.

This is just a great place to retire," says Jared Shafer, Clark County's public ad-
ministrator. "When you match up our taxes, our living costs, our entertainment,
our standard of living for seniors . . this has got to be the greatest place in the
world to live."
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Shafer, one of two Nevada guardians, has a particular interest in the growing
senior population and connected problems. His office is responsible for taking
charge of the elderly who become unable to manage their affairs

Many people retire here, far from family ana friends who would otherwise care
for them in their twilight years The job of overseeing those lives, and sometimes
their estates, falls on Shafer and his staff.

About 75,000 senior citizens aged 55 and over are amok, the 600,000 residents of
Clark County, and the numbers will increase as the city heads toward the 1 million
mark around the turn of the century.

The influx is posing problems for city, county and state officials.
"We're right to the brim now in terms of the people we can acclmmodate," said

Mel Kalagian, director of the city's senior centers and a longtime ad%ocate of the
elderly. "They're coming here h. droves because of our weather and recreational ac-
tivities."

But when retirees settle fir from their hometowns, family members cannot get as
involved as they might like when health problems and other troubles occur.

"Mom and Dad retire here from the Jersey shore," Shafer explains. "The kids are
raising their own teen-agers back there. Our first step (when a senior needs help) is
to convince Mom and Dad's families they can get involved, they should get involved.
But in some cases we're talking great distances."

Gov. Richard Bryan has campaigned long and hard for legislation that would
head off such problems. His Elder Care Bill, which passed the 1987 Legislature, pro-
vides $1.5 million over the next two years for services such as home delivered meals
and housecleaning for those too frail to care for themselves.

Bryan pushed for the measure in an effort to kee.:, elderly individuals in their
homes as long as possible. He warned that nursing home care could cost the state
$230 million by the year 2000.

State reports show Nevada needs an additional 4,600 nursing home beds to meet
the demands of the elderly by the turn of the century.

"Between now and t'. en, Nevadans can expect to expend almost $1 million for
this increase in nursing home care, unless options are developed," the governor
warned.

NOBLE COUNTY FARMER CHALLENGES AND BEATS GUARDIANSHIP

(By Thomas P. Wyman, Associated Press Writer)

ALBION, IND.Tod Porterfield says he doesn't have Alzheimer's disease, and no
medical records show otherwise.

Yet the 83-year-old Porterfield spent 10 months under a guardianship, and three
months in a nursing home, after a court accepted a guardianship petition alleging
he suffered from the irreversible neurological disordt.Y.

The petition was filed in 1985 in Noble County Superior Court by attorney John
W. White leather Jr. of Columbia City. It does not say when Porterfield was diag-
nosed, or by whom.. An inspection of the court file failed to find any medical teoti-
mony or evidence to support the claim.

"No doctor ever diagnosed me," Porterfield said in a recent interview "I never
talked to a doctor or even an officer of the court."

White leather said he was told by a social worker at the hospital that treated Por-
terfield, a client and acquaintance, that the old man had Alzheimer's The attorney
said he decided to petition for guardianship on that information and Porterfield s
distress over the recent death of his wife and his own blood cancer.

Whiteleathi r said he felt he was acting in the farmer's best interests, explaining
that illness and grief had left Porterfield incapable of managing his affairs and
helpless to seek effective aid.

"If the diagnosis of Alzheimer's was not quite correct, I tell you this much, I will
tell you there wasn't any doubt in my mind whatsoever that Tod Porterfield needed
my help," Whitelea(' ,-r said. "I'm glad in spite of all this ' was there and able to
make myself availabi, to him."

Indiana law allows a court to consider a doctor's statement in ruling on a guard-
ianship :equest. Formal medical evidence is not required, however Some county
courts create guardianships for the elderly based on the observations of family
members or even hearsay.

The file also offers no clear evidence Porterfield was notified of the guardianship
proceedings, which is required by law. A notice addresed to Porterfield is in the file,
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but a standard ''orm to indicate the notice had been served was neither signed nordated by the scrver.
The Allen County Mental Health Association investigated Porterfield's case and

found no indication he had been told, according to a health association report.
Porterfield, who lived alone, was discharged from the hospital in 1985 and said hn

was surprised to see the hospital van driver pass the road to his farm.
"All of a sudden we're in front of a nursing home. I said, 'What's this all about?' I

thought I was going home," he recalled. "I gave them an argument."
"I had no knowledge of what the} were doing," Porterfield said "There was no

mention of a guardianship at any time when I was in (the hospital)."
Porterfield, who claimed he was held at the - .arcing home against his will, was

discharged after three months. He returned to his farm, where a full-time house-
keeper arranged by the mental health association helped maintain his house.

The association also contorted a lawyer who agreed to help Porterfield end the
guardianship. In October 198:.y, the court aweed to close the guardianship of person,
but kept a limited guardianship of the estate administered by a local bank. The fol-
lowing Februari, the limited guardianship was dissolved.

After nearly a year of investigation, the health association finally traced the Alz-
heimcr's d1,(4-aosis to a social worker at St. Joseph's Hospital in Fort Wayne, where
Porte-:fi;Id had been treated for a recurring abdominal ailment.
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WARDS OF THE COURT

Guardianship: Promises
of protection often broken

is First in a seises
y JEFFREY 0000 and LARRY KING
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Render Silkwood, 86, had been
dead two., when a Judge
named a to help her
manage her Ide.

Wiliam Summary, 78, lost all his
an, rights when two doctors nusdag-
rased what was wrong with Irim.

Edith Stewart an 87-yearold widow
presumed to be senile. was permitted to
rewrite her will. leaving about $230,000
to her guardian.

And 72year-old Henry Melt et.
promised good are from his guardian.
wound up Inirg in a fire-dmaged house
without running water or istrisny.

Each of these cases tr. Jangled by a
system that promises store than it deirv-
era. The system is called guardianship.

Born of good intraday. guardian-
ahip can be a cradle dneglect and abuse.
The victim: of its faistrefare society's
moat helpless people,- the wards of the '
court.

Wards are p ople wham a judge has
declared incompetent to take are of
themselves. The judge takes away their
civil rights because they seem confused.
feeble or dangerous. He assigns them
caretakers known as guardian

There are 3.500 wards VI Pinellas
County, a number that grows each year.

Most Pinellas wards seem to get
good care from honest and decent guard-
ans. But they are well-served in spite of
the guardianship system. not because of
it.

The system allows a ward's rights to
be stripped away on the thinnest of
medical evidence. A fintfing of incornpe-
te-ry is often a careless picclamanon
mode without legal representation of the
ward's interests.

And once a guardian is appointed, the
system provides little oversight. People
can be neglected, abused or firunctally
exploited fur months before anyone no-
Wet

For the pa:: year. the St. Petersburg
nr-rrhts uivr-sugated Patellas County's
guardianship system. Reporters studied
at lc:: 1.500 court 9es, conducted
several hundred interviews. attended
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court bearings and watched the work of
guardians.

The Times found a spasm that is
So hasty that a swamis ' as de-

clared Mcompetent on the basis of a
brief, hostile chat with a psychiatrist
through a germ door.

So imprecise tat a man was la-
beled senile and rest) red from his home
when his problem was sierply a ..:tarrils
deficiency.

So cavalier that almost nets of
every 10 people were declaieliammpe-
tent and assigned a guardia. without
being represented by a lawyer.

So impersonal that judges appoint-
ed guardians who had never laid eyes on
the wards they were trusted to serve

So unregulated .that people were
lamed as guardians without having to
disclose their involvement ia serious .
aims. including soliciting to commit
murder.

$0 loosely monitored that a guard-
ian repeatedly 'bounced wards' checks
without being fired

Andvsltrgerous that a mentally
unstable threa SeKd her incom-
petent guard-
ian until her arrest shins his
throat.

Says Pine Circuit Judge Maynard
F. Swamar thank we need a general
overhaul of the entire system."

The guardian's rage
A ward of the court is like a child.
He can't vote, can't drive, can't marry

or divorce, can't sign a check, make a
wit sea property or enter into any con-
tract. The guardian decides where the
ward lives, what be eats, how ha money
is spent and what kind of medical are he
8els-

Betng judged incompetent means los-
ing more aril rights than a contorted
criminal. A criminal, at least, can hue a
lawyer to protect his interests.

Everyone is a potential ward. Anyone
could grow too forgetful, or love liquor
too well, or catch a terrible ibess, or
suffer a crippling accident. For whatever
reason, anyone could someday belleemed
=amble of canna for himself or his
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11.101115 warns cialwe tanner tiusinessmen.
ministers. housewives. artists. pobce offi-
cers. 'nurses. dancers. lawyers. teachers..

One is among the richest -men is the
county. Retired banker and rancher Hubert
Rutland is close to 90 years old. He is worth
about $60nulfion, but understands lithe of
what goes on around hien.

Another ward is a former Harvard pro-
fessor who now cant remember her guard-
ian.: /tune. 5t21 another was a doctor for
almost 20 years before mental illness
forced her to stop her practice.

Some people are desperately 31 by the
time they are declared incompetent. Others
have drawn the system's attention only
after raglan:EA incidents.

Floyd W. Chrysler. 84. drove to Ocala
last year. got lost and had to be sent home
on a bus. One bank dosed his account after
26 overdrafts is one year.

Sara Ann Sierrod. 38. a mentally i3
woman. was declared incompetent after
being arrested and 'piled for stabbing her
husband.

Rtta Anderson. SO, let her faucet run
for a math before the city shut off her
water supply. She went two more months
without rethth ni she had no water. Her
house was thick with stench and infested

rats.
Some incompetent people are Ancor-

ered after they hasp risked or 'mitered
Croncial exploitation.

Alfluld Johnson, an 81-year-old 'wplow.

was declared incompetent after paying
810.000 to a Clearwater car dealer for a
1981 Mercury Cougar. Accosting to her
lawyer; that was twice the cars market
value. Mrs. Johnson Lad neither a driver's
license Dor ratelty insurance, so a 'air -
drove her to the bank for her moo t.e
lawyer says.

Gladys Fredrickson. 76. wrote a
$28.000 check to a 26-yearold man two
weeks before she was -dedared incompe-
tent. The man has been charged with ex-
ploiting her.

"Guardianship is very extreme. and I
hate to see it happen too petsOo.rsays St.
Petersburg lawyer Rebecca Morgan, a *e-
dant. in legal problems of the elderly. -Ir s
a last resort and d has to be used a lot.
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A Othite of wards in Pinellas County
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The procedure
for setting up
a guardianship
St Potersarg San WAst

Guardianships are set up quickly and can
totally change the way an incompetent seism
Ines. Once appointed. a guardian has supreme
control os er a ward's lifestyle and finances, with
-lade supervision.

Here are the *.cps required in Pi ellas Comi-
ty:

The petition. A petition is filed in probate
court It contends a person is incompetent. A
relative or any three Florida citizens an file it. A
hearing date is set.

a The layman exam. A citizen known as
a layman examiner - takes the petition to the
would-be ward. This layman asks whether the
person wants a lawyer and sometimes observes
his Ming conditions and functional skids. A law-
yer is appointed if the person wants but can't
afford one. The layman's report goes to the cunt.

Psychiatric exams. Two psychiatrists
visit at separate times. They diagnose the per-
son's mental state and recommend whether be be
found incompetent Their reports go to the court.

Adjudication. A judge reviews the molts,
and finds the Fence competent or incompetent.
The petitioners lawyer always att ends this public
hearing. It is usiaBy less than two weeks she: the
petition is filed The would -be ward rarely at-
tends or has . lawyer present. There is seldom
any testimony. Most are declared incompetent.

The appo'otment. The petitioners' law-
yer nominates a guardian far the :rard's personal
care and a guardian for has finances. Usually its
the same' person. Barring objection, the cadge
normally approves.

Early guardianship. The judge sets a
bond to protect the word's money. based oo on
estimate of the ward's assets. Within 60 days the
firenxial guardan files an ins ent ory of the ward's
hoidens, and the bond may be adjusted.

Supervision. The guardian is in control
and most acticcs require no court approval.
There are no specific standards for the ward's
personal care. itowever. a judge must approve
such things as property sales, extensive home
repairs, the filing of lawsuits, the borrowing of
money. Each year the court requires the guathan
to provide a written summary of the ward's care,
a doctor's letter reaffirming the ward's condition
and an accounting of the ward's finances.

a Restoration. Any relative or friend may
peistian to have a ward's rights restored. The
petition must be accompanied by at least one
dc<lar's report saying the ward is now compe-
tent. At a hearing, a judge decides whether the
ward's competence should be restored. U so. the
person': rights are immediately reinstated it
rarely happeas..,,, +..;



The judges
Some are thorough,
but others exercise
little oversight
er JEFFREY GOOD and LARRY KING

It took two gunutes for an 821 earold
woman named Adele to lose her cavil rights.

It happened ara court isestrog-us St -
Petersburg last month. but Adele wasn't
there. Neither was the nun appointed to be
her guardian

Nobody at the hearing talked about any
plans for Adele. There was a doctor's report
that suggested putting her in the hospital for
tests. but that wasn't discussed Other

Adele didn't has e a Lsw)er to represent
her. Nor had she met the lawyer who told the
midge she needed 3 guardian

And, as often happens, the judge declared
Adele incompetent and appointed her a guard.
tan without denundmg more =format=

1:Ages control the thoroughness of incorn-
petencs hearings, They nuke the final deci
mons Thy rot only dende who beanies a
ward, but also can inikence what kind of care
the ward is supposed to get.

let there is no yet of standards for judges
to follow Some judges are thorough. Others
exercise bt:le os erught when making dem.
sans that hoe profound effects on people's
Ines

The St Petershirry I.:Infra:tended dozens
of incompetency hearings during 1986 few
were protracted affairs with kngthy testimo-
ny. But many were like Adek's hearing a
couple of minutes worked into the judge's
calendar just lunch.

"It's the eas st thing in the world for
somebody to s ply be declared inco mpe -
tent;" says St "Petersburg Lawyer Gardner
Beckett.

In Actetes case, some important details stout her
nes er came up at her hearing'

It was assumed that she was iris nursing home.
But it turned out that she was stall in her filthy,
unkempt house in Gulfport.

She refused to cooperate wih a court-appoint-
ed examiner sent to her home to determine whether
she wanted a lawyer. "She would not answer the
question," the examiner wrote in his report. So, she
got no laer.

Both
wycourmppoutted

psychiatrists who exam-
ined Adele deemed her incompetent. But one report-
ed that "hospitalization would be necessary to rule
out or determine any physical problems aggravating
her mental condition " His suggestion neler came up
at Adele's hearing (See transcript of hearing
below.)

The judge in Adele's case was Robert E. Beach,
wha has handled guardianship cases once October.

3each said he didn't need the guardian at the
hearing because he trusted the recommendation of
guardianship lazy er Lauren Sill. "If I can't trust the
lamer, then I'm in a bad spot."
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Beach said he doesn't consider further medical
testing unless at least one court - appointed psychia-
trist thinks the ward is competent. "In retrospect,
there wasn't anything to say that (Adele) was not
incompetent."

However, the judge said he was "not happy" to
learn he was misinformed about Adele's where-
abouts, and was "concerned about the fact that the
attorney and the guardian hadn't been out to see
her." He demanded written reports from Sill, the
guardian and the layman examiner after the Time
raised questions about the case.

Sill said she assumed that Adek had already been
. --moved Lora her home.

"I nude a mistake." she said. "That is, in all due
modesty, the first tame I cal, remember making a
mistake in that regard."

!Inef and cursory _

Beach succeeded Pinellas Circuit Judge Maynard
F. Swanson, who presided over inconspetricv hear-
ings until October. Swanson's sessions were often as
brief and cursory as the heating for Adele.

Swanson did niXisWgnardians to attend. Nor did
he pose many questions, relying on lawyers handling
the guarclunshipsto tell him what he needed to know,

"I confess, sometimes I may not lave asked
enough questions," Swanson says. "I could have
spent more time questioning guardians, and perhaps I
shot6d have."

His predecessor, 'Lige Robert Michael, said he,
too, relied on lawyro to volunteer information. The

lawyer's "obligation is to represent the ward's
rights," Michael says.

It's hard for judges to be more aggressive under
the present system. Swanson says. Thorough hear-
ings might take more court - appointed lawyers, more
court tame, more judges, mord thorough en:muta-
tions and more testimony.

In other words, more expense. -

"Unfortunately" Swanson says, "it all comes
down to money"

A stoat office'
Op:F.-4v under the same system, however, two

4Res were able to conduct more thorough
guardianship hearings -

When Judges' Thomas E. Penick Jr. and Jerry
Parker handled guardUnshiicases, they usually de-
manded to see the guardian and her his plans for the
ward's care. .

"I wanted them at-the hearing every time they
jot a ward," Pax), who is now assigned to
criminal carat -Ile says h insisted that all guardians
meet their wards before coming to court.

Parker succeeded Penick and conducted guard-,
ianship hangs until October. Timer reporters ran-
domly attended Parker's hearings and found him tobe equally ngorous,

In nlinnkt evert hearing monitored by the Tames.
Parker required the guardian to attend, - _

He made sure Lhe guardian had read the court-ap-
pointed doctors' reports. He made sure the guardian
understood Ins duties. He asked about plans for the
ward's are And he asked whether anyone disputed
the need for guardianship -

"I think the judge needs to be satisfied Oahe
knows enough:" Parker says. "It allows one to rest
easier know/or:there are no. disputeswmcmg the
people Involved." .

Penick says-Okihesrdge's sob to demand Ou-tsets he needs.

"We're in a stet* office, and all we have is the
informatim that is fed to us," he says. "T/fe caseload
can be heavy, but quality information, freely dxs-
Persed. needs to be given to us."
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Two-minute hearing before the judge:

'That'll 'do if.
- Adele's haring was in the
chambers of kinellu Circuit Judge
Robert E.Beach- State social worker
Saryellen
Lauren Sill were present =

After Adele was found neglecting
!insult in *Cluttered foullmellic.-4
house, Alesanderwriusigned
incompetency petition that firoueht
about the bearing. SiL repiesented
the petitiooerswho wanted Adele.-
decking; isscomPstont-

Here's Kew tbs..wo-mintite
hearing weak - ,

BesKhz"Flave you met (Adolio)r

Beach: "Dos she haverelMate
attorneyt

Alexanderwiez: "Ifshe does,
she would not be awszeof it She is
epally.v.ely disoriented!

Benielii'So she ne.eds
guardian?'" -

SM: "Sounds reasonable."
"HI told thejudge that Adele hid

no lahor other readily available
asiqets to mt.& Beachunthe
guardian's bOnd at $8,000.

7 i);d1r3iedtt "I take Itthis lady

Silk "Ina nursing hoine. I dotal
know about bedridden. I t's doubtful
that shell ever be able to leave again."

Beach signed papers d taring
Adele incompetent and appointing.
professional guardian from Largo to

lake care of her. f
_Bear's: "Fhatll do it." .
Sill: "Ogay.sir."
t.iiein a now in a nursing home.

Her-guardian is arranging medical
care for her, but wither condition Is
unchanged. Adele misses her house
some.times.the guardian says, but has
adjusted fairly well.

One lawyer oversees
guaikklanships of 350 people

. "The reason I like guardianship sock is it tends
ly JEFFREY GOOD and LARRY KING to be vcr; z.nusual:' she says "Yo can bump intossi....rvi. sun wows the Waves:problems .. It tends i i make life a lot

more interesting to me."
The ritual repeats itself week'y. Sill gets most of her uses through social workersIt's 1130 a.rn at the courthouse in downtown St. at pnvate facilities and at the Florida Department of

Petersburg. A stout lawyer with black hair walks into Health and Rehabilitative Services (HRS). In fact, aa Judge's chambers A few minutes later she wares of south Pinellas guardianships requested
..it with one, two, sometimes three new .guardian- dui rig the first half of 1986 shows that state social
shun \...-tr_ta won em referred 35 cases to Sill while only nineAt 20.2 . uren Sill is the unofficial queen of irsea went to other lawyers.
the county's guardianship system. She osersees the 11'The St. Petersburg Bar Asst N: Non is lookingguardianships of about 350 incompetent people into Si l's relationship with HRS. ''fhcres the ap-far more than any other Pinellas County lawyer. pea ranee of a pipeline." says lawyer Doug William.

Hase Sill's wards fared as well as her business? wit
Critics say not. Sill has recruited some guardians State social workers say that Sill will acceptwho turned out to be negligent, at least. and perhaps guardianship cases that other lawyers don't want,downright dishonest. Officials say she has collected cases for clients who are obnosicais or too poor to pay

lees without a judge's permission and missed dead- fees "Human nature is to go with somebody who islines for filing reports Some former wards and available, - Lys Patricia Bell. an HRS supervisor.guardians say she ignored their problems. In turn. Sill has hired as guardians some of the"Too many cases, too quickly. She Just can't keep same people who referred cases to her. _ --on top of them." says Dale Hyland. ducfguar du n ..t a One of them was state social worker Patricia
charity organization Sill used to represent. Welhof. Welhof helped her establish guardianships

Her admirers say that Sill is a smart, businesslike for HRS clients, Sill says, then worked in her spare
law) cr. Patrick Caddell. a guardianship lawyer re- time as one of Sills guardians.
cemly elected county judge. says. "Lauren is sharp Welhof says she took some chanty Cases as wellShe has a tot of ability. as paying cases. In one guardianship, though, Welhof

was paid $2,970 for 198 hours of work. That's $15Pipeline' flan social worAers per tour or more than twice what Welhof was
Sill graduated from Stetson firmer:it) 's law making as a social worker.

school when the was 22 and started her oun law (1, oanfbos of interest?
practice two sears later. She says her personal

adnuHnitistasurevenseisors say no Robert Withrow, IIR..Income was about $48.000 last }ear most of it
ti services director, says, "This is thefrom guardianship work

cleanest
cane

I've seen "

e7
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Weihof herself refuses to discuss most of her
work with Sill, but says. "You VI outdn't be a guardian
if you were rust Interested in money "

Sill says that most of the people who refer cases
to her are not hued as guardians And is hen the) are
hued, she says, it is because they are qualified. not
because they helped build the lawyer's practice.

"The tact that they are sending business to ni- is
not even a factor," Sill says

Too many cases?
Can one lawyer look after 350 wards,
"You have to look at the finished product," says

Pinellas Circuit lodge Robert E Beach "Have the
rights of the (wards) been protected,"

Judges trust guardianship lawyers to recommend
honest and qualified guardians. but Sill is sometimes
selective about what she tells Judges about proposed
guardians. She didn't tell Judges that

One guardian had pleaded no contest to trying
to have her husband killed

Another guardian did a poor sib managing
wads' finances. The guardian is now suspected of
mishandling wards' money. 0-.e ward has regained
his cull rights and is suing Sill. saving she did nothing
to stop the guardian from squandering thousands of
dollars of the ward's money.

Still another guardian reportedly made money
by housing wards in a boarding home he managed

At the same time, Sill usually opposes people who
want to be guardians for family members In August.
for instance. Sill persuaded a judge not to appoint a
St. Petersburg man who wanted to be guardian for
his 74-)ear-old father,

The would -be guardian. Richdrd Hans. has been a
Lutheran minister for 20 v ears and has experience at
counseling and bookkeeping Sill says she feared he
could not make tough decisions about hit father's
care. Rev Hans plans to appeal the decision

"1 dd.:, think she's careful enough in selecting
guardians," says Fran Sutcliffe. an advocate for the
elderly. "She may be too busy."

Sill says she has begun to screen guardians more
carefully and demand more frequent financial re-
ports "The problems that lie e eraountered have
always aught in e something," she says

But officals say the problems don't end with Sill's
guardians. Sill herself has sometimes overlooked
rules designed to protect wards. they say,

In some cases, Sill also has collected fees from
wards' assets without first getting a judge's perms
sum. Sill says the law allows that practice. but
officials disagree. "She does it less now that court
officals base gotten after her." sass deputy court
clerk Paul Cloninger,

Court clerks also say the lawyer received 155
citations this year for not promptly filing court
documents Sill responds that some reports were late
because guardians didn't cooperate with her

Other documents were filed but then lost by
clerks, she says. "Tie gotten mans citations on work
that 1 believe Eve done."
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St. Petersburg, Florida December 15,1986

WARb OF THE COURT
IM11111.11

It is a hasty process with drastic results It saves
time and money at the expense of individual
liberties and medical caution This is the system

of establishing guardianships
Guardianship begins when a Judge decisive&

person incompetent to handle his own affairs. A
guardian isappointed The ward is left with no legal
rights. Yet: .

It usually h a p per.sa at brief, informal court
heanng. usually just before lunch. Most of the time, no

-hatien record is kept

The Judge relies on psychiatnc tests that are
often skimpy Mistakes happen There are few
safeguards

Th. ward seldom attends the heanng. rarely is
represented by a lawyer and may not understand his
nght to have one

The prospective guardian often Is not at the
hearing. and many times has never met the ward.

And the Judge the official with the au tho nty
to demand more answers °sten asks few questions.

Today's stones examine this system

Exams are often shallow
Soca:n:1M series

By JEFFREY 0000 and LARRY KING
p~sNei Tore M11223ors

The experts were wrong about
Florence Peters.

At 84, she was declared in-
competent after two psychia-

tnsts said she had a brain disease that
could not be treated. But within eight
months, Mrs. Peters' health improved
and her competency was restored.

The experts muffed Lela Cans' case.
too.

She was declared incompetent when
psychiatrists 221 her mental confusion
couldn't be treat Tot'ay, Mrs Carts
92, plays the piano photo, left),
takes walks, enjoys bnd , attends two
church circles and hat gained her--
rights. "They all me the acle lady."
the says.

And the experts were wrong about
Mary, a 66.year-old Clearwater woman

Mary was deemed strule and non-
treatable. She was declared incompe-
tent. but she recovered a few weeks
later. Her competency was restored and
she now lives independently in her own
home. "It was Just a bnef emotional
illness," she says.

These women and other Pinellas
County residents lost their and rights on
the basis of court-ordered medical find-

lbgs that were wrong
The findings were wrong because

the guardianship system does not re
quire thorough medical testing. .

Court-ordered competency examina-
trona can be quick and shallow. They
involve guesswork. Diagnoses are often
reached without medical records. Some-
times they are conflicting. A few are
based on bnef chats with hostile people
through screen doors.

Psyctuatnsts who conduct the exams
acknowledge they can make nustakes.

"Most of the time we're pretty
good." says Dr. H. E. Rubin of Gulfport.

a 20-year veteran of competency tests
"Sometimes we miss."

Purellas Circuit Judge Thomas E.
Penick Jr. says he is troubled by the
system's shortcomings.

"I am concerned about ... going up
to the door, talking for five minutes and
coming back and saying a F.21'4011's
competent," Penick *aye. "You've got to
have a more in-depth examination up
front."'

Yet Pinellas judges have routinely
accepted the psychiatrists' reports any-
way.

Are there safeguards?
Psychiatrists can ask judges for more,

thorough tests. But sometimes the Judg-
es pay little attention.

Guardians can take their wards lo
doctors for proper medical care. But
sometimes guardians don't nave enough
experts: or medical information to
make the right decisions

The law guarantees eacn earl an annual medical
fonowup to see if his con has improved. But
these exams are often pert, :tory.

"lhe re are no safeguards." says Dr. Theodore
Madder Jr past president of the Pinellas County
Psychiatnc Association. "There area lot of people in
Pinellas County who are declared incompetent and

. ha, e re% ersible conditions that are ne er chum.-

._ejed."

Conflicts of opinion
Judges, not psychiatnsts, declare people Incom-

petent during court hearings. In practice. though.
the judges defer to the expertise of court -appointed

doctors
To begin the process, the judge sends a "layman

exanuner" to visit the alleged incompetent, notify
the person of the court proceedings. assess the
person's hying conditions and ask if the person
wants an attorney. (Please see story on opposite

Page).
Then the Judge sends two psychlatnsts, who are

tr.ecucal doctors specializing m mental disorders
They pay separate visits, diagnose the person's
condition and make recommendations to the judge.

6 9
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Finally. there's a hearing. It "usually takes five
minutes or less." says Pinellas Circuit Judge May
said F. Swanson. "Al I have to do ts look A the
(psychiatrists") reports and look at the ward and
make a determination."

The St Petersburg Times reviewed all Pinellas
County incompetency cases oandled in 1985. and
cone acted a computerassisted an-lysis of data from
the first six months of that year. The study shows
that

Incompetency petitions were fled on 408 per-
sons. Only seven were found competent by the
MIL

Judges ordered 827 psychiatric examinations.
The same six doctors performed almost 90 percent
of them.

Many times, one psychiatrist diagnosed an
irreversible ailment such as Abheuner's disease

but the other psychiatrist diagnosed a different,
potentially treatable Probltm This happened
about one of five case..4Please see illustration,

.this page).
"Whenever there's a conflict of opinion on the

diagnosis, that should be an area of concern:* says
Dr. George Warren. a Clearwater psychiatrist who
performs competency examinations

But despite tht frequent disagreements. judges
asked for a third psychiatrist's opinion in only 2
percent of all cases.

Easy to misdiagnose
The courappointed psychiatrists must decide

whether a grown person should be reduced to the
legal status el a child. It is a tough job.

For starters, a host of treatable conditions can
masquerade as se:alzty.

Vitamin deficiencies, various drugs, diabetes,
thyroid disorders. infection, depression, strokes.
alcoholism all can make people .rem as if theY're
suffering from nontreatable brain disease.

More than one-fourth of elderly peak who
initially seem senile may have reversible conditions.
some medical studies show. Psycluatnsts who spoke
with the Times guessed that 5 to 25 percent of
Tampa Bay residents who seem permanently mud
died may in fact have treatable conditions.

So it's easy to reach the wrong conclusion.
Hostile patients. squad surroundings and inconve-
nient hours often complicate the job of courtap-
pointed psychiatrists.

The pay is low, too.
Psychiatrists in this area charge $90 an hour or

more in private practice. In Piney County, court-
appointed psychiatrists are pain ) per exam
usually from the alleged incompetent's assets
with nothing extra for the time and expense of
driving to someone's home for an examination.

"They'll pay $200 for you to go down to the sail
and see some bum who's committed a crime to
determine his competence to stand trial," says Dr.
Darnel Sprehe of Tampa, where guardianshi am:
pay 875. "They'll pay $75 for you to go see if you
can take away a guy's estate that he's spent all fax
Me building. It's ridiculous."

The Times'survey found that almost 40 percent
of the psychiatric exams in the first half of 1985
were conducted in private homes or boarding hous
es. That usually means there were no medical
histories tc no other doctors or nurses to
consult.

Experts agree that, without the opportunity to
consult records or colleagues, it is easier to make
nustakts.

"In the home. you can say it's a demeetia, but
you can't say why," says Dr Jame" s, a
Clearwater psychiatrist "You have to have tnem m
a Iospital or have access to medical informition
Quite frankly. there are times I'm glad when the
judge has to make the final decisions -

Without sufficient medical records or back
ground information. "It's a guess." says Sprehe. who
is president of the Florida Psychiatnc Society. "It's
a good. educated guess"

'A one-way street'
The way the exams are conducted can also skew

their outcome.
Sometimes the psychiatrists arrive unannounced

at a person's home. Patients can get angry or
fl.stered, affecting their appearance.

"It stinks. Some guy walks up to the door who
they've never seen before and st upsets these old
people," says Dr. Alfred Fireman. a Clearwater
pwinatrist. "They don't know whether they're
being held up or raped, and sometimes a's hard to
tell the d ((mom,"

Sometimes it may be hard to understand what
the stranger is saying.

Four of the six psychiatrists who conducted 90
percent of the 1985 exams were foreign-born, with
pronounced accents.

"Relatives have complained that they didn't
understand (the doctor) who was sent out." Judge
Penick says.

"We have to rely on these doctors, and these are
the doctors who are willing to serve," Judge Swan-
son adds. "It's not a good situation."

Occasionally, doctors reach conclusions about
wary patients who won't even let them in the door.

In July 1985. for example, a 91-year-old St.
Petersburg vgiman wouldn't let Dr. Ricardo Mari-
bona into her house. "Patient examined through
screen door as she would not let me in," his report
said Despite the limits of the exam, he diagneced an
Alzheimersrelated disease and recommended in-
competency.

The woman had a guardian appointed for her.
Manlona declined to be interviewed when the

Time called his office. In response to a list of
written questions, Manbona sent s letter that clid
not directly address this case.

"My only comment is that the system works.
The decisions made are never final" and can be
reversed later, Manbcoa's letter says.

The prospect of nusdagnosis troubles mental
health experts.

It's not just a question of the ward's competence.
U misdiagnosed, the true cause of the ward's impair
meet might never be determined

This could prevent effective medical care. Or it
could keep a ward in a guardianship that is not
needed, says Dr. Eric Pfeiffer, director of the
Suncoast Gerontology Center at the University of
South Florida Medical School and an internationally
known expert on Abheimer's disease.

"The implication," Pfeiffer says, "is that guard
unship is a one-way street."

When psychiatrists are uncertain about their
findings, they are free to say so in their reports to
the court. They can suggest that the patient be sent
to the hospital for more thorough testing,

"I will write on the exam, 'Needs medical evalua
boo,' " Dr. Adams says. "I would assume that the
judges would try to insure that that occurs."

Dr. Warren says he recommends hospital tests
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on about 20 perceat of his reports. He,loo, assumes
the judges take heed. by doctors who are not psyctuatasis. Often they

But they doo't always. .`,..-/--- produce cursory reports of one or two paragraphs.
What's more, an ill-trained. uypt or dishonestTwo months ago, for instance, an 84.yqrdd guardian keep, ward trapped guardianshipDunedin woman was declared incompetent! War-

ren's report sad she was demented, but might be tha. is not necessary.

treatable. "Patient should be hospitalized for thor Clarence Knight, 91, was nusdagnosed, de,

ough medical and psychiatric evaluation ..." be dared incompetent in July 1954 and hospitalized.
Doctors then found and corrected a vitamin B-12wrote.

deAt the woman's hearing two w...eks later nudge gdeficiency. which can produce symptoms of senility.
Philp A. Federico looked at the dcy-tors' snorts. Knight quickly recovered.

But his guardian, George Chambers, did nothingBoth recommended incornpetehcy. "It seems to be to restore Knight's competency. Knight was kept inunanimous." be said a boarding home, separated from his wife. Chambers
Waruisadysee sonnet discussed bYtbesedelti a sold many of Knight's belongings and mismanaged

When asked about it afterward, Federico said. "I his finances before sufferings stroke himself.
don't think that just the probatxlity meutioned in the ---, Eleven months later, new guardians helped
report was enough." Knight regain his civil rights. Chambers committed
77vough the crocks' suicide last February. Knight is g the guardian's

Once declared incompetent. a ward relies on his
estate for damages.

say it happensguardian for health care. U the ward's condition "It's going to be rare, but
some every year," Dr. Sprehe says of the Knightimproves, his competency can be restored.

But this seldom happens. case "There is the potential of someone slipping

Psychiatrists' reports aren't provided to the
thrilghiythseemeppeessecrack3likegeassethat."RebertHooker eo-nesbutguardians as a matter of course. And the annual *lamb mom

medical exams required by law are often conducted

Reason6 forin4
.

In the first half of 14,95, 401 perSOOS vieibtlitrinnOSIncetentin PineteS County. Only
seven were found competent TheSe dicky- Tea led tOfindings0qnnstipete:ncy,

The C4g noies
Orginfe degenerative
dementia A progressive.
irreversible deterioration of the
brain By far the most
common diagnosis Also
mown as sende dementia or

Alzheimer s disease . 55%

1111
Diagnoses conflicted in about 20 percent if the cases. For InstanceT.IiiCiou of seven cases.
one psychiatrist diagnosed an organic degenerative dementia, which Is considered -
unveatabte, but a second psychiatrist diagnosed a possibly treatable stroke-related
dementia.

Other diagnoses include
mental retardation. dementia
from brae
injury. a:c

n tumors. head
oholishi and mixed

causes. and other
miscellaneous ailments Some
are treatable.

Stroke-related dement's.
Confusion caused by brain
damage from major strokes or
a series of tiny strokes.
Underlying causes, such as
high blood pressure, are
treatable If condition is caught
early. yuhe victims can be
rehabilitated

Mai,. mental Illness. Includes
such a iments as paranoid
schizophrenia and manic
depression Found mostly in
younger wards. Treatable and
sometimes reversible.

Competent

The doctors Organic
Diagnoses can vary according to the degenerative Stroke-related
doctor At right is a comparison of dementia dementia
diagnoses made by psychiatrists Pedro Lenso 79% 1%
Lense and Hector Corro in the rst of

_ _
Cono 2% 77%1985 The bottom line shows c. ised
All doctors__ 55% 21%figures for at court-appointed doctors _ _ _

Coizo CeChno0 comment on me t oores 1.enSe.00rr bring on Gaoes,01). sad it was impossible to
comment beause he no 'once, eas case fires
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The steps to Guardianship
1. A PETITION Is filed alleging that a person
Is Incornptant.
2. A LAYMAN WAINER delivers the -
petition to the alleged Incompetent.
assesses the person's Irving conditions and
asks If he wants an attorney. :
3. TWO PSYCHIATRISTS visit the alleged

incompetent at separate times. They
diagnose TO mental condition and make
recornmenditions to the court _...

4. AT A HUANG, a Judge reviews the
reports of the psycNatrists and decides
whether the alleged Incompetent alto
bioome a ward of the coml. -

Here are some
of the questions
used on exams
It INeorsbal TI.. tart 1VONs

Courtappotnted psychiatnsts ask an array of
questions when trrng to determine le ether some-
one is incompetent.

The questions can determine that a person is
contused. but cannot pinpoint the cause. Nor can
they measure a person's creacity to take are of
himself.

Here are questions commonly used in Pm enao
County competency darainationa:

How old are you? What is your birth
date?

What Is vo..r address? Your phone
number?

What is the date today? What day of tha
week?

Who IS your doctor? Are you on
medication?

Do you have a will? Who are the
beneficiaries?

Whet Oki you have for breakfast?
What Is the name of your bank?
Name the last three United States

presidents.
What was your mother's maiden name?
Subtract 7 from 100 and keep

subtracting 7 from each new number.
How much would a dozen eggs cost if

each egg cost 25 cents?
How many nickels are in $1.357
How are an orange and a banana alike?
What does it mean when someone says,

"Poo° who Ina in glass houses should not
throw stones ?'

What does it mean when someone says,
'The grass is always greener on the other
side?"
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Few represented by lawyer, at
competency hearings

missed in the first six months of 195n um span
By JEFFREY GOOD and LARRY KING

Swam StoS w.se Ploteastiog from whids the Times collected data from court filesftes

Like most people headed for guardianship, Ruth
Penmko bad nobody looking out for her &A rights.

At 74, she had grown testy and incontinent. She
crabbed at the social workers wlfo Came to her door
with.offeri of help. In time, three of them signed a

Fare her declared incompetent.
judge two psychiatrists who agreed that

Mrs. Penniko was ferule. A date was set for a
hesring, where she almost cenainly would have been
declared incompetent.

But then her daughter hired a lawyer. He won a
postponement of the hearing.

"She bad some physical disabilities, but she war
competent." says the lawyer, Thomas Reynolds of
St. Petersburg. He scheduled a more complete exam-
ination for Mrs. Pertmko.

Asa result, she was found competent enough to
live at home, with some help. A judge .hrew out the
incompetency petition after she volunteered to let a
property gturdsan manage her money.

Legal help enabled Mrs. Perusko, in spite of her
problems, to keep some control of her own bk. She is
an exception.

Despite the sweeping consequences of incompe-
tency. only about one in 10 Menai/County residents
is represented by a lawyer during the prcreedings. a
St Peirisbiag Timesimestigatice shows.

"Nobody represents the alleged incompetent,"
says St. Petersburg lawyer Rkhard T. Earle Jr. "It's
the only time know of where you can deprive a
person of his liberty for mi extended period of time
without representation."

A one-sided system
The court system guarantees lawyers to all

persons accused of serious crimes.
But the guardianship system, which removes a

person's dual rights, Donnelly gives lawyers only to
MOM who explicitly request them. Those who are
too sack, too bewildered or too rampant to speak up

e. get no lepl counsel.
if a per.= truly is s:competent. how an that

puma knowingly waive the right of representation.?"
says St. Petersburg lawyer Rebecca Morgan.

Usually the only lawyer at a competency hearing
represents the people who suggested the guardian-
ship the first place. Judges usually trust that same
attorney to protect the rights of the alleged incorn
petent.

This is why, at many beariagc
Nobody q=ti=:. tie reports of yen t-appoint-

ed psychiatrista
Nobody challenges the peed for guardianship or

suggests less drastic alternatrves.
Nobody insists that the ward cc the guardian be

present.
Nobody asks guardians about their qualifica

WW2 or their plans (or the wards.
And it may help explain why only sei en of 408

P-ity incompetency petitions sere dn-..

r.
f cal

Whet doss it matter?
It's a problem of national coniu.,.. Last summer.

the American Bar Association gatherer judges cl
legal professionals from 26 states to recommend w
gukkimes for gcardianahip,

Their report suggests that lawyers "be appointed
in every case ... If private funds are not ava.lable to
pay counsel, then public funds should be used.

Some think that would cost too much.
But in Da County. the judge always appoints a

lawyer before a person's competency bearing, at no
cost to taxpayers. Selections are made from a pool of
attorneys who offer their services and agree to work
for free if the cheat has no money.

':By not providing an attodey from the start, you
are (petting a oterailal Pandora's box," says Frank
Remise*, executive director of the Guardianship
Program of Dada County Inc., a nonprofit agency
that serves isrpoverished lard. If something goes
wrong, how are you ever going to find out about it?"

Even when the ward is obviously incompetent,
Repenaek says. zr. Independent lawyer can make
sure a good guardian is chosen.

But few local experts say legal help is always
needed.

If you r.rtornatacaffy do that, you're go:Jig to
have a bunch of attorneys representing comatose
people in nursing homes," says Pinellas Park lawyer
Patrick Caddell.

'And atm all, skeptics ask, aren't most people
derived i scompetent bemuse they areincompetent?

In most cases, yes. The troublesome question is
thin Would some people without lawye -s have been
found eompetent if they'd been represented?

I think most people who are judged incompetent
probably are incompetent. just like most people who
are accused of a crime probably are guilty," says Si,
Petersburg lawyer Gardner Beckett. "Bata snakes a
whole lot of difference when you convict somebody
who is not guilty, and that's the problem we have.?

Making a (riff prance
As sever...Irene:it cases show, lawyers can et.. .ea

great dsfference. Here are three examples:
Margo Johnson, a 37'yearold alcnbehe from

Palm Beach who was a patient at Arclote Manot
psychiatric hoop tat Last January, her wealthy par.
ergs signed an Incompetency petition to force her to
remain there. Johnson hired Tampa lawyer Robert
Nutter to contest the petition.

, two days of usnflictint testimony from
seven psychiatrists, Klan Circuit Judge Thomas E.
Pensclar. found Ms.Johmon competent. "She has an
alcohol problem." he ruled, "but she does not meet
the enter's foe incompetency."

Clete& Swartz, an 82.year-old Seminole woe?
an. Last July, two courtappointed psychiatrists
deemed her ixornpctent, but she had St. Petersburg

. lawyer I:0'Am Claxie aorking for he..
Clarie permatl.d Pinellas Came Judge Maynard
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F. Swanson that a voluntary financial guardian should
handle Mrs. Swartz's money. And the lawyer submit
t ed a doctor's letter saying Mrs Swartz was compe-
tent enough to make that decision.

The yadge declared her competent.
a Hazel Wilson. a 90year-old St. Petersburg

widow. Site was so scared last year by incompetency
proceedings that she ran away to Vest Palm Beach.

Patrick Caddell was appointed to represent herr.
He interviewed monk who knew Mrs. Wilson. He

tad her evaluated by social workers. He told Pinellas
Cuc.nt JiAge Robert Michael she was competent and
that "her primary need is for companionship."

Michael agreed with Caddell, despite two court-
appointed psychiatrists who recommended incompee
teary. Caddell's services cost $150.

"I think this rs an example of how it should work."
Caddell says. "This case had a good ending. And the
cost-effectiveness was good"

Layman examiners are
key contacts with system
By JEFFREY 0000 and LARRY KING

MO..*

Charles Burke is a former dr-
cuit court judge. Thomas Faulkner
is a retired sheriff's deputy.

They are the first contact most
wards have with the guardianship
system.

The work they do can influence
whether people get lawyers at in-
competency bearings. And law.
yers. in turn. can affect everything
from the thorozness of a per-
son's hearing to the quarrty of care
given by the guardian (see story
above).

Burke and Faulkner are Elm+
las County's layman examiners.
The court system hires them to
visit would-be wards, deliver them

spies of court documents and
gather vital information.

Burke works the area lying
south of HI:Demo Road. Faulkner
coven the northern pant of the
county. They're paid $50 per vint,
usually from the ward's money.

It's the layman's job to make
sure the alleged incompetent
knows be's entitled to a lawyer.
and to find out whether he wants
one.

What records show, .
The St-Peten6urg Times ana-

lyzed data from more than 400
reports submitted by layman ex-
aminers to judgei during the first
half of 1985.

Suustics show that about 11
percent of the people they
screened wound up with lawyers.
Most of those people had specifi-
cally requested that a lawyer be
appointed.

But more than half the people

Charles Burke,
left, and Thcons3
Faulkner. right.
ar Pinson
County. layman
examiners. Burke s.
works the area '
king =Xs of
Uirmarton Road. - f

Faadirner covers
the northern part
of the county.

Send up finding a lot of people who just
didn't understand what was going on."

Guth:oast Legal Services lawyer Michels Schutz

facing 'guardianship either would
not or coold not answer the layman
exarnioers' questions. Only 1 ;et-
cent of those people received a
lawyer (see boil.

"Here they (prospective
wards).get this piece of paper.
They don't know why they're get-
ting it," says Culls:oast Legal Sere -
lea lawyer )(Ark Schutz about
the legal doormats delivered by
the layman. "They're totally flab-
bergasted and someone asks them
if they want a lawyer. I end up
finding a lot of people who just
didn't understand what was Vint
ono

"I usually get an saner molest
someone is comatose or doesn't
base any idea of what I'm taDong
about," Faulkner says. '11 they're
a little bit skeptical, and they're
not aye ;chat they want to do. 111
have the court appoint them an
attorney."

Burke won't speculate on the

t-1
s

results of his work. Nor will he
discuss specific cases.

111 just stand on what the
recoci reflects," be says.

Die
The record reflects, for exam-

s That 87-yearold Diana Ser-
eda spoke limited English and in-
sisted on talking to Burke M Rus-
sian.

That T6-year-old Marie He-
bei would not let Burke inside and
was interviewed through a crack in
her door.

a That 65-year-oid Jessie Dad-
swell would not open her door, so
Burke left her bearing notice tuck-
ed inside the screen door.

In each case, Burke reported
that be got no reply from these
women. None had an attorney ap-
poirned for her.

Burke says he tries to have
thorough conversations. U a per-
son is hostile. "I talk to them
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WARDS OF THE-COURT

Guardianship:
abuse, neglect for- some

Truro in a sd"s
S i JEFF6EY 0000 end LARRY RING
{H. nueneent nee, Imo tenone

HsatBe and deErious. a 72-year-old man
rived in a burned -out house and dm=
rainwater from a dirty bucket. Pis guard-
ian had lost tack of Wan.

Forced to hve apart from her husband, an 85-
year-old woman died in a strange bed. Her husband
and her guardian mined her funeral. They were
vacationing in Hew York, soon to be flurried.

Denied control of her Ede savings, a 76-year-old
wo ram watched in anguish as her daughter became
her guardian and drained her 390.000 estate. The
squandering lasted two years before cast official
riot

Ulm these three people, thousands of other
Floridians are declared mentally incompetent each
year. judges remove their civil tights and assign
them guardians.

With this act comes an implicit promise to
protect wards xa physical and emotional harm.
from financial exploitation, from self-neglect.

Often the promise is kept. But Monde law and
some judges do little to guarantee it won't be
broken.

:bete are some safeguards. Florida taw bars
__convicted felons and minors from becoming guard-

ians. Guardians must file annual repots on wards'
fiumees and personal care. If the ward's money is
mismanaged, the guarchan's bond sometimes covers
the km

But these measures are sometimes not enough
to keep a guardian from harming a ward umugh
neglect or greed.

-There is a large element of trust in be guard-
ian,- says Lauren Srtl, Pinellas County's busiest
guardonsInp lawyer. -There is a lot of room for
individual interpretatiorc there is a lot of room for
somebody to be an outright thief.-

Consider:
It rim hard to became a guardian. Woolbe

guardians don't lave to undergo background checks.
don't have to demonstrate skill at handrmg wards'
finances, don't have to present plans for helping a
ward regain control of his fife. Guardians often don't
attend the brief hearings at which lodges appoint
them.

Once appoimed, guardians have few chedts on
their power. tiniest someone complains, court offi-
cials do not closely abdsreases for theft or mine-m-
aga:len. Officials seldom chea to see if guardians
regularly visit wards, house wards in decent sur-
roundings and seek appropriate medical attention
for wards.

If nobody notices a problem, abuse can go on for
meths, even years. In the end, a ward's fate usually
depends on the good !Mentions and ability of his
guardian.

Many wards Eve happdy under the are of skilled
and compassionate caretakers. Others, however.
stiffer at the hands el greedy or negligent guardians.
Today's =ticks, on pages 12-A and 13-A, tell some
of their stones.

DoPutf MetrePOSten SASH Robert Hooker con-
tributed lo this report.
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Friday. June 20
. .

Gimrdianshr: Meer S if you are rich
yto are incompetent and if >co are poor
and in debt /cu work fog a living.

Crdunship means warong 10 miles
to yr= bank where ycchase a large sum
of riony and getting SAO keen your trust
officer-

Guardunsh swans all your belong.
rigs are is storage so you base no cloth-
ing or personal effects

Friday, July 4
I am isolated and have no more

Inends or tela:nes in Florida They say
they wan get me new" friends. err but I

4-

1 am not a
criminal. .
ey JEFFREY 6000.4 LARRY KING

reemeureswee We* weer,

This is a look at guardianship th.xagh
the eyes of a stubborn. proud and very
sack woman.

Sox is 46. a Unversny of M.chigan
medical school graduate. a doctor for
more than 15 years. She says she has
been mentally dl for about seven years.

Her alLISC disorder can make her
wild. When it flues. she spends like
queen. brings strangers home and Oats
errs people. In calmer moments she is
mtagent perceptree and wry.

Sues es- husband and son hoe in Inch-
xa. her parents an Mx-higan. She-was
Ems at St. Petersburg Beath when she
was declared Licawetent last March.
Her net worth was about $200.000.

Angry. she beset I= doctors, lawyers
and guardians wrth calls and letters On
June 20. after reading guardianship
tams Li the St Petersburg Tures, she
wrote the first of 120 letters to a report-
er The lgest was 84 pages

Saw sluutled between PL-.ellas Carty
boarding hazes and mental hasp:J.)1s. "I
feel like a decker on a checkerboard.-
she wrote -

Most Setters came from Honzon Hos-
pital, a psycliatrac hospital us tr:4-Pinel-
las Many parts were strange and ram.
Muir others were lucid. Here are ex-
cerpts. edged for brevi.y.

s

sa-CTh Pita-Z...

-

I

tin case See SUE :3.A
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have not seen anyone. So I am very
lonely.

My intelgence and knowledge is chs.
*Mating all the 15 years of higher
ed-..mtion, college. medical sclxcl, fin-
ternship, residency and years of medical
practice will be gone. My ideas are sickly
on pure survival. I am getting good at
begging for Quarters.

Please help me to leave Florida, I
host been victimised enough Isere.

Tuesday, July 15
You develop a terrible hatred for

psychiatrists when you are in the system.
When I was a doctor I always thought
they were inferior bemuse they never did
physical exams on patients, and missed
many conditions that had psychiatric
symptoms.

Why don't psychiatrists do lab tests
X-rays and physicals. ton? After aft, they
did go to medical school.

friday, July 18
They have an outing to the beach

today. and I am not able to go became I
xm an involuntary patient and incompe-
tent. So I said. why cannot I see the ocean
and the beach too? I am a Inman being.

Sunday, July 20
I was just talking to the Eferzard (at

the hospital pop1). I said if you are incom-
petent at least ano one will soe you or put
you to death in the Saida electric chin%

I am not a criminal but I have been
treated worse than most criminal:elf
1 ey treatsi criminals the wry they treat
the incanpetent, there moddn't be any
cnminals in this state.

Monday, July 21
It 4 too bad that in this system the

only one you dare express your crazy
.11aaughts and feelings to is a newspaper
reporter.

Tuesday, July.22-
The guardian grabbed toy hand today

and said. "Yes are uernbEng.." I said. "Of
course I ant I have been shim I was
declared incanpeteut"

Last night my mother called and she
is at her wit's end she says she want:
to commit suicide. She really
mean she wants to ccerret ricide but is
fed up with the system and what it is
doh, to me and my family.

As the guardian was here yesterday
and' casually flipped through my
$200,000 trust accoont. I thought ail
rho money and cox of his doing roe or
my parents any goad.

Thursday, July 24
I was umpoica to have two doctors

come to restore me from moon pet ence I
am ckfieitely not incompetent

I did rot get the doctors. Can't wider
stand why they have not come. It seems
somebody is draucz their feet hese

Saturday, July 26
I carrot tel you how much worse my -

mental condition is =ice I ha been a
"thing" of the coo't's without ngtits I

want to die, I pray to die There is no
happiness an Ide my Ide s over. I

would prefer death to living as a guard-
ianship zombie the rest of my tile.

Saturday, Aug. 2
It wilt be so nice to be free again. I

think of my crystals in storage. my books,
cry rewards. 'etc:

What is my crime It seams like the .
people I um en-rounded by are a lot sicker ,
than I ever thought of being. I have ,
money and they don't. That is the &fres- ;
wee.

They are extremely intolerant of me
; and rosy unsympathetic of my situation.

They all me a bag Lady. They are not
Albert Einstein.

Sunday, Aug. 3
My sroth called, and said the state

of Michigan is durrging its guardanshM
laws peanut they are freiting them too
tenni-toe and detrinaratal to the cider
patients. They will be having more tem-
porary gnardiarships, and limited-power
guardianships. There wilt be a periodic
review of each case.

Why doesn't Floosie update its guard-
iambs s al?

Friday, Aug. 15
I only have a few dayi left on my

!cog-term Medicare. In other vocals I
may go bankrupt eventually through hos-
pitalizanos.

I have a coupled friends and ex-ps-
tiects who want to smuggle me out of the
state as a last resort. would have to
lease behind my earthly possessions but
what are por lions when thew people
are bent on lolling you?

Monday, Aug. 25
Maybe I should live in a state hospital.

no one wants to help tee take care of my
disease. My mother does. but she is 75
y ears did and how long will she Last?

Thursday, Sept 18
I have found these court people to be

true hcch trash.
The sy. ardam, are overworked and

underpaid tor thew jobs. Thus there is a
lack of services to the wards. Lack of
money or transportation to the doctor or
for food can spoil death tor many.

The laws need to be changed.
a

On Sept 29, Pinellas Circuit fudge
Maynard F Swanson signed as order
returning Sue to Michigan. She had an
dermined all offers of help hcre, her law.

Swanson kept her in guardionsho,
but her mother s :Icontrol ker immediate
care. Sue scsll be rot an ollorence. if she
grows sandy, she will hate to return here

Tuesday, Sept-30
apPrc "sued your '.cod.ay the hear-

mg yesterday. a iwieve Judie Swanson is
a sue, clever and humorous ;edge.
could not have written a better order
myself. I bebeve Swanson knows more
dun he says. Thank God!

As they say. "Come to Florida on
vacation, lease Florida on probation."

Love. Sue.

78
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Ripe Wises--*Fierethe
sysiem wards .

'Itupset
her a lot'

alfaltIv 0000 and LAMY KMlialftreak
Kate always handled her own busi-

ness. Sbe kept the books for the Wise
=sin ice =am Rom she and bee
btabsed no She matured their money
when they moved to Pasco County
almost 20 years ago.

Then bee husband dud. She grew
paranoid and coofused. In 1580 a judge
appointed her only daughter as her
guard.= (Kate's real name is not be-
ing pilibbsbed at her request. However,
she and bee guardian gave permission
for photos)

At first, Mary Lou Charleboix
seemed to do a goad job. She settled
her mother M a boarding home. She
sold property to ply a debt. Sbe got
court approval to spruce up bee moth-
er's rental properties.

nen the system lost track of Kate
and her guardian. By the Moe officials
suspected troribk, two years of finan-
cial misdeeds had passed unnoticed.

According to a report by a courtop-
plated investigator, Charleboix had.

Moved with bee boyfriend into
Kate's home without paying rent and

borrowed about $4.800 of her
mother's money; spent parts of a
811,000 loan on unauthorized ex-
penses and used bee mother's credit to
borrow another 816,000 all without
court penniss ion.
_ Court records state that Charleboix
also paid 87,000dbe r mother's money
to repair a house for a friend again
without a judge's approval.

Finally, in March 1984. Pasco Cu-
rie Judge W. Lowell Bray ousted Char -
leboiz for "abuse of bee powers and
mismanagement of the ward's proper-
ty. He appointed new guardians.

at:deb.:ix fought hof mother's
guardians until ally 1985. By that

Kate's 590.000 estate had been
halved. Fees paid to lawyers investiga t-
mg and solving the problems cut even
deeper.

The real tragedy too was that all
this Irtsgataan really consumed a lot of
money that should have gam to her
care, says the investigator, lawyer

7 Fi

Peter 0. Brick. "By the t sie it was
through. there wasn't much left."

The problems in Kate's case came
to tight after officials examined the
financial accountings submitted by her
guardian. Money might have been
saved if those fassonal reports had
been filed earber.

Florida law requires guardians to
file an accaintinteury year, but for
two years Charleboix failed to file one.
The attorney paid to represent Kate
didn't ask a judge to demand those
reports. Court officials in Pasco County
didn't ask for explanations.

"A lot an happen in a year. And (or
that matter, more can happen to two
years if an accounting isn't filed," says
Richard C. Watarnsk. a Pasco lawyer
who later became guardian of Kate's
property.

Kate's daughter apparently moved
from Florida after being removed as
her mother's guardian. The St. Peters I
burg Times was unable to contact her
through letters and phone calls.

Attcrney James C. Campisi was
paid more than 810,000 to handle
Kate's guardianship, court records
show. He says he wasn't worried when
Charlebotx faded to file the required
financial reports.

"There was rated flag or anything
to suggest any land of wrgg4doing,"
Campisi says. "If anythmaM took a
perspective that she was doing every-
thing in the best interest of her moth-

Kate's new personal guardian says
the damage wasn't just financial.

it upset her a lot, much more than
she would admit," says Lutheran Min-
istries guardianship coordinator Dale
Hyland. "The daughter W24 cold and
calculating."

Kate now Cues in a St. Petersburg
boarding home. A slender woman with
milky blue eyes. the knits afghans and
goes out with a Luthefan Ministries
olumees fut ;undies u Kraal slakwdi

and tole slaw.

Kate Dies to rem:User about fish-
ing trips with her husband, but her.
voice turns fragile when she talks about
her daughter. She hasn't seen her
daughter for about two years.

"I'd Ha to know where she U.
Kate says.
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'All she.
wanted
was her
husband'

8y JEFFREY 0000 and LIMY KING
ftrwomn....

In more than 30 years of manage.
Lucian and Florence Peters managed
things alone. They saved, retired to
Florida. took walks and held hands.

"Oh God yeahislie loved him." says
Mrs. Peters' sister. Catherine 1(6aid of
New Jersey.

By and by. they needed help. They
reached their mid80s. Florence Peters
suffered a series of strokes. Lucian
Peters remained dearheaded. but
health problems merwhehned him.

The couple turned to an I.:quaint-
rue from churdt At first. Joan Grad-
sky =ply shopped and cocked for
them

Then, in September 1983. a judge
declared Mrs. Peters incompetent.
making Ms. Gradsky her guardian. Mr.
Peters was competent, but be ?den-
tal* gave Ms. Gradsky control of his
money through a limited guardianship.

The guardianship lasted only seven
months. but it marked the beginning of
radical changes in the Peterses' lives.

Ms. Gradsky took legal control of
the roughly $300.000 in cash and
bonds the couple possessed. In court
documents, she acted most of it in Mr.
Peters' name.

The guardian housed Florenc. Pe-
ters it a nursing home, but kg.. Mr.
Peters in the guardian's own home.
After a while. Ms. Gradsky no longer
brought Mr. Peters to visit his wife.

Her sister says Florence Peters
was devastated by the loss of contact
with her husband. It would really
b eau her heart. She didn't talk about
r airy. AB she wanted was her hos-
t aid."

Over Ms. Gradsky's objections.
rs Peters wan back her civil rights in

A yrd 1984. Mr. Peters took back legal
sntrol of ha finances that same
south. saying he had recovered his

nealth amt had been managing his own

affairs despite the guardianship
Ms. tradsky's formal contrpl had

ended, but the Petersen did not re-
. tune. -

Mrs. Peters never left the nursing
borne. She died 'if a massive stroke in
August 1984.

Lucian Peters did not attend her
funeral. Instead, the funeral borne re-
ceived this telegram (see above):
in has parsing through the state of
Ronda wed 1 waist my wife to be
cremated. Thank you. Mr. Peters"

Leman Peters had been in upstate
New York with Joan Gradsky. A month
later, they were married by a deck in
St. Petersburg. He was 87. she was 54.

About 8100,000 of Mr. Peters'
money was spent in the first month of
the marriage and the 11 months pre-
ceecfmg is, court records state.

The expenditures included 826.700
for medical expenses and 815.000 for
an addition ti. Ms. Gradsky's horse. A
state social worker sand Mr. Peters had
also purch ed new eggs for the guard-
ian's two an titers,hters. court records

-.-

The new Mrs. Peters is a heavy
woman with graying hair draktglightly
back. She pares when asked about the
marriage.

-Well.' she says. "It's case of
mutual respect, you might so."

She won't discuss her role in man-
aging the Petersen' money. but defends
how she treated them.

She says donor's orders kept Flor-
ence Peters in the nursing home. She
says the couple's physician also told
Peters not to visit leas wife because it
upset tarn.

"She was very mean to him. That's
why he couldn't go to the nursing
home," she says.

The doctor disputes her state-
ments. "That's false." says Dr. Rich-
ard Prank. He never saw Florence
Peters mistreat her husband, he says.
In fact, he says, they should have been
reunited. and recalls urging the guard-
ian to do so.

"I thought it would be good for
(Florence Peters).- Prank says. -Tbe
guardian only hindered that rather than
helped it."

During four visits to Lucian Peters'
home, a reporter was not allowed to
see. uni Rich-tune. his wife or fa-
thermla w said that Peters w.:n't
one His rate and the coun..

ney said he doesn't want to

CI 0
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We had
arguments,
that's'air

"Ity XMAS, 0000 and LAMY KM
Ilt Powntavellore Mow

The Belt started when the mentally lll man
refused to go to bed, police gni-

There were steams and a struggle. Blood
paired frem gashes raked throrigh the man's face
am. neck by a broken drinking glass. An ambulance
took him away. Police arrested his wife.

It was Donald and Jones worst battle, but hardly
- the first sign of trouble.

Joan was not caly Donald's wife, but also his
:uartban. appointed by a judge io 1981 to protect

care for hint (Their real names are not used
bet to protect the couple's privacy.)

1.wasn't until Donald *boost died and Jain was
arrested in the 1984 incident that a judge replaced
her as guardian. The problems started long before
that

-There were many, many times that I felt like
my own borne where it was supposed to be
peaceful and quiet was nothing but an emergency
room," Joan says caw.

A 62-year-ord retired accountant. Donald was
diagnosed as schizophrenic and declared incompe-
tent in May 1981.

Joan. 50, was named his guarcban. From then of
nobody challenged her fitness for the job, despite
repc.ted signs of trouble:

Nov. 10, 1981: Donald told police that Joan
was trying to 1311 hint He was taken to the hospital.
then back home.

May 29, 1983: Poke arrive.1 after a neigh-
lrir said Joan beat Donald with a mop and severely
cut his arm. They were both hospitalised.

Medical records state that Joan did "not wish to
hen with her hisbaod any longer, and she was afraid__
she might use homicide on him."

Aug. 25,1984: Responding to a all for help,
police watched as Donald. covered with blood, ran
naked from the house. Rescue workers took him to
the biimital.

aald told police his wife "got irate" when be
- refused to go to bed. Joan sail seltdefesse led her to

gash her husband's face and neck with a broken
sirs. Police decided Joan was "tryolg to kill the
victon" and arrested her for auravated battery.

Pobce knew Joan was Donald's guardian. But

they didn't notify court cifxials of the noleoce.
"We don't handle these cases that often and

sometimes ifs a point of who do you turn to," says
loctianShores Poke Chief Gary Hess. "Nobody
seems to want to take respionlaty for it."

The couple's psychiatrist, Indian Rocks Beach
cateopath J. B. Jou, was the doctor who each year
reported to court officials on Donald's condition. Ills
reports and other documents examined by the St.
Persrshug.Timmsbom.tassign be tailifaetteifacielsoi-z
problems with Joan.

But government doomed. suggest that Jaye
knew there was trouble joss was hr patient. too.
Be had about 110 pa yMie appoiMments widi ber
from 1961 throia0 1983. She ins Imposed as an
alcohol abuser with a history of severe emotional
disturbance sod personality disorder. Case notes by
a state 'Denim:ekes state: "Appmestly Dr.Joye has
for a long time had concerns about the guardianship
as (Joan) has in the past taken ban out AMA (against
medial advice) and has not followed through with
treatment plans."

Jon said he was unable to comment for this
article, citing patient confidentiality. However, in a
letter to the Tinier be sail. "My actions and seem-
tnendatioos in this case were within normal, accept-
ed community standard."

It took a tip to a state hotline the day afterJoan's
arrest before court officials raised questions about
Joan's conduct. After learning of Joan's arrest.
Mau Circintludg. Thomas E. Penick Js. replaced
her with a professional g.ardtan overseeing Don
ald's personal care.

Penick says court officials rarely check on a
ward's care, especially if the guardian is a relative.
The people who knew there was a problem should
hare told court officials, be says.

"There's the tragedy, that this will be going on
and it's never called to a judge's attentrio," be says.

Donald's new personal guardian, George Atkin
son, kept the couple apart until tensions eased. He
took Donald to a new psychiatrist. Donald improved
and soon needed no guardian.

Today, Donald and Joan are happy to be free of
guardianship. Donald dropped the charge against his
wife and they reun..ed They dispute most offing
repOrts of the struggles between thent

"We had arguments, that's all, just hive all
married couples do. She ide a good guardian,"
Donald says. His wife ad.... I certainly did the best
job that anyone could."

If Joan had remained is her husband's guardian,
diskinpoo says, the ending could been tragic. "It,
could have dragged them under.'
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'You can't always meet the responsibility'
By JEFFREY GOOD and LARRY KING

SLM4antsw3Tbsos Str WAN*

Before all the years of hard drinking. mental
illness and institutor., Henry Trt..,r was a dashing
bartender on the New York Central Rails 'ad. partic-
ular about his pleasures.

"My brother Henry. be was a handsorn boy."
says Rosalie McIver Robinson, his sister in Phiuuer
pla. "Unfortunately, has downfall was fast women
and slow horses."

Today be is 73. In slurred speech, he claims to
own a Rolls Riliyce. Sometimes he forgets his ciga-
rette is lit and sets hi home afire.

On July 24,1984, Mclver was declared incompe-
tent. His first gularrian lasted just six month ted
from guarthanshipaundersuspoon of furahcial mis
management

Then came Lutheran Ministries of Florida, a
nonprofit agency that provides guardians for poor
and troublesome wards. Lutheran Ministries took
over in Februiry 1985.

There was trouble from the start. McIver was
t, unruly and careless. but ip:In't have the money for

costly professional superman. Lutheran Min.st nes
couldn't find a good boarding borne for him. The
agency let Mclver bye with a sister in St. Peter:-
bur&

On March 3, 1985. McIver tossed smoldering
cigarette ashes into i-McIver basket in his
bedroom. Fire burned through the ceiling and smoke
filled the house he shared with his sister, /-

After the fire, McIver went to the hospital for
problems unrelated to the fire. Wren he WAS dis-
charged, Lutheran Ministries let his sister take him
back to the charred house. Dale Hyland, the agen-
cy's guardianship coordinator, says he didn't know
then about the Bob.

"My feeling at that time was, 'At least he's got a
roof over has head, " Hyland says.

In fact, firefighters had to punch a 'hole in
McIver's roof to douse the March fire. When a social
worker summoned Hyland 1:: the hcsise almost two '
months after the blaze, HylaC4sked a judge to have

'police officers remove McIver. t. . .
Coat documents described Mclver's condition

then: "Hyperactive and delosionai, no it edi=tion in
the home, coo( supernsicol house is gutted from
fire, no electricity, phone or running water, com-
pletely unsanitary living conditions with no edible
food available."

Mclver's sister was bong in a car in front of the
home at the ume. says a friend, Rev. Albert Sanders
Sr.

Hybrid acknowledges that Lutheran Mnrstnes
should have found out sooner about those conditions,

"Of course the guardian has dot re
But at the same tune, you can't .ways meet the
responsibility," he says. "We're not perfect, okay?"

Even if be had known, Hyland says. It might have
been hard to move Mclver any sooner. Mclver
insisted on living with his sister, and Hyland says it's
hard to convince a judge to forcibly move a ward

"The fact that he's bong in a burned-out house,
that doesn't mean lie's loot dangerous to hrnsclf of
others." Hybrid says.

McIver's guardian recently moved !um into a
Flnellas psychaitric hospital. Mclver has new cordu-
roy slacks, gets medication and regular meals He
speaks well of his guardian.

"You treated me swelL" he toll llyland recently
"I like you."
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. . and a nase where the
system works very well

'Rosie: Help with
no loss of dignity
Sy JEFFREY GOOD end LARRY KING
at Pwwwwannw sum vmirw

Rosie jingles her house keys.
anxious to get to the store. A
younger companion sits with her m
the kitchen, studying Rosie's shop-
ping list.

"You know, you don't have any
food on this list today," says
DeeAnn Foster, Rome's guardian.

"You know I'm not a big eat-
er," Rosie says.

"You've got oatmeal coolies

ie looks up, startled. "Oh, I
do?" She looks away, embarrassed.

Al 76, Rosie is grows more
forgetful. She wants to leak after
herself. Often she succeeds.

When she needs help, though,
Rosie's guardian is there. Foster's
work is the ideal of what guardian-
ship should be a gentle intrusion
that protects Rosie without sw might fall.

her elputy. "We don't want her to fall and

Iliad to have some help, says
have a oroken hip," Foster says. "I"

Rosie. "There must be a lot of
can put her in a i.otton-batted room

other people who are helpless and
and make dang sure she doesn
break 'lip, but I would be remiss

are looking for help and don't get as a guardian. It's a narrow . . .
it. I just count my blessing every

and assigned a guaritaan.

"If you were confined 24 hours
a day to someone who was a com-
plete invalid, naturally it took its
toll." a friend from church recalls.

After her husband's death.
Rosie ate mostly ice cream and
cookies. She didn't bathe often
enough, wrote checks on an ex-
pired account, didn't pay bills and
was swindled by an insurance
salesman.

The guardian went right to
work. Foster keeps close tabs on
Route's spending and has volun-
teers cook balanced meals. She
takes ?'osie to the dentist and has a
nurse stop by to make sure Rosie--
take> htr medication. Foster is
paid aboat $30 a week from
Rosie's modest savings

There are still some problems.
Rosie neglects to take her medi-
cine, calls expensive repairmen for
simple jobs and trusts strangers
too much. She has dozy spells and
her guardian worries that she

The guardian who would just shill
day. " tie them all off in a nursing home

People isle Rome live all over would not.be a true guardian."
Florida. By looking after the basics,

Rosie and her husband George Foster has allowed Rosie to remain
whose real names will not be in her mobile home near old

published here at the guardian's fnends. Rosie attends church func-
request moved here from Chi- bons and takes bnsk MOB. And
ago. They hoped for a pleasant she tends to her favonte plant a

retirement. hibiscus bush that almost froze to

But emphysema disabled death t tie "Ante r her husband died.

George. and Rosie promised to "It stopped grc sing," she
keep tun out of a nursing home. says. "I didn't see any life in it, any

For four years, she paid bills, hope.

cooked meals, helped tun bathe. "I was going to toss the bush,
Often he would fall from bed at and I looked down and saw a little
night and Rosie would all the hit of green. I babied It and babied
paramedics to come hft him. it and babied it.

Then on Dec. 30. 1984.
George died. Within live weeks,
Rome was declared iocompetin t

83

"1 brought it back to health.
les come back and here it ts. a
hundred buds on it."
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WARDS OF THE COURT

'Pockets of collaborators' compromise
welfare of Pinellas wards

Fourth 117 a.senes.
Ety JEFFREY GOOD and LARRY KING

vw,wwv swn

Meet some people entrusted with the
welfare of wards of the court:

Fred C. Schrecengost was a &and/an who
made extra money by !musing his wards in the
boarding home he managed, according to his
former boss.

George Chambers became guardian for an
81-year-old wiCow after about $9,200 of her
modest savings disappeared. Assistant State
Attorney James A. Fergusonays Chambers
took the money.

Dr. Byron W. Goldberg told officials in
89-year-old veteran didn't need, guardian's
protection. Then the psychiatrist helped a
friend of his take control of the veteran's
$500,000, officials say.

Judges in Pinellas County remove people's
civil rights, make them Wirds of the court and
promise them protection.

When faniBy members aren't able or qual
tiled to serve as guardians, judges often en.
trust wards' are to clunbt networks of soca
workers, professional guardians, lawyers and
others. -

Some of these networks represent not
only the wards' inter but also selfish
interests.

"You have these little pockets of cash°.
rotors ... where they're doing their own
thing," says Dale Hyland, guardianship coor

-dinator at Lutherin Ministries of. Florida, a
nonprofit social services agency. "That's not
the way it should be." t`

Judges often don't screen guardians, law
yers and other courtnappointed professionals
for skill and honesty. So they wind up trusting

those same professfoaais to police one anoth
ern

Some professionals don't need much over-
sight, says Pinellas Circuit Judge Jerry Park.
er. "There are just those who are shining
examples of what should be done."

Others aren't such good examples.
Tasted to protect feeble people, they have
used their power to benefit themselves or
friends. Trusted to report problems, they
have sometimes hidden or ignored them.

Prominent guardianship professionals say
they try t rret put wrongdoers m their
ranks, Do Hicks, outgoing president of
Pinellas County's Guardian Association, says:
"W- oojkie our own."

t some of the professionals have beguo
rnying on one another for work. As wards'
needs become secondary to their ow:, they
stop policing one another.

The watchdogs of the guardianship sys-*
-tem the judges say they count on
guardianship professionals to act ethically and
to alert curt officials to questionable actions
by other professionals. Judges trust the pro-
fes.ionals to put the interests of helpless
wards ahead of their own.

"You're very disappn'ated when they
don't live up to that trust," says P,nellas
Circuit Judge- Thomas E. Pench Jr. "Haw do I
get the truth: .. I've got to have the red

Today's articles tell the stones of some
guardianship profesiionals who won trusted
positions in the guardianship system, then
used that power to benefit themselves or
tAir acquaintances

St. Petersburg Times Depots Metropolitan
Editor Robert Hooker contributed to this report
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Cozy ties, selfish motives
jeopardize Pinellas wards

Man who took
iividovv's $9;200
named guardian

By JEFFREY 0000 and LARRY MO
scawstww.awntswan

The old snapshots show a woman with red
cheeks who loved to dance and visit fnends. Then
Carolyn Huber's maid and body withered. A man
named George Chambers befriended her.

Last year about 89.200 of Mrs. Huber's modest
savings disappeared. Authorities say that
Chambers took the money.

Then Chambers got even more power over the
81-year-o/d widow from Clearwater. He became her
guardian.

The judge who appointed Chambers as the
IVOII1211% guardian last year sayi be doesn't remem-
ber the case. Bulithe judge apparently had no reason
to question Chambers. an aperienced professional
guardian who had the support of a prominent guard-
iansiop lawyer.

This is what the judge apparently didn't know: In
the 16 months before Chambers became het guard-
Lan. Mrs. Huber had become increasingly dependent
on Chambers. As her health failed. she gave him
control of her finances through a power of- attorney
document and joint checking account. She cut a
relative out of her will. substituting Chambers as a
prime beneficiary.

When Chambers asked to be named as Mrs.
Huber's guardian, his mart petition did not disclose
his relationship with Mrs. Huber. On May 7. 1985.
Pinellas Circuit Judge Robert F. Michael declared
Mrs. Huber incur:wean* and gave Chambers con-
trol of her care and money.

Like many other Pinellas iudges. Michael says he
'oesn't check the backgrounds of prospective guard-
ians. He trusts guardianship lawyers to oo that.

The St Petersburg lawyer who helped Cham-
bers establish this and many other guardianship

s she did not auction Chambers' motives. "A'

that time we had not uncovered any serious wrong-
doing.- says lawyer Lauren &I1.

Sill says she didn't know that Chambers was in
Mrs. Huber's will. Sill did know that Chambers had
control of Mrs. Huber's finances, she says, but she
did not int estigate how he used that power.

Mrs. Umber's guardianship 'lasted only five
weeks beta she died of cancer on June 15.1985
S'le left zr, estate words about 810.000, court
records

Ead:er in 1985. she had about 830.000. says
tant State An nmey lames A. Ferguson. But in

the four months before Chambers became guardian.
Ferguson says, Chambers took about $9,200 of Mrs.
Huber's money from their joint account. It is unclear
how Chambers used the money. Ferguson says.

Mrs Huber's nephew is durrayel that c'esst
officials dadn't know more about the man they put in
charge of the widow's life.

The nephew, George Ruckelhausen, is especially
distressed that Mrs. Huber'sfarruly mementos are
now missing. "It's a tern& tEng Ishen a lifetime is
disregarded like that." he says.

Chambers committed suicide last Febnury, as
criticism of Lis work mounted in this case and
another one. His widow says Chambers befriended
Mrs. Huber and wouldn't have stolen from her.
. 'My husband was about as honest as the day is
long, " - Adrian Chambers says. ''He had no greed."

Mrs. Huber's will left Charnaers he: personal
possessions and 610.000. The estate is in probate

'court.
Before his death. Chambers declined to accept

his $10,000 bequest "I would rather the money go
to family members," he wrote in a letter to the
tourt.
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'The main reason he became a
guardian was to get money

Sy JEFFREY MOO end LARRY 5040

Fred C. Schrecengost was a boarding home
manager.

Fred C. Schrecengost also decided to become a
guardian.

Why? So he could collect r. commission each time
he placed one of his wards in the St. Petersburg
boarding home be managed, says his former employ-
er.

-The main reason he became a guardian was to
get Money." says Tom Wick, who owned the
boarding home where Schrecengost worked. "That
-was part of hirjob.-worlong for me-and filling the'
famines up."

Each time Schrecengost placed a ward in Wick's
boarding home during 1984, Wick says. he paid
Schrecerfgost 20 percent of the first month's rent.
Schrecengost also collected 5 to 10 percent of the
facifity's gross income each month Wick says.

Guardians have the power to decide where their
wards live. They are forbidden to use that power to
benefit themselves, says Pinellas' Circuit Judge
Thomas E. Penick Jr. But Penick says Schrecengost
apparently dad just that.

"That ... appears to me to be self-dealing and a
coact of interest," Penick said when 3 St Men-
ke:I Times reporter Mid him of Sehrecengost's
reported arrangement.

-Hes doing nothing but funnefiog peoe': into
boarding homes.". says Penick. "Ins'ead of locking
into what is best for the ward you've got blinders on
when you've got an obligation to fikboarding borne:.

90c9le."
Lauren Sill is the St. Petersburg lawyer who

helped Schrecengost become a guartfian, and was
then hired to handle tail legal work. Sill sTyrshe
didn't know that Schrecengost got commissions for
wards placed at Wick's home. But she dad know he
managed the faalty where his wards hued.

She says she disapproved of the arrangement,
but dad not forbid or report it to judges. "The other
side of the coin is the ward benefits from having the
parer= there on all eight hours a day," she says.

Saes had a duty to tell a judge what she knew,
Penick says. "She knew that?" he says. "I'd never
allow it."

Although Penick did not know about the
-hoarding borne srmagemente he- oustedSchrecaa._

goat from all guardianships in early 1985. Penick
askd the Pinellas -Pasco State Attorney's Office to
investigate the guardian for misappropriating money
from estates.

Schrecengost is said to be living in Maryland. He
did not respond to a letter and shone calLi seeking
comment for this article.

R6
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VA doctor wrongly steered
patient to adviser

Sy JEFFREY 0000 and LARRY SUMO

n''.------4j----------"*.." VA officials discovered that Emerson was tryicg i
Iris fart iab Paid 'Fist 19 cents an beer. By age to withdraw money from-Mas bank accounthr

139, Ma had saved arc than $500.000 mcoey insensibly to reinvest it at Ingha late:est rates.
be waxed to use to create a stbolambili kind after Abrmed. the VA asked a judge to reconsider the
his death.

Dot lag spring. officials say. those plans sudden- case4loileTwaillYing too fait'aiicf hard.- says Ed
ll aaagad itt a way that raised Questhogs abort Culbertson. a St. Petersburg lawyer representing
the rote of a courtappoin. ted psychiatrist. the VA.

WhBe Max was a pataerd at the _et Admin. mix war derkr incompetent * and as-
istratioo tVA) licelaital at Sal tines. VA officials vaedgegifianstmermo's fmancial enactmentsasked a yalge to appoint a pagan to protect bird were teemed before they Olt MIS Mrtoonel "

Dr. Byron W. Goldberg. a VA Polelalatnst__..lahe nekiassei' s boss says that the Priebiatriet vicalt-regularly examines ;respective wards. was ac/Pwx., '
boas getbulgooked maies

ed to see if Max was mental ecesPetent-
finances adectrodociag birolo Emerson-The did

Goldberg Modell in late 1885 ...thatMeg ,_,..,141- 1 el sargellreines says:however, thatAkingi/OC
fend from "mild sera)" as wen as MPLI°° I'W'' evidence that Goldberg espktited Mag.and bearing. Bat Goldberg concluded that Max still i it iremea_iareomed bur rripid7 ins Dr.°.
bad the mental clarity to manage his own affairs, wrebaenzzi rir wer a dm* *ar000,. bier to de
Another doctor agreed. and the judge decided .. me, op he owed Gridbui; hot rack 00
against guardiminp. father action. Goldberg taros about S7S.000 a yearDot then Goldberg decided Mao needed some jaws VA jab.

...
1'69

is
anansin4 his $5°001)° hie sisineL He Goldberg says be did nothing wrong. 1 fek that Ilot:educed Max to out of his friends. Richard Emer-

the"
Lag sPring Max gave....AEmenc.,...in Ewe sod

tn.....i.ery.authreiryan fan, be says be has steered more than one veteran
sera

to °Wage his finances *-- 4.-- r--' Goklbag says be met Emerson years ago when
St pererbarg len& scamp zerraski pre. .Emerson was a salesman for health and ne--itional

as mob as $8.000 a year for the belp.

pared the legal doonnents giriag Emerson control. prodiwts. Asked to descnbe Emerson's qualifies.
Emerson with a qualified financial adviser at Day ...r. m a financial manager. Goldberg said: -111
Fres who had done "Charity wort- ZewatWd Saia. --.-. to beg °a a* further eraocniakaar

VA officials dispute the. They lay Emerson ofd &wrack the financial adviser. has reportedly
not Toth as a Bay Erma volunteer. was not qua/I:Jed moved to California. He did not return messages left
to handle Max's money and should not love been with his St: Petersburg attorney.

.Called into Max' case by Goldberg. . sm;a,
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Pinellas system treats
many wards well

By JEFFREY 0000 mr4 LARRY KING
34. worylivittwoo femme."

Many wards are served well hi guardian-
ship in Menu County.

When wards are treated well/here, it's
generally not because the law or judges guar-
antee it but becntle their caretakers genu-
inely want to do what is best.

"There are bad apples in any profession,"
Ms Rebecca Morpn. a St. Petersburg lawyer
who specithes in legal problems of the elder-
ly. But for the most part in Micl as. she says.
"the people involved in it really care."

The peed for martins* savices is tre-
rthidom. There are currently 3500 active
guartfianthips. Fintlian more than 1.000
people became wards in 1985 alone.

Wards fare better in Pinellas than in many
other parts of Florida. experts agree, partly
because of the grape bore that train guard-
ians and serve wards who have nobody the.

The Guardian Association of Pinellas
County is a private, nonprofit orprrinfon that
s---xs training sessions nod fields com-
plaints about abuses by guard:as. Many of Its
members also serve poor wards for little or no
money. Lutheran Ministries of Florida also"
provides free guardianship services.

Such services have pat Pinellas a step
ahead of other areas in Pk. a, -says Elaine
New. a lawyer no a Florida Bar committee
evaluating the state's guardianship system.
-That doesn't happen anywhere (else) in the
State."

Pinellas is also distinguished h a comput-
er-a?...ed system for checking up on guardans
work.

In addition to maintaining the court files
tont:bung guardians' reports and other vital
documents, two Maas evat clerks scan the
files fen signs of trouble ..nd report prthems
to judges.

Since 1982. the clerks have been aided by
a computer that spits out stern warnings when
guardians and lawyers don't de reports on
time. The =pater was busy in 1986:annual
reports were overdue in about one -thkd of the
3,500 guardiaraSps. -

The deride oversight is limited by their
legal authority and financing, though. Most
notably, they don't conduct in-depth audits of
how ans manage their wards' money.
Compbcated financial reports generally aren't
examined for more than 30 minutes.

"With what the law requires,I the were
doing a good job,- says Paul doninger super-
miser of the probate department for 21 years.

Caring for wards is a mpney-making
proposition for some guardians
eyi....JESTREY.....000,Lanil.....LARRY KUNO

Soar gardiars work for free. But many Pusellas
Comity guardians are paid for their work.

A corps of professional guardians has sprung up
to are for wards who have nobody else. Almost
two - thirds of the Pindas 'residents placed under
guardianship in the first half of 1985 bad nonfamily
guardians. a St. Petersburg Tie analysis shows.

Professional guardians in Pinellas geoerally
charge between $15 and $20 an hour. while liners
m guardianship cases generally collect $75 to $125
an hour. Guardians and lawyers say they collect an
average of $500 to 81,000 a year (or each paying
ward.

The pay can rule an '1 higher. The seven
guardians for mg/lona= bar. a* Hubert Rutland got
a judge's permission to pay thansther a total of
$193,500 in 1985 and to spend another $139.800 on
legal fees:

On the other hand, marry roam guardraniand
lawyers care for indigent wards for tittle dr no pay.
-That's part of our duty to the public, to girt back
sane of what we take out," says Sc. PeErsburg
lanes Doug Wffnensoo.

To collect fees. guardians and lawyers are sup-
posed to give judges a petition describhg the work
performed. Some petitions detail the tasks per-
formed at length. Others give only a beef summary
of serrices.

to most cases nitres aonrove the requested fee

without argument. But not always.
While some judges routinely approve $20 hourly

fees for guardians, PineEas Cram Judge Jerry
Parker drew the brie at $15 an hour *lute he
supervised gmrdianthps OM year. Parker says that
rate is enough (or such routine tasks as visiting
wards and paying NI:.

Guardians who thought they deserved more had
to schedule a special bearing, Parker says. -Same:
times they Add convince me. sometimes they
couldn't."

Unless someone tells them otherwise, judges
trust that guardians and lawyers have done the work
for which they are requesting fees.

That wasn't the case with garden Ake Otis
Otis collected $20 an hour (or services such as
taking wards to the doctor while paging as
employee $8 an hour to actually do the work.

But after Otis requested almost $10.000 in fees
on one case, the ward's sister complained. At an
August hearing, Pinellas Grc-nt judge Maynard F.
Swanson told Ms to charge her full rate only for
time hirself spent on wards.

Otis says she is resubmitting a request for lower
fees. but says she and other guardians thought they
could, snake a profit on their eaminfees* work.
Swanson disagreed.

"We isi:e'd to encourage professing guardians,"
he said after the hearing. -But I don't really Lke the
idea . . . that the guardanship berates a profit-mak-

. mg organization."
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Steps in setting up a guardianship
we POlonlows Ilftte110101111Mir ny. Most are declared incompetent.

The appointment. The petitioners' lawyerGuardianships are set up quickly and can totally ti
nommates a guardian for the ward's personal carechange the way an incompetent person Lives. Once and: guardan for his finances. Usually ifs the sameappointed. a guardian has supreme control over a person. darnng objection. the edge normally apward's lifestyle and finances, with little supennsion. edge

Here are the steps required in EinelLis County: proves
Early guardianship. The judge sets a bond toThe petition. A petition a filed in probate protect the ward's mono. based on an estimate ofcourt. It contends a person o incompetent. A rela- the ward's assets. Within 60 days. tbe financialrive or any three Florida citizens can file it. Family guardian files an :mental, of the ward's holdings,members are notified of the proceedings. A hearing

date inset. and the bond may be adjusted.

The layman exam. A citizen known as a Supervision. The guardian is in cow. w and
layman examiner takes the petition to the most actions require no court approval- There are
would-be ward. This layman asks whethtr the per. no specific standards for the ward's personal care.
son wants a lawyer and sometimes observes his Ifirwever, a judge must approve such things as
living conditions and functional 'kilts. A lawyer is property sales, extensive home repasts the fihnil of
appointed if the person woes but can't afford one. lawnits, the borrowing of money. Each year the
Ilse layman's report goes to the court. coot requireses the guardian to provide a written

Psychiatric exams. Two psychiatrists visit at surnmary of the ward's care, a donor's letter real-
separate times. They &abase the persons mental firming the ward's condition and an accounting of
state and recommend whether he he found incornpe- the ward's finances.
tent. Their repots go to the court. Restestion. Any relative or friend may pets -

Adjudication. A judge reviews the reports and non to have a ward's rights restored. The petition
*finds the person competent or incompetent The must be accompanied by at least one doctor's report
petitioners' lawyer always attends this public hear- saying the ward is now competent. At a hearing.
el. ft is less than two weeks aft the judge decides whether the ward's competence
petition Is filed: would-be ward rarely att or *bond be restored. If so. the persons rights are
has a lawns present There is seldoesany_tediMo-uomediateltreinstated...1LtarelyhaPPens. .

Some alternatives . w .

and where to call for, help
St 01,11.4 .M/1.4w neg. but say it can be Armed, too. Both

powers of attorney terminate when a
Gina/Islip is net the only aeaon des.

for people left vulnerable by mental or
physacal ffis. - -

Less drastic measures can solve
problems while preserving a person's
clod rights and dignity. Some however.
'resent risks of their own.

Voluntary guardianship. A mea-
t:Ay alert person with physical problems
can get a guardian to manage only his
assets. The ward retains his rights and
may caned the guardianship anytime. To
qualify, the ward need -a doctor's state -.
ment that he is mentally competent.

fVoluntary guardians
the

file annual
inancialreports with the cont

Power of attorney. This is a writ-
ten agreement to have someone else pay .
a person's has, sign documents and so'
forth. It is limited to melaaBy competent
people. but there is no court supervision.
It is nullified when a person becomes
mentally confused or airnatose. Many
experts &courage powers cl attorney
because they are often used to exploit

Me family power of attor-
ney. This power of attorney if restrict-
ed to family members and endaies even
a'ter a person becomes confused or co-
matose. It ends, however, if a peaion is
declared legally incompetent- experts
prefer it to an ordinary power at attar-

Living trust. A mentally competent
person can transfer property -to a trust.
usually managed by i financial institu-
tion. If the person who set up the trusf
becomes incompetent, the trustee would

cootinue to manage the finances.
Representative payee. A Social

Security recipient Can name someone to
receive and deposit the monthly check.
Or, if the person is mentally confused,
Social Security workers can decide
whether the recipient needs a represen-
tative payee.-The payee is supposed to
spend the mopes only on the original
recipient, though only limited dot:amen-

tal.1°n is requi94-
tornmunity "seiviees:Conixinnity

services sat as cleaning, laundry, meal
preparation. grocery shopping, medal
transportation, adidt daycare and home
nursing Ire available throilth the.Cona-
munity Care for the .06m4,/ program.
Only physically or mentally inipaired
people over 60 pew of age are eSsable.

e is a lengthy wakinglist and priori-
ty is given on the tuna of need. For.
people tinder 60, hocoesnakiog services
are available throngh,Ccarror 7 Care
for the Diablo& nos props: to hue
waiting list and dsents are n. n ku5-
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Hue are agencies that can help:
Probate division, clerk of

court's office In each:county. this
office helps the court keep watch over
guardianship cases. In Pin s. lele
phone 825.1791 (St. Petersbufe-or
462.3321 (Clearwater). In PUCO, 847-
8186 (Port Richer) and 904-521-4506
(Dade City): Hernando, 904-796-3539:
Gums. 904-726-8560: Manatee. 749-
1800: Hillsborough. 223-7811 exten-
sion 807.

Florida Department of Health
and Rehabilitative Services Its
district offices of agog and adult senic-
trig! answer realms, bely find guard-
ians sad illyesttPte complaints oi guard-
ianship ;Wee.- The Largo office (536-
5911) serves Pinellas and Pasco. the
Tamps (272-3400) suns Hills-
borough the Brooksvile
office (9D4-7 193) serves Hernando
and the Inveless office (904-726-1361)

Lutheran-iffinistries of Florida,
A diatitable nonprofit corporation. it

answers questions and takes cared 120
low-income wards in Pinellas, west Patt-
iz and Fallsbirciigh cookies. 8944299
in St. Petersissi. 847.6338 is west
Pasco and 831-4449 in Tamps.

Guaira= iCeoclatiin Pinel-
Les County =abstain of lealewion-

tral.gorffisns provides haling for new

guardians: tacks to improve standards
and investigates com plaints in Pinellas.
The contact persons include Peggy
Parker in south Maas (391-1216) and
Irene. Haugh in north Pinellas (784-
4200). To file a coroteffieffilf &leer
elation's botfine. 531-4664.

Family Service Centers of Pi-
nellas- County- Its aging servi xs
program proridoncoimseling to any sew-
dent .of Pinchs who is 60 or older.
822-3961.

Gulfcoast Legal'Services
This agency insides legal help to qual-
ified persons in south .Pinellas (821-
0726). north Einellas .(443-0657) and
Bradenton (746-6151). Bay Area Le-
gal Services cderathe same help in
Tampa (223.2525) sad New Port Richey
(847,549

1 the will help
you find a lawyer and will -investigate
complaints against )flyers. For belp.in
Gaffing a furor. call 821-5450 in St
Petersburg, 461.4880 in Clearwater.
847-8107 m west Pasco. 148-8859 is
Bradenton, 229-8349 in Tampa and
800-342-8011 eiseartere in the state.

To Me a &kiddie against a lawyer
Onceafebeotarb) in Kodak Pas-
ha and Minster. call the
Bar office is =pa ($75-91121) To Ede

=in Herm& and Carta, call-
Womb (3(6425-5424).

O
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